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Geometric approach to stable homotopy
groups of spheres. I. The Hopf invariant
P.M. Akhmet’ev
dedicated to the memory of Professor M.M. Postnikov
Abstract
A geometric approach to the stable homotopy groups of spheres is
developed in this paper, based on the Pontryagin-Thom construction.
The task of this approach is to obtain an alternative proof of the
Hill-Hopkins-Ravenel theorem [H-H-R] on Kervaire invariants in all
dimensions, except, possibly, a finite number of dimensions. In the
framework of this approach, the Adams theorem on the Hopf invariant
is studied, for all dimensions with the exception of 15, 31, 63, 127.
The new approach is based on the methods of geometric topology.
Introduction
Let πn+m(S
m) be the homotopy groups of spheres. Under the condition
m ≥ n+2 this group is independent ofm and is denoted by Πn. It is called the
stable homotopy group of spheres in dimension n. The problem of calculating
the stable homotopy groups of spheres is one of the main unsolved problems
of topology. A development of the Pontryagin-Thom construction leads to
various applications having important practical significance: an approach by
V.I.Arnol’d to bifurcations of critical points in multiparameter families of
functions [V] chapter 3, section 2.2 and Theorem 1, section 2.4, Lemma 4,
and gives many unsolved geometrical problems [E2].
For the calculation of elements of the stable homotopy groups of spheres,
one frequently studies algebraic invariants which are defined for all dimen-
sions at once (or for some infinite sequence of dimensions). Nevertheless, as
a rule these invariants turn out to be trivial, and are nonzero only in ex-
ceptional cases, see [M1]. As Prof. Peter Landweber noted: "‘This a very
interesting "‘philosophyпї"’. Are there examples to illustrate this, apart from
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the Hopf invariant and the Kervaire invariant? There might be one in N. Mi-
nami paper [M2]."’
A basic invariant is the Hopf invariant, which is defined as follows in the
framework of stable homotopy theory. The Hopf invariant (also called the
stable Hopf invariant), or the Steenrod-Hopf invariant is a homomorphism
h : Π2k−1 → Z/2,
for details see [W],[M-T]. The stable Hopf invariant is studied in this paper.
The following theorem was proved by J.F.Adams in [A].
Theorem. The stable Hopf invariant h : Πn → Z/2, n ≡ 1 (mod 2) is a
trivial homomorphism if and only if n 6= 1, 3, 7.
Remark. The case n = 15 was proved by Toda (cf. [M-T] Ch. 18).
Later Adams and Atiyah offered an alternative approach to the study of
the Hopf invariant, based on results of K-theory and the Bott periodicity
theorem, cf. [A-A]. This approach was also extended in subsequent works.
A simple proof of the theorem of Adams, close to the proof of Adams and
Atiyah, was given by V.M. Buchstaber in [B], section 2.
The definition of the stable Hopf invariant is reformulated in the language
of the cobordism groups of immersions of manifolds [E1, K2, K-S1, K-S2, La].
Using the Pontryagin-Thom theorem in the form of Wells on the represen-
tation of the stable homotopy groups of infinite dimensional real projective
space (which by the Kahn-Priddy theorem surject onto the 2-components of
the stable homotopy groups of spheres), we classify the cobordism of immer-
sions of (in general nonorientable) manifolds in codimension 1. The Hopf
invariant is expressed as a characteristic number of the manifold of double
points of self-intersection of an immersion of a manifold representing the
given element of the stable homotopy group. This is explicitly formulated in
[E1], Lemma 3.1. This lemma is reformulated in the standard way by means
of the Pontryagin-Thom construction for immersions.
The Theorem of Adams admits a simple geometric proof for dimensions
n 6= 2ℓ − 1. In the case n 6≡ 3 (mod 4) a proof, using the elements of
the theory of immersions, was given by A. Szu¨cs in [Sz]. The next case in
complexity arises for n 6= 2ℓ − 1. The proof of AdamsпїЅ Theorem under
this assumption was given by Adem [Adem] using algebraic methods. In this
paper the Adem relations on the multiplicative generators of the Steenrod
algebra were used. The theorem of Adem was reproved using geometric
methods in a joint paper of the author and A. Szu¨cs [A-Sz].
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We assume below that n = 2ℓ − 1. Define a positive integer σ = σ(ℓ) by
the formula:
σ =
[
ℓ
2
]
− 1. (1)
In particular, for ℓ = 8, σ = 3. Denote ns = 2
s − 1. Assume that s is a
positive integer, then ns is a positive integer.
The following is the main result of Part I.
Main Theorem
Assume that ℓ ≥ 8, therefore n ≥ 255. Let g : M
3n+nσ
4 # R
n be an arbi-
trary smooth immersion of a closed manifoldM , dim(M) = 3n+nσ
4
, where the
normal bundle ν(g) to the immersion g is isomorphic to the Whitney sum
of (n−nσ
4
) copies of a line bundle κ over M , ν(g) = (n−nσ
4
). (In particular,
w1(M) = 0, where w1 is the first Stiefel-Whitney class, because the codimen-
sion of the immersion g is even and w1(M) = (
n−nσ
4
)w1(κ) = 0), in general
M is nonconnected.) Then the equation 〈w1(κ)
dim(M); [M ]〉 = 0 is valid.
The Main Theorem is deduced from Theorem 12. Theorem 12 is deduced
from Propositions 23, 29; these propositions follow from Lemmas 30 and 30.
The proof of the Main Theorem is based on the principle of geometric
control due to M.Hirsh, see Proposition 26. This proposition permits one to
find within a cobordism class of immersions an immersion with additional
properties of self-intersection manifold. In this case we say that the immer-
sion admits a cyclic or quaternionic structure (see Propositions 23, 29).
We can deduce the following from the Main Theorem by standard argu-
ments.
Main Corollary
Let g : Mn−1 # Rn be an arbitrary smooth immersion of the closed man-
ifold Mn−1, which in general is not assumed to be orientable. Then un-
der the assumption n = 2ℓ − 1, n ≥ 255 (i.e., for ℓ ≥ 8), the equality
〈w1(M)
n−1; [M ]〉 = 0 is valid.
Remark. The equivalence of the preceding assertion and the theorem of
Adams (under the restriction ℓ ≥ 4) is proved in [E1,La].
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Wemention that in topology there are theorems which are close to the for-
mulation of the theorem of Adams. As a rule, these theorems are corollaries
of AdamsпїЅ theorem. Sometimes these theorems can be given alternative
proofs by simpler methods. As S.P. Novikov remarks in his survey [N], a
theorem of this type is the Bott-Milnor Theorem that the tangent n-plane
bundle to the standard sphere Sn is trivial if and only if n = 1, 3 or 7.
This theorem was first proved in the paper [B-M]. An elegant modification
of the known proof was recently given in [F]. One should mention the Baum-
Browder Theorem [B-B] about non-immersion of the standard real projective
space RP2
ℓ−1+1 into R2
ℓ−1 for ℓ ≥ 4. It would be interesting to discover an el-
ementary geometrical proof of this theorem and to prove the Main Corollary
for ℓ ≥ 4 as a generalization of Baum-Browder Theorem.
We turn our attention to the structure of the paper. In section 1 we recall
the main definitions and constructions of the theory of immersions. The
results of this section are formally new, but are easily obtained by known
methods. In section 2 the Main Theorem is reformulated using the notation
of section 1 (Theorem 12), which represents a basic step in its proof. The
proof of Main Theorem is based on Lemmas 30 and 31.
This paper was written for repeated discussions in the seminar on alge-
braic topology under the direction of Professor M.M. Postnikov.
The author is grateful for the discussions to Prof. V.M. Buchstaber,
Prof. S.A.Bogatyi, Prof. A.V. Chernavsky, Prof. V. V. Chernov, Prof. P. J.
Eccles, Prof. P. Landweber, Prof. A.S. Mishenko, Prof. Th. Yu. Popelelsky,
Prof. O.Saeki, Prof. E.V. Scepin, Prof. A.B. Skopenkov, Prof. Yu. P.
Soloviev, Prof. V.A. Vassiliev, N. Brodsky, S.A.Melikhov, R.R.Sadykov and
M.B. Skopenkov. Let me mention that Prof. Peter Landweber and Prof.
A.S. Mishenko has devoted time and care to part 1 of this paper on the Hopf
invariant and part 2 of this paper on the Kervaire invariant. Prof. Peter
Landweber pointed out (see [L]) that the approach in an earlier version of
this paper is not valid. The mistake occurs in section 3 of paper [A1]. I am
pleased to acknowledge his effort.
1 Preliminary information
We recall the definition of the cobordism groups of framed immersions in
Euclidean space, which is a special case of a more general construction pre-
sented in the book [K1] on page 55 and in section 10. The connection with
the Pontryagin-Thom construction is explained in [A-E].
Let f :Mn−1 # Rn be a smooth immersion, where the (n−1)-dimensional
manifold Mn−1 is closed, but in general is nonorientable and nonconnected.
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We introduce a relation of cobordism on the space of such immersions. We
say that two immersions f0, f1 are connected by a cobordism, f0 ∼ f1, if there
exists an immersion Φ : (W n, ∂W = Mn−10 ∪M
n−1
1 ) # (R
n×[0; 1];Rn×{0, 1})
satisfying the boundary conditions fi = Φ|Mn−1i
: Mn−1i # R
n × {i}, i = 0, 1
and, moreover, it is required that the immersion Φ is orthogonal to R×{0, 1}.
The set of cobordism classes of immersions forms an Abelian group with
respect to the operation of disjoint union of immersions. For example, the
trivial element of this group is represented by an empty immersion, the el-
ement that is inverse to a given element represented by an immersion f0 is
represented by the composition S ◦ f0, where S is a mirror symmetry of the
space Rn.
This group is denoted by Imm(n− 1, 1). Because RP∞ = MO(1), by the
Wales theorem [Wa] (see [E1],[Sz2] for references) this group maps onto the
stable homotopy group of spheres limk→∞ πn+k(S
k).
The immersion f defines an isomorphism of the normal bundle to the
manifoldMn−1 and the orientation line bundle κ, i.e. an isomorphism D(f) :
T (Mn−1)⊕ κ ∼= nε, where ε is the trivial line bundle over Mn−1. In similar
constructions in surgery theory of smooth immersions one requires a stable
isomorphism of the normal bundle of a manifold Mn−1 and the orientation
line bundle κ, i.e. an isomorphism T (Mn−1)⊕κ⊕Nε ∼= (n+N)ε, for N > 0.
Using Hirsch’s Theorem [Hi], it is easy to verify that if two immersions of
f1, f2 determine isomorphisms D(f1), D(f2), that belong to the same class
of stable isomorphisms then the immersions f1, f2 are regularly cobordant
and even regularly concordant (but, generally speaking, may not be regularly
homotopic).
We also require groups Immsf (n − k, k). An element of this group is
represented by a triple (f, κ,Ξ), where f : Mn−k # Rn is an immersion of a
closed manifold, κ : E(κ) → Mn−k is a line bundle (to shorten notation, we
shall denote the line (one-dimensional) bundle and its characteristic class in
H1(Mn−k;Z/2) by the same symbol), and Ξ is a skew-framing of the normal
bundle of the immersion by means of the line bundle κ, i.e., an isomorphism
of the normal bundle of the immersion f and the bundle kκ. In the case of
odd k, the line bundle κ turns out to be orientable overMn−k and necessarily
κ = w1(M
n−k).
Two elements of the cobordism group, represented by triples (f1, κ1,Ξ1),
(f2, κ2,Ξ2) are equal if the immersions f1, f2 are cobordant (this definition
is analogous to the previous one for representatives of the group Immsf (n−
1, 1)), where in addition it is required that the immersion of the cobordism
be skew-framed, and that the skew-framing of the cobordism be compatible
with the given skew-framings on the components of the boundary. We remark
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that for k = 1 the new definition of the group Immsf (n−k, k) coincides with
the original definition.
We define a homomorphism
Jsf : Immsf (n− 1, 1)→ Immsf(n− k, k),
which is called the homomorphism of transition to codimension k. Consider
a manifold M ′n−1 and an immersion f ′ : M ′n−1 # Rn representing an ele-
ment of the first group, and consider a classifying map κ′ : M ′n−1 → RPa
to a real projective space of large dimension (a = n − 1 suffices), repre-
senting the first Stiefel-Whitney class w1(M
′n−1). Consider the standard
subspace RPa−k+1 ⊂ RPa of codimension (k − 1). Assume that the map-
ping κ′ is transverse along the chosen subspace and define the submanifold
Mn−k ⊂ M ′n−1 as the complete inverse image of this subspace for our map-
ping, Mn−k = κ′−1(RPa−k+1). Define an immersion f : Mn−k # Rn as the
restriction of the immersion f ′ to the given submanifold. Notice that the
immersion f : Mn−k # Rn admits a natural skew-framing. In fact, the nor-
mal bundle to the submanifold Mn−k ⊂ M ′n−1 is naturally isomorphic to
the bundle (k − 1)κ, where κ = κ′|M (here and below, when a manifold is
used as a subscript, the superscript indicating the dimension of the manifold
is omitted). The isomorphism Ξ is defined by the standard skew-framing of
the normal bundle to the submanifold RPa−k+1 of the manifold RPa, which is
transported to the submanifold Mn−k ⊂ M ′n−1, since it is assumed that κ′
is transverse regular along RPa−k+1. A further direct summand in the skew-
framing of the normal bundle of the immersion f corresponds to the normal
line bundle of the immersion f ′. This bundle serves as orientation bundle for
M ′n−1, hence its restriction to Mn−k coincides with κ. The homomorphism
Jsf carries the element represented by the immersion f ′ to the element rep-
resented by the triple (f, κ,Ξ). Elementary geometrical considerations, using
only the concept of transversality imply that the homomorphism Jsf is cor-
rectly defined.
We now define the manifold of double points of self-intersection of an
immersion f : Mn−k # Rn in general position, and a canonical 2-sheeted
covering over this manifold. Under the assumption that the immersion f
is in general position, the subset in Rn of points of self-intersection of the
immersion f is denoted by ∆ = ∆(f), dim(∆) = n − 2k. This subset is
defined by the formula
∆ = {x ∈ Rn : ∃x1, x2 ∈M
n−k, x1 6= x2, f(x1) = f(x2) = x}, (2)
We define ∆¯ ⊂Mn−k by the formula ∆¯ = f−1(∆).
We recall the standard definition of the manifold of points of self-
intersection and the parameterizing immersion, see e.g. [Ada] for details.
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Definition of self-intersection manifold
The set N is defined by the formula
N = {[(x1, x2)] ∈ (M
n−k ×Mn−k)/T ′ : x1 6= x2, f(x1) = f(x2)} (3)
(T ′ is the involution permuting the coordinate factors), and its canonical
covering is defined by the formula
N¯ = {(x1, x2) ∈M
n−k ×Mn−k : x1 6= x2, f(x1) = f(x2)}. (4)
Under the assumption that the immersion f is generic, N is a smooth man-
ifold of dimension dim(N) = n − 2k. This manifold is denoted by Nn−2k
and is called the self-intersection manifold of f , the projection of the cover-
ing is denoted by p : N¯n−2k → Nn−2k and is called the canonical 2-sheeted
covering.
The immersion g¯ : N¯n−2k # Mn−k, parameterizing ∆¯, is defined by the
formula g¯ = p|N¯ . The immersion
g : Nn−2k # Rn, (5)
which is a parametrization of ∆, is defined by the formula g([x1, x2]) = f(x1).
Notice that the parameterizing immersion g : Nn−2k # Rn of ∆ in general,
is not an immersion in general position. There is a two-sheeted covering
p : N¯n−2k → Nn−2k, for which g ◦ p = f ◦ g¯. This covering is called the
canonical covering over the manifold of points of self-intersection.
Definition 1. Let (f, κ,Ξ) represent an element in the group Immsf (n −
k, k). Let us define the homomorphism:
hk : Imm
sf (n− k, k)→ Z/2,
called the stable Hopf invariant by the following formula:
hk([f, κ,Ξ]) = 〈κ
n−k; [Mn−k]〉.
The definitions of the stable Hopf invariant (in the sense of Definition
1) for distinct values of k are compatible with one another, and coincide
with the definition used in the introduction. We formulate this as a separate
assertion.
Proposition 2. The homomorphism Jsf : Immsf (n − 1, 1) → Immsf (n −
k, k) preserves the Hopf invariant, i.e. the invariant h1 : Imm
sf (n− 1, 1)→
Z/2 and the invariant hk : Imm
sf(n−k, k)→ Z/2 are related by the formula:
h1 = hk ◦ J
sf . (6)
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Proof of Proposition 2
Let f : Mn−k # Rn be an immersion with a skew-framing Ξ of its normal
bundle and with characteristic class κ ∈ H1(Mn−k;Z/2), representing an
element of Immsf(n−k, k), which satisfies Jsf([f ′]) = [f, κ,Ξ] for an element
[f ′] ∈ Immsf (n−1, 1), where f and f ′ are related as in the definition of Jsf .
By definition, hk([f, κ,Ξ]) = 〈κ
n−k; [Mn−k]〉.
On the other hand, Mn−k ⊂M ′n−1 is a cycle dual in the sense of Poincare´
to the cohomology class κ′k−1 ∈ Hk−1(M ′n−1;Z/2). The formula (6) is valid,
since 〈κ′n−1; [M ′n−1]〉 = 〈κn−k; [Mn−k]〉. In the case k = n this formula is
also satisfied. Proposition 2 is proved.
Let us present an alternative proof. The image of the characteristic map-
ping κ′ : M ′n−1 → RP∞, without loss of generality lies in the skeleton of
dimension n − 1 (n − k) of the classifying space. This allows us to write
κ′ : M ′n−1 → RPn−1.
Moreover, let us assume that the mapping κ′ is transversal along
RPn−k ⊂ RPn−1, i.e. Mn−k ⊂ M ′n−1 is determined by the formula Mn−k =
κ′−1(RPn−k ⊂ RPn−1), κ = κ′|Mn−k . The marked point pt ∈ RP
n−k ⊂ RPn−1
is a regular value for κ.
The characteristic number 〈κ′n−1; [M ′n−1]〉 (〈κn−k; [Mn−k]〉) coincides
with the degree deg(κ′) (deg(κ)) of the classifying map κ′ : M ′n−1 → RPn−1
(κ : Mn−k → RPn−k), which is considered modulo 2 and is determined as
the parity of the number of preimages of regular values of this map. The
value deg(κ′) (deg(κ)) does not depend on the choice of the mapping κ′ (κ)
to the skeleton, as above. The degrees deg(κ′) and deg(κ) coincide, since
the regular value can be chosen common to these mappings. Proposition 2
is alternatively proved.
Let us formulate another (equivalent) definition of the stable Hopf invari-
ant (assuming n− 2k > 0).
Definition 3. Let (f, κ,Ξ) represent an element in the group Immsf (n −
k, k), n − 2k > 0. Let Nn−2k be the manifold of the double points of the
immersion f : Mn−k # Rn, N¯ be the canonical 2-sheeted cover over N ,
κN¯ ∈ H
1(N¯ ;Z/2) be induced from κ ∈ H1(Mn−k;Z/2) by the immersion
g¯ : N¯n−2k # Mn−k.
Let us define the homomorphism hsfk : Imm
sf(n − k, k) → Z/2 by the
formula:
hsfk ([f, κ,Ξ]) = 〈κ
n−2k
N¯
; [N¯n−2k]〉.
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The following proposition establishes the equivalence of Definitions 1 and
3.
Proposition 4. Let us assume that the conditions of Definition 3 are satis-
fied. Then we have:
〈κn−2k
N¯
; [N¯n−2k]〉 = 〈κn−k; [Mn−k]〉. (7)
Proof of Proposition 4
Let f : Mn−k # Rn be an immersion with a skew framing Ξ and with the
characteristic class κ ∈ H1(Mn−k;Z/2); then the triple (f,Ξ, κ) represents
an element in the group Immsf (n−k, k). Let Nn−2k be the manifold of self-
intersection points of the immersion f , g : Nn−2k # Rn be the parameterizing
immersion, and N¯n−2k → Nn−2k be the canonical double covering. Consider
the image of the fundamental class g¯∗([N¯
n−2k]) ∈ Hn−2k(M
n−k;Z/2) by the
immersion g¯ : N¯n−2k # Mn−k and denote by m ∈ Hk(Mn−k;Z/2) the
cohomology class Poincare´ dual to the homology class g¯∗([N¯
n−2k]). Consider
also the cohomology Euler class of the normal bundle immersion f , which is
denoted by e ∈ Hk(Mn−k;Z/2).
By the Herbert Theorem for the immersion f : Mn−k # Rn with self-
intersection manifold Nn−2k (see [E-G], Theorem 1.1 the case r = 1 coef-
ficients is Z/2; see also this theorem in the original papers [He], [L-S]) the
following formula is valid:
e +m = 0. (8)
Since the Euler class e of the normal bundle kκ of the immersion
f is equal to κk (line bundles and their corresponding characteristic
cohomology classes are denoted by the same symbols), then the cycle
g¯∗([N¯ ]) ∈ Hn−2k(M
n−k;Z/2) is Poincare´ dual to the cohomology class
κk ∈ Hk(Mn−k;Z/2). Therefore, the formula (7) and Proposition 4 are
proved.
It is more convenient to reformulate Proposition 4 (in a more general form) by
means of the language of commutative diagrams. The desired reformulation
is given in Lemma 7 below. We turn to the relevant definitions.
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Let g : Nn−2 # Rn be the immersion of the double self-intersection points
of the immersion f : Mn−1 # Rn of codimension 1. We denote by νN :
E(νN )→ N
n−2 the normal 2-dimensional bundle of the immersion g. (Note
that the disk bundle associated with the vector bundle νN is diffeomorphic
to a regular closed tubular neighborhood of the immersion g.)
In comparison with an arbitrary vector bundle, this bundle carries an
additional structure, namely its structure group as an O(2)-bundle admits a
reduction to a discrete dihedral group which we denote by D. This group
has order 8, and is defined as the group of orthogonal transformations of the
plane which carry the standard pair of coordinate axes into themselves (with
possible change of orientation and order).
In the standard presentation of the group D there are two generators
a, b which are connected by the relations {a4 = b2 = 1, [a, b] = a2}. The
generator a is represented by the rotation of the plane through an angle π
2
,
and the generator b is represented by a reflection with respect to the bisector
of the first and second coordinate axes. Notice that the element ba (the
product means the rule of composition b ◦ a of transformations in O(2)) is
represented by the reflection with respect to the first coordinate axis.
The structure group of the normal bundle of the manifold of self
intersection points for an immersion f : Mn−k # Rn, in case k = 1
Let us use the transversality condition for the immersion f : Mn−1 # Rn.
Let Nn−2 be the self-intersection manifold of the immersion f , g : Nn−2 #
Rn be the parameterizing immersion. In the fiber E(νN)x of the normal
bundle νN over the point x ∈ N an unordered pair of axes is fixed. These
axes are formed by the tangents to the curves of intersection of the fiber
E(νN )x with two sheets of immersed manifolds intersecting transversely in
the neighborhoods of this point. By construction, the bundle νN has the
structure group D ⊂ O(2).
Over the space K(D, 1) the universal 2-dimensional D–bundle is defined.
This bundle will be denoted by ψ : E(ψ) → K(D, 1). We say that the
mapping η : N → K(D, 1) is classifying for the bundle νN , if an isomorphism
Ξ : η∗(ψ) ∼= νN is well defined, where η
∗(ψ) is the inverse image of the bundle
ψ and νN is the normal bundle of the immersion g. Further a bundle itself
and its classifying map will be denoted the same; in the considered case
we have η ∼= νN . The isomorphism Ξ will be called a D–framing of the
immersion g, and the mapping η will be called the characteristic mapping of
the D–framing Ξ.
Let a triple (f, κ,Ξ), where f : Mn−k # Rn is an immersion and Ξ is a
skew–framing of f with the characteristic class κ ∈ H1(M ;Z/2), represent an
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element of the group Immsf (n − k, k). We need to generalize the previous
construction for k = 1 and to describe the structure group of the normal
bundle νN to the manifold N
n−2k of self–intersection points of a generic
immersion of an arbitrary codimension k, k ≤ [n
2
].
Proposition 5. The normal bundle νN , dim(νN) = 2k, of the immersion
g is a direct sum of k copies of a two-plane bundle η over Nn−2k, where
each two-plane bundle has structure group D and is classified by a classifying
mapping η : Nn−2k → K(D, 1) ( an analogous proposition is proved in [Sz2]).
Proof of Proposition 5
Let x ∈ Nn−2k be a point in the manifold of double points. Denote by
x¯1, x¯2 ∈ N¯
n−2k
# Mn−k the two preimages of this point under the canonical
covering map by the double covering. The orthogonal complement in the
space Tg(x)(R
n) to the subspace g∗(Tx(N
n−2k)) is the fiber of the normal
bundle E(νN ) of the immersion g over a point x ∈ N
n−2k. This fiber is
represented as a direct sum of two linear spaces, E(νN )x = E¯x,1⊕E¯x,2, where
each subspace E¯x,i ⊂ E(νN)x is a fiber of the normal bundle of the immersion
f at the point x¯i.
Each subspace E¯x,i of the fiber is canonically a direct sum of k ordered
copies of the fiber of a line bundle, since the normal bundle to the immersion f
is equipped with a skew-framing. We group the fibers E¯(κx,j,i), j = 1, . . . , k,
i = 1, 2 with a corresponding index into a two-dimensional subfiber of the
fiber of the normal bundle E(νN )x. As a result, we obtain a decomposition of
the fiber E(νN )x over each point x ∈ N
n−2k into a direct sum of k copies of
a two-dimensional subspace. This construction depends continuously on the
choice of the point x, and can be carried out simultaneously for each point
of the base Nn−2k. As a result, we obtain the required decomposition of the
bundle νN into a direct sum of a number of canonically isomorphic two-plane
bundles. Each two-dimensional summand is classified by a structure map
η : N → K(D, 1), which proves Proposition 5.
Definition 6. We define the cobordism group of immersions ImmD(n −
2k, 2k), assuming n > 2k. Let (g, η,Ψ) be a triple, which determines a D–
framed immersion of codimension 2k. Here g : Nn−2k # Rn is an immersion
and η : Nn−2k → K(D, 1) is the classifying map of the D–framing Ψ. The
cobordism relation of triples is standard.
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Lemma 7. Under the assumption k1 < k, 2k < n, the following commutative
diagram of groups is well defined:
Immsf(n− k1, k1)
Jsf
−→ Immsf(n− k, k)
hsfk−→ Z/2
↓ δk1 ↓ δk ‖
ImmD(n− 2k1, 2k1)
JD
−→ ImmD(n− 2k, 2k)
hDk−→ Z/2.
(9)
Proof of Lemma 7
We define the homomorphisms in the diagram (9). The homomorphism
Immsf (n− k1, k1)
Jsf
−→ Immsf (n− k, k)
is defined exactly was the homomorphism Jsf for the case k1 = 1.
Define the homomorphism
ImmD(n− 2k1, 2k1)
JD
−→ ImmD(n− 2k, 2k) (10)
Let us present 3 (equivalent) definitions. Assume that a triple [(g′, η′,Ψ′)]
represents an element in the cobordism group ImmD(n − 2k, 2k), where
g : N ′n−2k # Rn–is an immersion, which is equipped with the dihedral
framing.
–1. Take the universal D–bundle ψ over K(D, 1) and take the pull-
back η′∗(ψ) of this bundle by means of the classifying map η′. Take a sub-
manifold Nn−2k1 ⊂ N ′n−2k, which represents the Euler class of the bundle
(k − k1)η
′∗(ψ). The triple (g, η,Ψ) is well defined, where g = g′|N and
η = η′|N . The D-framing Ψ is defined below.
Let us consider the normal bundle νg′ of the immersion g
′. The restriction
of this bundle on the submanifold Nn−2k ⊂ N ′n−2k1 is decomposed into the
Whitney sum of the two bundles: νg′ = νg|N ⊕ νN⊂N ′ , where νN⊂N ′ is the
normal bundle of the submanifold Nn−2k ⊂ N ′n−2k1 . The bundles νN⊂N ′ and
(k − k1)η
∗(ψ) are isomorphic and this bundle is equipped with the standard
D–framing. Therefore the bundle νg is equipped with the dihedral fram-
ing Ψ : νg ∼= kη
∗(ψ). The triple (g, η,Ψ) represent the required element
JD(g′, η′,Ψ′) ∈ ImmD(n− 2k, 2k).
–2. Consider the configuration space Sym2(RP
s) of non-ordered pairs of
distinguished points in RPs, let us denote this configuration space by Γ◦(s)
(see the formula (41), in which we assume that s = n − k) in the case
s > 2(n − k1) + 1. The space Γ◦(s) is an open 2s–dimensional manifold,
with the homotopy n − k-type of the space K(D, 1). Without loss of a
generality we may assume that the characteristic mapping is the following:
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η′ : N ′n−2k1 → Γ◦(s). Let us consider the submanifold Γ◦(s−k+k1) ⊂ Γ◦(s)
of the codimension 2(k − k1), which is induced by the standard inclusion
RPs−k+k1 ⊂ RPs. Assume, without loss of the generality, that the mapping
η′ is transversal along the submanifold Γ◦(s − k + k1) ⊂ Γ◦(s). Define a
submanifold Nn−2k ⊂ N ′n−2k1 by the formula Nn−2k = η′−1(Γ◦(s− k + k1)).
Obviously, the normal bundle of the submanifold Γ◦(s − k + k1) ⊂ Γ◦(s)
is isomorphic to the bundle (k − k1)ψ. Therefore the bundles νN⊂N ′ and
(k−k1)η
∗(ψ) are isomorphic. Let us define a triple (g, η,Ψ), which represents
the element JD(g′, η′,Ψ′) ∈ ImmD(n−2k, 2k), analogously to the Definition
–1.
–3. Let us consider the canonical 2-sheeted covering N¯ ′n−2k1 → N ′n−2k1 ,
which is induced from the universal 2-sheeted covering K(Ic, 1) → K(D, 1)
by the mapping η′ (the subgroup Ic ⊂ D of the index 2 is defined below by
the formula (13)). Let us denote the involution of this 2-sheeted covering
by T : N¯ ′n−2k1 → N¯ ′n−2k1 . Consider the submanifold W¯ n−k−k1 ⊂ N¯ ′n−2k1 of
the codimension k − k1, which is defined as the transversal preimage of the
submanifold RPs−k+k1 ⊂ RPs by the mapping N¯ ′n−2k1 → RPs in the standard
skeleton RPs ⊂ K(Z/2, 1). Define the mapping N¯ ′n−2k1 → RPs by the com-
position of the canonical 2-sheeted covering mapping η¯′ : N¯ ′n−2k1 → K(Ic, 1)
over the mapping η′ with the mapping K(Ic, 1) → K(Z/2, 1), the last map-
ping is induced by the epimorphism (14), which is defined below. Let us con-
sider the manifold W¯ n−k−k1∩T (W¯ n−k−k1) ⊂ N¯ ′n−2k1 , assuming that the man-
ifolds W¯ n−k−k1 and T (W¯ n−k−k1) are transversally intersected inside N¯ ′n−2k1 .
Define the manifold Nn−2k as the quotient (W¯ n−k−k1 ∩ T (W¯ n−k−k1))/T , this
manifold is equipped by the natural embedding into the manifold N ′n−2k1 .
The normal bundle of the submanifold Nn−2k ⊂ N ′n−2k1 is naturally isomor-
phic to the Whitney sum of k − k1 copies of a 2-dimensional D–bundle with
the classifying mapping η′|N⊂N ′ . The triple (g, η,Ψ), which represents the
element JD(g′, η′,Ψ′) ∈ ImmD(n− 2k, 2k) is defined as in the Definition –1.
Let us prove that Definition -1 and Definition -3 are equivalent. Let
us consider the canonical double covering p′ : N¯ ′n−2k1 → N ′n−2k1 over the
self-intersection points manifold of g′. The manifold N¯ ′n−2k1 is naturally
immersed into Mn−k: N¯n−2k # Mn−k. Let us consider the submanifold
Mn−k ⊂ M ′n−k1 , dual to κ′k−k1. This manifold is used in the definition of
the homomorphism Jsf . Let us consider the submanifold Mn−k ∩ N¯ ′n−2k1 ⊂
N¯n−2k1 , assuming that Mn−k intersects the immersion N¯ ′n−2k1 # Mn−k in a
general position. We denote this submanifold by W˜ . Obviously, dim(W˜ ) =
n − k + k1 and the codimension of the submanifold W˜
n−k−k1 ⊂ N¯n−2k1 is
equal to k − k1.
Let us denote by T : N¯n−2k → N¯n−2k the involution on the covering
space of p′. Let us consider the manifold T (W˜ n−k+k1) and the intersection
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T (W˜ n−k+k1) ∩ W˜ n−k+k1 inside N¯ ′n−2k1 . Assuming that this intersection is
generic, T (W˜ n−k+k1) ∩ W˜ n−k+k1 is a smooth closed manifold, let us denote
this manifold by N¯ , dim(N¯) = n − 2k. Moreover, the manifold N¯n−2k is
equivariant with respect to the involution T = T ′|N¯n−2k . The factor-space
N¯n−2k/T is well defined, this is smooth closed manifold. Let us denote this
manifold by Nn−2k and the restriction of the canonical double cover over this
manifold by p : N¯n−2k → Nn−2k.
Note that the manifold Nn−2k is a submanifold in N ′n−2k1 and this
submanifold coincides with the self-intersection manifold of the immersion
f = f ′|Mn−k⊂M ′n−k1 . The manifold N
n−2k was used in Definition -3 of the
homomorphism JD.
Let us denote by Nn−2k2 ⊂ N
′n−2k1 the manifold, which represents the
Euler class of the bundle η′∗(ψ). This submanifold is well-defined up to
regular D–framed cobordism. Let us prove that the submanifold Nn−2k ⊂
N ′n−2k1 also represents the Euler class of the bundle η′∗(ψ). Therefore we
may put Nn−2k2 = N
n−2k.
Let us denote the bundle η′∗(ψ) by ξ′ for short. Take the bundle p′∗(ξ′),
let us denote this bundle by ξ¯′, and take the bundle T ∗(p′∗(ξ′), which is
induced from ξ¯′ by the involution. Obviously, the bundle ξ¯′ decomposes into
the Whitney sum of the two k − k1–dimensional bundles:
ξ¯′ = ξ¯′+ ⊕ ξ¯
′
−. (11)
In this formula the bundle ξ¯′+ is defined as follows. Take the universal D–
bundle ψ and consider Ic–bundle ψ¯, which is induced by 2-sheeted covering
constructed by the index 2 subgroup Ic ⊂ D (see the formula (13) below).
Because Ic ∼= Z/2×Z/2, the bundle ψ¯ is naturally isomorphic th the Whitney
sum ψ¯ = ψ¯+ ⊕ ψ¯− of the two line Z/2–bundles. This Whitney sum induces
the Whitney sum (11).
Analogously, we get T ∗(ξ¯′) = T ∗(ξ¯′+) ⊕ T
∗(ξ¯′−). Moreover, the following
equality is satisfied: T ∗(ξ¯′+) = ξ¯
′
−, T
∗(ξ¯′−) = ξ¯
′
+. The bundle ξ¯
′
+ is isomorphic
to the Whitney sum of k − k1 copies of the line bundle κ
′.
The submanifold N¯n−2k2 ⊂ N¯
′n−2k1 is well defined as the restriction of the
covering p′ to the submanifold Nn−2k2 ⊂ N
′n−2k1 . This submanifold represents
the equivariant Euler class of the bundle ξ¯′. This submanifold N¯n−2k2 is well
defined as the intersection of the two n − k + k1-dimensional submanifolds,
which will be defined below and which are denoted by W¯ n−k+k12,+ and W¯
n−k+k1
2,− .
The submanifold W¯ n−k+k12,+ ⊂ N¯
′n−2k1 represents the Euler class of the bundle
ξ¯′+. The submanifold W¯
n−k+k1
2,− ⊂ N¯
′n−2k1 represents the Euler class of the
bundle ξ¯′−. Note that the submanifold W¯
n−k+k1
2,− ⊂ N¯
′n−2k1 coincides by
definition with W˜ n−k+k1. The submanifold W¯ n−k+k12,− ⊂ N¯
′n−2k1 coincides
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by definition with T (W˜ n−k+k1). Therefore N¯n−2k2 coincides with N¯
n−2k and
Nn−2k2 coincides with N
n−2k. This proves the equivalence of Definition –1
and Definition –3 of the homomorphism JD.
Recall, that the homomorphism
Immsf (n− k, k)
δk−→ ImmD(n− 2k, 2k)
transforms the cobordism class of a triple (f, κ,Ξ) to the cobordism class of
the triple (g, η,Ψ), where g : Nn−2k # Rn is the immersion parameterizing
the self-intersection points manifold of the immersion f (it is assumed that
the immersion f intersects itself transversally), Ψ is the D–framing of the
normal bundle of the immersion g, and η is the classifying map of the D–
framing Ψ.
We turn to the definition of the homomorphism
ImmD(n− 2k, 2k)
hDk−→ Z/2, (12)
which will be called the dihedral Hopf invariant. Define the subgroup
Ic ⊂ D, (13)
generated by the transformations of the plane that preserve the subspace
spanned by each basis vector. The subgroup Ic is an elementary abelian
2-group of rank 2. Define the homomorphism
l : Ic → Z/2, (14)
by sending an element x of Ic to 0 if x fixes the first basis vector, and to 1 if
x sends the first basis vector to its negative.
The subgroup (13) has index 2 and the following 2-sheeted covering:
K(Ic, 1)→ K(D, 1), (15)
induced by this subgroup is well defined.
Denote by
N¯n−2k → Nn−2k (16)
the 2-sheeted covering induced by the classifying map η : Nn−2k → K(D, 1)
from the covering (15). The following characteristic class is well defined:
η¯sf = l ◦ η¯Ic : N¯
n−2k → K(Z/2, 1),
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where η¯Ic : N¯
n−2k → K(Ic, 1) is the double covering over the classifying map
η : Nn−2k → K(D, 1) induced by the coverings (15), (16) over the target and
the source of the map η respectively.
Let us define the homomorphism ImmD(n − 2k, 2k)
hDk−→ Z/2 by the
formula:
hDk ([g, η,Ψ]) =
〈
(η¯sf)
n−2k; [N¯n−2k]
〉
. (17)
The diagram (9) is now well defined. Commutativity of the right square
of the diagram follows for k1 = 1 by Proposition 4, and for an arbitrary k1
the proof is similar. Let us prove the commutativity of the left square of the
diagram. Lemma 7 is proved.
We need an equivalent definition of the dihedral Hopf invariant in the
case of D–framed immersions in the codimension 2k, n − 4k > 0. Consider
the subgroup of the orthogonal group O(4) that transforms the set of vectors
(±e1,±e2,±e3,±e4) of the standard basis into itself, perhaps by changing
the direction of some vectors and, moreover, preserving the non-ordered pair
of 2-dimensional subspaces Lin(e1, e2), Lin(e3, e4) generated by basis vectors
(e1, e2), (e3, e4). Thus these 2-dimensional subspaces may be preserved or
interchanged. Denote the subgroup of these transformations by Z/2[3]. This
group has order 27. Define the chain of subgroups of index 2:
Ic ×D ⊂ D×D ⊂ Z/2
[3]. (18)
The subgroup D × D ⊂ Z/2[3] is defined as the subgroup of transforma-
tions leaving invariant each 2-dimensional subspace Lin(e1, e2), Lin(e3, e4)
spanned by pairs of vectors (e1, e2), (e3, e4). This subgroup is isomorphic to
a direct product of two copies of D, each factor leaving invariant the corre-
sponding 2-dimensional subspace. The subgroup Ic ×D ⊂ D×D is defined
as the subgroup of transformations that leave invariant each linear subspace
Lin(e1), Lin(e2) generated by vectors e1, e2.
Let the triple (g, η,Ψ) represent an element of ImmD(n − 2k, 2k), as-
suming that n − 4k > 0 and that g is an immersion in general position.
Let Ln−4k be the manifold of double self-intersection points of the immersion
g : Nn−2k # Rn. The following tower of 2-sheeted coverings
L¯n−4kIc×D → L¯
n−4k
D×D → L
n−4k (19)
is well defined by the following construction. (The covering L¯n−4kD×D → L
n−4k
was considered above as the canonical covering over self-intersection manifold
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of the immersion g and was denoted by L¯n−4k → Ln−4k.) Let us consider
the parameterizing immersion h : Ln−4k # Rn. The normal bundle of the
immersion h will be denoted by νL. This bundle is classified by a mapping
ζ : Ln−4k → K(Z/2[3], 1).
The chain of subgroups (18) induces a tower of 2-sheeted coverings of
classifying spaces:
K(Ic ×D, 1) ⊂ K(D×D, 1) ⊂ K(Z/2
[3], 1) (20)
over the target of the classifying map ζ and the tower of 2-sheeted coverings
(19) over the domain of the mapping ζ . The covering L¯Ic×D → L
n−4k, defined
by the formula (19), will be called the canonical 4-sheeted covering over the
manifold of points of self-intersections of the immersion g.
Define the epimorphism
l[3] : Ic ×D→ Id, (21)
by sending an element x of Ic×D to 0 if x fixes the first basis vector, and to
1 if x sends the first basis vector to its negative. This map induces the map
of the classifying spaces:
K(Ic ×D, 1)→ K(Id, 1). (22)
The classifying mapping ζ¯Ic×D : L¯
n−4k
Ic×D
→ K(Ic × D, 1) is well defined as
a result of the transition to a 4-sheeted covering over the mapping ζ and
the classifying map ζ¯sf : L¯
n−4k
Ic×D
→ K(Id, 1) is well defined as a result of the
composition of the classifying map ζ¯Ic×D with the map (22).
Proposition 8. Suppose that a D–framed immersion (g, η,Ψ) represents an
element of ImmD(n− 2k, 2k), the following formula is satisfied:
〈(ζ¯sf)
n−4k; [L¯n−4kIc×D]〉 = 〈(η¯sf)
n−2k; [N¯n−2k]〉. (23)
Proof of Proposition 8
Let (g : Nn−2k # Rn,Ψ, η) be a D–framed immersion, representing an el-
ement of ImmD(n − 2k, 2k) in the image of the homomorphism δk. Let
Ln−4k be the double-points manifold of the immersion g, h : Ln−4k # Rn
be the parameterizing immersion, and L¯n−4k → Ln−4k be the canonical dou-
ble covering. Consider the image of the fundamental class h¯∗([L¯
n−4k]) ∈
Hn−4k(N
n−2k;Z/2) by means of the immersion h¯ : L¯n−4k # Nn−2k and let us
denote by m ∈ H2k(Nn−2k;Z/2) the cohomology class that is Poincare´-dual
to the homology class h¯∗([L¯
n−4k]). Consider also the cohomology Euler class
of the normal bundle immersion g, which is denoted by e ∈ H2k(Nn−2k;Z/2).
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By the Herbert Theorem (see [E-G], Theorem 1.1, coefficients Z/2)
for immersion g : Nn−2k # Rn with the self-intersection manifold Ln−4k
the formula e = m given in (8) is valid. Let us consider the classify-
ing map η : Nn−2k → K(D, 1). Let us consider the 2–sheeted cover
K(Ic, 1) → K(D, 1) over the classifying space. Let us induced η the 2-
sheeted covering map over the map η, denoted by η¯sf : N¯
n−2k
sf → K(Ic, 1).
(Note that in the case Nn−2k is a self-intersection points manifold of a skew-
framed immersion, the manifold N¯n−2ksf was considered above and this man-
ifold was called the canonical covering manifold over Nn−2k, this manifold
was denoted by N¯n−2k.)
Let us denote by e¯ ∈ H2k(N¯n−2ksf ;Z/2), m¯ ∈ H
2k(N¯n−2ksf ;Z/2) the images
of the cohomology classes e, m, respectively, under the canonical double cover
N¯n−2ksf → N
n−2k. The Herbert Theorem implies that:
e¯ = m¯,
in particular, the following formula holds:
〈(η¯sf)
n−4km¯; [N¯n−2ksf ]〉 = 〈(η¯
sf)n−4ke¯; [N¯n−2ksf ]〉. (24)
Because η¯sf coincides with e¯, the right side of the formula is equal to
〈(η¯sf)
n−2k; [N¯n−2k]〉. Because m¯ is dual to the cohomology class h¯∗[L¯
n−4k
Hc¯
], the
left side of the formula (24) can be rewritten in the form: 〈η¯sf)
n−4k; [L¯n−2kHc¯ ]〉.
Because the classifying mappings ζ¯sf : L¯
n−4k
Hc¯
→ K(Z/2, 1) and η¯sf |L¯Hc¯ coin-
cide, the left side of the formula (24) is equal to the characteristic number
〈(ζ¯sf)
n−4k; [L¯n−4kHc¯ ]〉. Proposition 8 is proved.
Let us generalize Proposition 5, Definition 6, and Lemma 7.
Let us assume that the triple (g, η,Ψ), where g : Nn−2k # Rn is an im-
mersion, Ψ is a D–framing of the normal bundle of the immersion g with
the characteristic class η : Nn−2k → K(D, 1), represents an element in
ImmD(n − 2k, 2k). Let h : Ln−4k # Rn be an immersion, that gives a
parametrization of the self-intersection manifold of the immersion g.
Proposition 9. The normal 4k–dimensional bundle νL of the immersion
h is isomorphic to the Whitney sum of k copies of a 4-dimensional bundle
ζ over Ln−4k, each 4-dimensional direct summand has the structure group
Z/2[3] and is classified by a classifying mapping ζ : Ln−4k → K(Z/2[3], 1).
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Proof of Proposition 9
The proof is omitted, this proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 5.
Definition 10. We define the cobordism group of immersions ImmZ/2
[3]
(n−
4k, 4k), assuming n > 4k. Let (h, ζ,Λ) be a triple, which determines a Z/2[3]–
framed immersion of codimension 4k. Here h : Ln−4k # Rn is an immersion
and ζ : Ln−4k → K(Z/2[3], 1) is the characteristic map of the Z/2[3]–framing
Λ. The cobordism relation of triples is standard.
Lemma 11. Under the assumption k1 < k, 4k < n, the following commuta-
tive diagram of groups is well defined:
ImmD(n− 2k1, 2k1)
JD
−→ ImmD(n− 2k, 2k)
hDk−→ Z/2
↓ δDk1 ↓ δ
D
k ‖
ImmZ/2
[3]
(n− 4k1, 4k1)
JZ/2
[3]
−→ ImmZ/2
[3]
(n− 4k, 4k)
h
Z/2[3]
k−→ Z/2.
(25)
Proof of Lemma 11
Let us define the homomorphisms in the diagram (25). The homomorphism
hDk is given by the characteristic number in the right side of the formula (17).
The homomorphism h
Z/2[3]
k is defined by means of the characteristic number
in the left side of the formula (23). The commutativity of the right square
of the diagram is proved in Proposition 8.
We define the further homomorphisms in the diagram (25). The homo-
morphism
ImmZ/2
[3]
(n− 4k1, 4k1)
JZ/2
[3]
−→ ImmZ/2
[3]
(n− 4k, 4k)
is defined exactly was the homomorphism JD in the bottom row of the dia-
gram (9). Namely, let a triple (h, ζ,Λ) represent an element in the cobordism
group ImmZ/3
[3]
(n − 4k, 4k), where h : Ln−4k # Rn is an immersion with
Z/2[3]–framing Λ. Take the universal Z/2[3]–bundle ψ[3] over K(Z/2
[3], 1) and
take the pull-back of this bundle by means of the classifying map ζ , ζ∗(ψ[3]).
Take a submanifold L′n−4k ⊂ Ln−4k1 which represents the Euler class of the
bundle (k − k1)η
∗(ψ[3]). The triple (h
′, ζ ′,Λ′) is well defined, where h′ = h|L′
пїЅ ζ ′ = ζ |L′. Let us define the Z/2
[3]-framing Λ′.
Let us consider the normal bundle νh′ of the immersion h
′. This bundle
decomposes into the Whitney sum of the two bundles: νh′ = νh|L ⊕ νL′⊂L,
where νL′⊂L is the normal bundle of the submanifold L
′n−2k1 ⊂ Ln−2k. The
bundles νL′⊂L and (k−k1)ζ
∗(ψ[3]) are isomorphic and this bundle is equipped
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with the standard Z/2[3]–framing. The bundle νh|L is also equipped with the
Z/2[3]–framing. Therefore the bundle νh|L is equipped with the dihedral
framing Λ′ : νh′ ∼= k1ζ
∗(ψ[3]). The triple (h
′, ζ ′,Λ′) represent the element
JZ/2
[3]
(h, ζ,Λ) ∈ ImmZ/2
[3]
(n− 4k1, 4k1).
The homomorphism
ImmD(n− 2k, 2k)
δDk−→ ImmZ/2
[3]
(n− 4k, 4k)
transforms the cobordism class of a triple (g, η,Ψ) to the cobordism class of
the triple (h, ζ,Λ), where h : Ln−4k # Rn is the immersion parameterizing
the self-intersection points manifold of the immersion g (it is assumed that
the immersion g intersects itself transversely), Λ is the Z/2[3]–framing of the
normal bundle of the immersion h, and ζ is the classifying mapping of the
Z/2[3]–framing Λ.
The commutativity of the left square in the diagram (25) is proved analo-
gously with the commutativity of the left square in the diagram (9). Lemma
11 is proved.
2 Proof of the main theorem
We reformulate the Main Theorem (σ(n) is defined by the formula (1)),
taking into account the notation of the previous section.
Theorem 12. For ℓ ≥ 8 the homomorphism hsf
2ℓ−2−nσ
: Immsf (3 · 2ℓ−2 +
nσ−4, 2
ℓ−2 − 1− nσ−4)→ Z/2, given by the equivalent Definitions 1 and 3 is
trivial. (Recall, by the formula (1), nσ−2 = 2
σ−2 − 1 ≥ 1).
Remark 13. In the cases ℓ = 4 the proof by means of the considered ap-
proach is unknown, because of the dimensional restriction in Lemma 30, in
the case ℓ = 5, 6, 7 because of the dimensional restrictions in Lemma 31. For
a possible approach in the cases n = 31, n = 63 and n = 127 see a remark in
a remark at the beginning of Section 5.
Proof of Main Corollary from Theorem 12
Consider the homomorphism Jsf : Immsf (n − 1, 1) → Immsf(3 · 2ℓ−2 +
nσ−4, 2
ℓ−2 − 1 − nσ−4). According to Proposition 2, h
sf
1 = h
sf
2ℓ−2−nσ−1
◦ Jsf .
Let an element of the group Immsf (n−1, 1) be represented by an immersion
f : Mn−1 # Rn, w1(M) = κ. The value h
sf
k (J
sf(f)), where k = 2ℓ−2−nσ−1,
coincides with the characteristic number 〈κn−1; [Mn−1]〉. Applying Theorem
12, we conclude the proof of the Main Theorem.
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For the proof of Theorem 12 we shall need the fundamental Definitions
14, 15, 19, whose formulation will require some preparation.
Definition of the subgroups Id ⊂ Ia ⊂ D, Ib×b˙
We denote by Ia ⊂ D the cyclic subgroup of order 4 and index 2, containing
the nontrivial elements a, a2, a3 ∈ D (i.e., generated by the plane rotation
which exchanges the coordinate axes). We denote by Id ⊂ Ia the subgroup
of index 2 with nontrivial elements a2. We denote by Ib ⊂ D an elementary
subgroup with the generator b, by I˙b ⊂ D an elementary subgroup with the
generator ab2 2 (i.e., Ib and I˙b are generated by the reflections with respect
to the bisectors of the coordinate axes). The subgroup Ib × I˙b ⊂ D denote
by Ib×b˙ ⊂ D.
The following inclusion homomorphisms of subgroups are well defined:
id,a : Id ⊂ Ia, id,b : Id ⊂ Ib. When the image coincides with the entire group
D the corresponding index for the inclusion homomorphism will be omitted:
id : Id ⊂ D, ia : Ia ⊂ D, ib : Ib ⊂ D.
Definition of the subgroup iQ : Q ⊂ Z/2
[3]
Let Q be the quaternion group of order 8. This group has presentation
{i, j,k | ij = k = −ji, jk = i = −kj,ki = j = −ik, i2 = j2 = k2 = −1}.
There is a standard representation χ : Q → O(4). The representation χ (a
matrix acts to the left on a vector) carries the unit quaternions i, j,k to the
matrices 

0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0

 , (26)


0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0

 , (27)


0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 . (28)
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These matrices give the action of left multiplication by i, j, and k on the
standard basis for the quaternions. This representation χ defines the sub-
group iQ : Q ⊂ Z/2
[3] ⊂ O(4).
Definition of the subgroups Id ⊂ Ia ⊂ Q
Denote by iId,Q : Id ⊂ Q the central subgroup of the quaternion group, which
is also the center of the whole group Z/2[3].
Denote by iIa,Q : Ia ⊂ Q the subgroup of the quaternion group generated
by the quaternion i.
The following inclusions are well defined: iId : Id ⊂ Z/2
[3], iQ : Q ⊂
Z/2[3].
Definition 14. We say that a classifying map η : Nn−2k → K(D, 1) is cyclic
if it can be factored as a composition of a map µa : N
n−2k → K(Ia, 1) and the
inclusion ia : K(Ia, 1) ⊂ K(D, 1). We say that the mapping µa determines a
reduction of the classifying mapping η.
Definition 15. We say that a classifying map ζ : Ln−4k → K(Z/2[3], 1) is
quaternionic if it can be factored as a composition of a map λ : Ln−4k →
K(Q, 1) and the inclusion iQ : K(Q, 1) ⊂ K(Z/2
[3], 1). We also say that the
mapping λ determines a reduction of the classifying mapping ζ .
We shall later require the construction of the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces
K(Ia, 1), K(Q, 1) and a description of the finite dimensional skeletпїЅ of
these spaces, which we now recall.
Consider the infinite dimensional sphere S∞ (a contractible space), which
it is convenient to define as a direct limit of an infinite sequence of inclusions
of standard spheres of odd dimension,
S∞ = lim
−→
(S1 ⊂ S3 ⊂ · · · ⊂ S2j−1 ⊂ S2j+1 ⊂ · · · ).
Here S2n−1 is defined by the formula S2j−1 = {(z1, . . . , zj) ∈ C
j , |z1|
2+
· · ·+ |zj|
2 = 1}. Let i(z1, . . . , zj) = (iz1, . . . , izj).
Then the space S2j−1/i, which is called the (2j−1)-dimensional lens space
over Z/4, is the (2j−1)–dimensional skeleton of the spaceK(Ia, 1). The space
S∞/i itself is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(Ia, 1). The cohomology ring
of this space is well-known, see e.g. [A-M].
Let us define the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaceK(Q, 1). Consider the infinite
dimensional sphere S∞, which now it is convenient to define as a direct limit
of an infinite sequence of inclusions of standard spheres of dimensions 4j+3:
S∞ = lim
−→
(S3 ⊂ S7 ⊂ · · · ⊂ S4j−1 ⊂ S4j+3 ⊂ · · · ).
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A coordinate actionQ×(C2)j → (C2)j is defined on each direct summand
H = C2 in accordance with the formulas (26), (27), (28). Thus, the space
S4j−1/Q is a (4j−1)-dimensional skeleton of the space S∞/Q and this space
is called the (4j − 1)-dimensional lens space over Q. The space S∞/Q itself
is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(Q, 1). The cohomology ring of this space
is well known, see [At] section 13.
Denote by ψ+ : E(ψ+)→ S
4k−1/i the restriction of the universal SO(2)–
bundle over K(Z/4, 1) on the standard skeleton of the dimension 4k − 1.
Denote by ψ− : E(ψ−)→ S
4k−1/i the SO(2)–bundle, which is the bundle ψ+
with the opposite orientation of fibers. Denote by TQ : S
4k−1/i → S4k−1/i
the free involution, which is constructed by means of the normal subgroup
Ia ⊂ Q of the index 2.
Lemma 16. The following isomorphism of SO(2)–bundles is well defined:
ψ− ∼= T
∗
Q(ψ+). (29)
Proof of Lemma 16
Consider the trivial 2-bundle C×S4k−1 → S4k−1. Define the action Ia×C×
S4k−1 → C × S4k−1 by the formula: (i, x, y) 7→ (ix, iy), i ∈ Ia, x ∈ C, y ∈
S4k−1. The quotient of the considered action is the total space of the bundle
ψ+, which will be denoted by E(ψ+). The following projection E(ψ+) →
S4k−1/i is well-defined, this is the required SO(2)–bundle ψ+. Let us define
the bundle ψ− by the analogous construction, using the action (i, x, y) 7→
(−ix, iy). The bundles ψ+ and ψ− are isomorphic as O(2)–bundles, the
isomorphism is given by the formula: (x, y)/i 7→ (R(x), y)/i, where R(x) is
the reflection with respect to the line, which is determined by the first base
vector of the real fiber.
Let us prove that the bundles TQ(ψ+) and ψ− are isomorphic. Define
the automorphism of the trivial bundle C× S4k−1 (which is not the identity
on the base) by the formula: (R(x), y) 7→ (x, TQ(y)). Because TQ(iy)) =
−iTQ(y) and R(i(x)) = −iR(x), we get (R(ix), iy) 7→ (−R(i(x)),−TQ(iy)).
Therefore, the quotient ∼ Ia is well defined and the required isomorphism
(29) is well defined. Lemma 16 is proved.
Definition of the characteristic number hµa,k
Let us assume n > 4k and let us assume that on the manifold Nn−2k of
self-intersection points of a skew-framed immersion there is defined a map
µa : N
n−2k → K(Ia, 1). Define the characteristic value hµa,k by the formula:
hµa,k = 〈e¯gµ¯
∗
ax; [N¯
n−2k
a ]〉, (30)
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where µ¯a : N¯
n−2k
a → K(Id, 1) is a double cover over the map µa : N
n−2k
a →
K(Ia, 1), induced by the cover K(Id, 1)→ K(Ia, 1), x ∈ H
n−4k(K(Id, 1);Z/2)
is the generator, e¯g ∈ H
k(N¯n−2ka ;Z/2) is the image of the Euler class eg ∈
Hk(Nn−2k;Z/2) of the immersion g by means of the covering pa : N¯
n−2k
a →
Nn−2k, e¯g = p
∗
a(eg), and [N¯
n−2k
a ] is the fundamental class of the manifold
N¯n−2ka . (The manifold N¯
n−2k
a coincides with the canonical 2-sheeted covering
N¯n−2k, if and only if the classifying mapping η : Nn−2k → K(D, 1) is cyclic,
see Definition 14.)
Let us assume that k ≡ 0 (mod 2). Then the characteristic number (30)
is the reduction modulo 2 of the following characteristic number, denoted the
same, determined modulo 4:
〈egµ
∗
ax; [N
n−2k]〉, (31)
where x ∈ Hn−4k(K(Ia, 1);Z/4) is the generator, eg ∈ H
k(Nn−2k;Z/4) is the
Euler class of the co-oriented immersion g with coefficients modulo 4, [Nn−2k]
is the fundamental class of the oriented manifold Nn−2k with coefficients
modulo 4.
Definition of the characteristic number hλ,k
Let us assume n > 4k and let us assume that on the manifold Ln−4k of
self-intersection points of a D-framed immersion there is defined a map λ :
Ln−4k → K(Q, 1). Define the characteristic value hkλ by the formula:
hλ,k = 〈λ¯
∗y; [L¯Id]〉, (32)
where y ∈ Hn−4k(K(Id, 1);Z/2) is a generator,
λ¯Id : L¯
n−4k
Id
→ K(Id, 1) (33)
is a 4-sheeted cover over the map λ : Ln−4k → K(Q, 1), induced by the
cover K(Id, 1)→ K(Q, 1), and [L¯Id ] is the fundamental class of the manifold
L¯n−4kId . (The manifold L¯
n−4k
Id
coincides with the canonical 4-sheeted covering
L¯n−4kIc×D, if and only if the classifying mapping ζ : L
n−4k → K(Z/2[3], 1) is
quaternionic, see Definition 15.)
Let us assume that k ≡ 0 (mod 2). Then the characteristic number (32)
is the reduction modulo 2 of the following characteristic number, denoted the
same, determined modulo 4:
〈λ¯∗y; [L¯]〉, (34)
where y ∈ Hn−4k(K(Ia, 1);Z/4) is the generator, [L¯] is the fundamental class
of the oriented manifold L¯n−4k (the manifold L¯n−4k is the canonical 2-sheeted
covering over the manifold Ln−4k) with coefficients modulo 4.
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Lemma 17. For an arbitrary skew-framed immersion (f : Mn−k # Rn, κ,Ξ)
with self-intersection manifold Nn−2k for which the classifying mapping η of
the normal bundle is cyclic, the following equality is satisfied:
hsfk (f, κ,Ξ) = hµa,k,
where the characteristic value on the right side is calculated for a mapping
µa, satisfying the condition η = ia ◦ µa, ia : K(Ia, 1) ⊂ K(D, 1).
Proof of Lemma 17
Consider the double cover µ¯a : N¯
n−2k
a → K(Id, 1) over the mapping
µa : N
n−2k → K(Ia, 1), induced by the double cover K(Id, 1) → K(Ia, 1)
over the target space of the map. Since the structure mapping η is cyclic,
the manifold N¯n−2ka coincides with the canonical 2-sheeted cover N¯
n−2k
over the self-intersections manifold Nn−2k of the immersion f , the class
e¯g ∈ H
2k(Nn−2k;Z/2) coincides with the class η¯2ksf , η¯sf ∈ H
1(N¯n−2k;Z/2).
The proof of the lemma follows from Lemma 7 since the mappings µ¯a and η¯
coincide and the characteristic number hµa,k is computed as in the right side
of the equation (17).
Lemma 18. For an arbitrary D-framed immersion (g : Nn−2k # Rn, η,Ψ)
with a self-intersection manifold Ln−4k, for which the classifying mapping ζ
of the normal bundle is quaternionic, the following equality is satisfied:
hsfk (g, η,Ψ) = hλ,k,
where the characteristic value on the right side is calculated by the formula
(32) for a mapping λ, satisfying the condition ζ = ia ◦ λ, ia : K(Q, 1) ⊂
K(Z/2[3], 1).
Proof of Lemma 18
Define the 2-sheeted covering
λ¯Ia : L¯
n−4k
Ia
→ K(Ia, 1) (35)
over the mapping λ : Ln−4k → K(Q, 1), induced by the 2-sheeted cover
K(Ia, 1) → K(Q, 1) over the target space of the map. Let us consider the
4-sheeted covering λ¯Id : L¯
n−4k
Id
→ K(Id, 1) over the mapping λ : L
n−4k →
K(Q, 1), defined by the formula (33), over the target space of the map.
Since the structure mapping ζ is quaternionic, the manifold L¯n−4kId coin-
cides with the canonical 4-sheeted covering L¯n−4k over the self-intersections
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manifold Ln−4k of the immersion g. The proof of the lemma follows from
Proposition 8, since the mappings λ¯ and ζ¯ coincide and the characteristic
number hkλ is computed as in the left side of the equation (23).
Let us define the subgroup Hb ⊂ Z/2
[3] as a product of the subgroup Ia ⊂
Q ⊂ Z/2[3] and an elementary subgroup, with the only non-trivial element t
given by the transformation transposing each pair of the corresponding basis
vectors e1 = 1 and e3 = j and the pair of the basis vectors e2 = i and e4 = k,
preserving their direction. It is easy to verify that the groupHb has the order
8 and this group is isomorphic to Z/4×Z/2. The groups Hb and Q contains
the common index 2 subgroup: Ia ⊂ Hb, Ia ⊂ Q.
Definition 19. Let (g,Ψ, η) be a D-framed immersion, where the immersion
g : Nn−2k # Rn is assumed to be in a general position with self-intersection
manifold denoted by Ln−4k. Assume that the manifold Nn−2k contains a
marked component Nn−2ka ⊂ N
n−2k, with self-intersection manifold Ln−4ka ⊂
Ln−4k.
Let the component Nn−2ka be equipped with a mapping µa : N
n−2k
a →
K(Ia, 1), which is determined a reduction of the restriction of the classifying
mapping η to the component Nn−2ka (see property 1 in Definition (??)).
Assume that the manifold Ln−4ka is the disjoint union of the two closed
submanifolds: Ln−4ka = L
n−4k
Q ∪ L
n−4k
Hb
. Moreover, there exists a pair of
mappings (µa, λ), where µa : N
n−2k
a → K(Ia, 1), λ = λQ ∪ λHb : L
n−4k
Q ∪
Ln−4kHb → K(Q, 1) ∪ K(Hb, 1). Define the manifold L¯
n−4k
Q ∪ L¯
n−4k
Hb
and its
mapping
λ¯ = λ¯Q ∪ λ¯Hb : L¯
n−4k
Q ∪ L¯
n−4k
Hb
→ K(Ia, 1) ∪K(Ia, 1), (36)
as the 2-sheeted covering mapping over the disjoint union of the mappings
λQ : L
n−4k
Q → K(Q, 1), λHb : L
n−4k
Hb
→ K(Hb, 1) which is induced from 2-
sheeted coverings K(Ia, 1) → K(Q, 1), K(Ia, 1) → K(Hb, 1) over the target
space of the mapping λ. We say that this D-framed immersion (g,Ψ, η)
admits a quaternionic structure if the following two conditions are satisfied:
–1. The manifold L¯n−4kQ ∪L¯
n−4k
Hb
is diffeomorphic to the canonical 2-sheeted
covering manifold L¯n−4k over the self-intersection manifold of the immersion
g, and the mapping
(Id ∪ Id) ◦ λ¯ : L¯n−4kQ ∪ L¯
n−4k
Hb
→ K(Ia, 1) ∪K(Ia, 1)→ K(Ia, 1)→ K(Ia, 1),(37)
where Id ∪ Id : K(Ia, 1) ∪ K(Ia, 1) → K(Ia, 1) is the identity map over
each component, coincides with the restriction of the mapping µa to the
submanifold L¯n−4k # Nn−2k.
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–2. The following equation is satisfied:
hµa,k = h
D
k (g, η,Ξ), (38)
where the characteristic number in the left side of the formula is given by
(30) and on the right side is given by the formula (17).
Example 20. Let us assume that the classifying map ζ is quaternionic. The
quaternionic structure is defined by the mappings µa : N
n−2k → K(Ia, 1),
λ : Ln−4k → K(Q, 1) ⊂ K(Z/2[3], 1), where iIa ◦ µa = η, iIa : K(Ia, 1) ⊂
K(D, 1), iQ ◦ λ = ζ , iQ : K(Q, 1) ⊂ K(Z/2
[3], 1).
Lemma 21. Assume that a pair (µa, λ) determines a quaternionic structure
for a D–framed immersion (g, η,Ψ). Then the characteristic number hλ,k,
determined by the formula (32), coincides with the characteristic number
hkµa , given by the formula (30).
Proof of Lemma 21
The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 8.
Corollary 22. Assume that a pair (µa, λ) determines a quaternionic struc-
ture for a D–framed immersion (g, η,Ψ). Then
hµa,k = 〈e¯gµ¯
∗
ax; [N¯
n−2k
a ]〉 = hλ,k(LQ) + hλ,k(LHb), (39)
where the terms in the right side are defined by the formula (32) for each
corresponding component of the manifold Ln−4k.
3 Cyclic structure for formal (equivariant)
mappings
Theorem 23. For k ≥ 5, an arbitrary element of the group ImmD(n −
2k, 2k), which is in the image of the homomorphism (10) JD : Immsf(n −
k, k)→ ImmD(n−2k, 2k), is represented by a D–framed immersion (g, η,Ψ),
where g : Nn−2k # Rn, Nn−2k = Nn−2ka ∪ N
n−2k
D , the restriction of the
classifying mapping η|Nn−2ka to the component N
n−2k
a ⊂ N
n−2k is cyclic in
the sense of Definition 14, where the characteristic number (17), which is
calculated for the mapping η|Nn−2k
D
, is trivial.
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We need to reformulate the notion of a cyclic structure and of a
quaternionic structure without the assumption that the corresponding maps
f : Mn−k → Rn and g : Nn−2k → Rn are immersions. We formulate
the necessary definition in minimal generality, under the assumption that
Mn−k = RPn−k, Nn−2k = Sn−2k/i.
Let
d : RPn−k → Rn (40)
be an arbitrary PL-mapping. Consider the two-point configuration space
(RPn−k × RPn−k \∆RPn−k)/T
′, (41)
which is called the пїЅdeleted squareпїЅ of the space RPn−k. This space is
obtained as the quotient of the direct product without the diagonal by the
involution T ′ : RPn−k×RPn−k → RPn−k×RPn−k, exchanging the coordinates.
This space is an open manifold. It is convenient to define an analogous space,
which is a manifold with boundary.
Define the space Γ¯ as a spherical blow-up of the space RPn−k×RPn−k\Σdiag
in the neighborhood of the diagonal. The spherical blow-up is a manifold
with boundary, which is defined as a result of compactification of the open
manifold RPn−k×RPn−k\Σdiag by the fiberwise glue-in of the fibers of the unit
sphere bundle STΣdiag of the tangent bundle TΣdiag in the neighborhood of
zero–sections of the normal bundle of the diagonal Σdiag ⊂ RP
n−k × RPn−k.
The following natural inclusions are well defined:
RPn−k × RPn−k \ Σdiag ⊂ Γ¯,
STΣdiag ⊂ Γ¯.
On the space Γ¯ the free involution T¯ ′ : Γ¯0 → Γ¯, which is an extension of the
involution T ′ is well defined.
The quotient Γ¯/T¯ ′ is denoted by Γ, and the corresponding double covering
by
pΓ : Γ¯/T¯
′ → Γ.
The space Γ is a manifold with boundary and it is called the resolution space
of the configuration space (41). The projection p∂Γ : ∂Γ → RP
n−k is well
defined, and is called a resolution of the diagonal.
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Formal (equivariant) mapping with holonomic self-intersection
Denote by TRPn−k , TRn the standard involutions on the spaces RP
n−k×RPn−k,
Rn × Rn, which permutes the coordinates. Let
d(2) : RPn−k × RPn−k → Rn × Rn (42)
be an arbitrary (TRPn−k , TRn)–equivariant mapping, which is transversal along
the diagonal of the source space. Denote (d(2))−1(Rndiag)/TRPn−k by N =
N(d(2)), let us call this polyhedron a self-intersection (formal) polyhedron
of the mapping d(2). In the case the formal mapping d(2) is the extension
of a mapping (40), the polyhedron N(d(2)) coincides with the polyhedron,
denoted by the formula:
N(d) = Cl{([x, y]) ∈ Γ◦ : y 6= x, d(y) = d(x)}. (43)
Note that int(Γ) is homeomorphic to Γ◦. Denote int(N(d
(2)) = N(d(2)) \
(N(d(2)) ∩∆Γ) by N(d
(2))◦.
There is a canonical double covering
pN : N¯→ N, (44)
ramified over the boundary ∂N (above this boundary the cover is a diffeo-
morphism). The following diagram is commutative:
iN¯ : (N¯, ∂N) ⊂ (Γ¯, ∂Γ)
↓ pN ↓ pΓ
iN : (N, ∂N) ⊂ (Γ, ∂Γ).
Structural map ηN◦ : N(d)◦ → K(D, 1)
Define the mapping
ηΓ : Γ→ K(D, 1), (45)
which we shall call the structure mapping of the пїЅdeleted squareпїЅ. Note
that the inclusion Γ¯ ⊂ RPn−k×RPn−k induces an isomorphism of fundamental
groups, since the codimension of the diagonal ∆RPn−k ⊂ RP
n−k × RPn−k is
equal to n− k and satisfies the inequality n− k ≥ 3. Therefore, the equality
is satisfied:
π1(Γ¯) = H1(Γ¯;Z/2) = Z/2⊕ Z/2. (46)
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Consider the induced automorphism T ′ast : H1(Γ¯;Z/2) → H1(Γ¯;Z/2).
Note that this automorphism is not the identity. Fix an isomorphism of the
groups H1(Γ¯;Z/2) and Ic, which maps the generator of the first (respectively
second) factor of H1(Γ¯; Z/2), see (46), into the generator ab ∈ Ic ⊂ D
(respectively, ba ∈ Ic ⊂ D), which in the standard representation of the
group D is defined by the reflection with respect to the second (respectively,
the first) coordinate axis.
It is easy to verify that the automorphism of the conjugation with respect
to the subgroup Ic ⊂ D by means of the element b ∈ D \ Ic (in this formula
the element b can be chosen arbitrarily), defined by the formula x 7→ bxb−1,
corresponds to the automorphism T ′∗. The fundamental group π1(Γ) is a
quadratic extension of π1(Γ¯) by means of the element b, and this extension
is uniquely defined up to isomorphism by the automorphism T ′∗. Therefore
π1(Γ) ≃ D, and hence the mapping ηΓ : Γ→ K(D, 1) is well defined.
It is easy to verify that the mapping ηΓ|∂Γ takes values in the subspace
K(Ib×b˙, 1) ⊂ K(D, 1). The mapping ηΓ, which is defined by the formula (45),
induces the mapping
ηN◦ : (N◦, U(∂N)◦)→ (K(D, 1), K(Ib×b˙, 1)), (47)
which we call the structure mapping.
Also, it is easy to verify that the homotopy class of the composition
U(∂N)◦
ηN◦
−→ K(Ib×b˙, 1)
pb−→ K(Id, 1), where the map K(Ib×b˙, 1)
pb−→ K(Id, 1)
is induced by the homomorphism Ib×b˙ → Id with the kernel Ib, ∂N(d)
η
−→
K(Ib, 1)
pb−→ K(Id, 1) is extended to a map on ∂N and this extension coincides
to the map κ◦resd : ∂N(d)→ RP
n−k → K(Id, 1), which is the composition of
the resolution map resd : ∂N(d)→ RP
n−k and the embedding of the skeleton
RPn−k ⊂ K(Id, 1) in the classifying space.
Let us assume that in the polyhedron N◦ there is a marked component
Na ⊂ N◦ (48)
and assume that the following mapping
µa : Na → K(Ia, 1) (49)
determines the reduction of the restriction of the structure mapping (47) to
the marked component in the formula (48).
The following characteristic number
〈µ∗a(t); [Na]〉, (50)
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is well defined, where t ∈ Hn−2k(K(Ia, 1);Z/2) is the generic cohomology
class [Na] is the fundamental class of the polyhedron Na (assuming that the
equivariant PL-mapping d(2) is transversal along ∆Rn , this polyhedron is a
PL-manifold).
Definition 24. Cyclic structure of a formal mapping d(2)
Assume that a component (48) of the polyhedron N◦ is marked and a
mapping (49) is well defined. The mapping (49) is called the cyclic structure
of the equivariant mapping with holonomic self-intersection along the poly-
hedron Na, if the characteristic number (50) satisfies the following equation:
〈µ∗a(t); [Na]〉 = 1. (51)
We need a criterion to verify that the mapping µa satisfies the equation
(51).
Let us consider the canonical 2-sheeted covering over the polyhedron N,
which is, probably, branched over the boundary:
p : N¯→ N. (52)
The total space of this covering is a closed polyhedron N¯ of the dimension n−
2k. This polyhedron is decomposed into the union of the two subpolyhedra:
N¯ = N¯a∪N¯b, this decomposition corresponds with the decomposition in the
formula (48). The polyhedron N¯a is a closed PL–manifold of the dimension
n− 2k, the polyhedron N¯b is a compactification of an open PL–manifold of
the dimension n − 2k by means the boundary ∂Nb. The restriction of the
involution Tp (52) on the boundary is free and a closed polyhedron N¯b ∪Tp
T (N¯b) is well-defined, denote this polyhedron by Nb/∼. Denote N¯a ∪Nb/∼
by N¯/∼.
Let us consider the mapping pIc,Id◦η¯ : N¯/∼ → K(Ic, 1)→ K(Id, 1), where
the mapping pIc,Id : K(Ic, 1) → K(Id, 1) is induced by the epimorphism
Ic → Id, with the kernel, generated by the element ab ∈ Ic. Denote this
mapping by η¯ : N¯/∼ → K(Id, 1). Denote the restriction of η¯ on N¯b/∼ ⊂ N/∼
by η¯b : N¯b/∼ → K(Id, 1).
Lemma 25. Assume that the restriction of the structure mapping η◦ on the
component Na as in Definition 24 and a mapping µa determines a reduc-
tion of the structure mapping to the mapping into K(Ia, 1) ⊂ K(D, 1). The
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condition (50) is a corollary of the following two conditions: the homology
class
η¯b∗([N¯b/∼]) ∈ Hn−2k(K(Id, 1);Z/2) (53)
is trivial.
Proof of Lemma 25
Let us consider a sketch of the proof. The homology class η¯∗([N¯/∼]) ∈
Hn−2k(K(Id, 1);Z/2), is the generator, because the fundamental class of the
subpolyhedron N¯/∼ = Cl(N¯◦) ⊂ RP
n−k is dual to the (normal) characteristic
class of the dimension 2k, which is the generator in Hn−2k(RP
n−k), because
n = 2ℓ−1. Therefore the characteristic number (51) is equal to 1 iff the class
(53) is trivial. Lemma 25 is proved.
Theorem 23 is based on the application of the following principle of den-
sity of the subspace of immersions in the space of continuous maps equipped
with the compact-open topology, see [Hi, Theorem 5.10].
Proposition 26. Let f0 : M # R (we will use the case R = R
n) be a
smooth immersion between manifolds, where the manifold M is compact, the
manifold R is equipped with the metric dist and dim(M) < dim(R). Let
g : M → R be a continuous mapping homotopic to the immersion f0. Then
∀ε > 0 there exists an immersion f : M # R, regularly homotopic to the
immersion f0, for which dist(g; f)C0 < ε in the space of maps with the
induced metric.
Proposition 27. Let (M (2), ∂M (2)) be a smooth manifold with boundary,
assume that a free involution TM (2) : (M
(2), ∂M (2)) → (M (2), ∂M (2)) is well
defined. Let R(2) be a smooth manifold with the metric, denoted by dist,
equipped the standard involution TR(2) : R
(2) → R(2), which is free outside
the diagonal ∆R ⊂ R
(2) and dim(R(2)) = 2n, dim(∆R) = n, dim(M
(2)) <
dim(R(2)). Assume that there exists a (TM , TR)–equivariant immersion F
(2)
0 :
M (2) # R(2), and the image of the boundary has no intersection with the
fixed point manifold:
Im(F
(2)
0 (∂M
(2))) ⊂ R(2) \∆R. (54)
Let G(2) : M (2) → R(2) be a continuous (TM (2), TR(2))–equivariant mapping,
for which the following condition is satisfied
Im(G(2)(∂M (2))) ⊂ R(2) \∆R. (55)
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Moreover, assume that the equivariant mapping G(2) is equivariant homo-
topic to the immersion F
(2)
0 in the space of mappings with the condition
above. Then ∀ε > 0 there exists a (TM (2), TR(2))–equivariant immersion
F
(2)
1 : M
(2)
# R(2), which is regular equivariant homotopic to the equivari-
ant immersion F
(2)
0 , for which the analogous condition (54) is satisfied, and
additionally, the condition dist(F
(2)
1 ;G
(2))C0 < ε in the space of equivariant
maps with induced metric.
A sketch of a proof of Proposition 27
Consider an equivariant triangulation of the manifold (M (2), ∂M (2)) of the
caliber much less then ε. The proof is possible by the induction over the
skeletons by analogous arguments as the Hirsch Theorem 26.
We shall use Proposition 27 as follows. Let (f, κ,Ψ) be a skew-framed
immersion f : Mn−k # Rn. Consider an open manifold Mn−k × Mn−k \
∆M , which is equipped with the standard involution TM , this involution
is free outside the diagonal. Denote by M¯ (2) the spherical blow-up of the
manifold Mn−k×Mn−k \∆M , equipped with the free involution T
(2)
M . Denote
by M (2) the quotient M¯ (2)/T
(2)
M . The boundary ∂M
(2) coincides with the
projectivization TP (Mn−k) of the tangent bundle T (Mn−k). Denote the
manifold M (2) \ ∂M (2) by M
(2)
◦ . Denote by (Rn)(2) the manifold Rn × Rn,
equipped with the standard involution T
(2)
Rn
. The following mapping of the
classifying spaces is well defined:
f¯ (2) : M¯ (2) → Rn × Rn, (56)
This mapping is (T
(2)
M , T
(2)
R )–equivariant immersion. The equivariant immer-
sion (56) satisfies the condition, which is analogous to the condition for the
mapping F0 from Proposition 27.
Let us calculate the normal bundle νf¯(2) of the immersion f¯
(2), using the
skew-framing (κ,Ψ) of the immersion f . Evidently, the framing Ψ induces
the isomorphism
Ψ¯(2) : νf¯(2) = k(κ1 ⊕ κ2), (57)
where κi is the line bundle, which is induced by the immersion of the i-th
factor, i = 1, 2. The involution T
(2)
M is covered by an involution of the bundle
νf¯(2) (this involution is not the identity over the bases of the bundles), which
permutes the corresponding line factors in the right side of the formula (57).
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Therefore the vector bundle over M (2) is well-defined, denote this bundle by
νf(2) , the isomorphism (57) induces the isomorphism
Ψ(2) : ν
(2)
f = k(η), (58)
where η is a 2-dimensional D–bundle.
Let us assume that the mapping (56) is transversal along the diago-
nal ∆Rn ⊂ R
n × Rn and let us consider the inverse image (f¯ (2))−1(∆Rn)
of this diagonal, and denote this inverse image by N¯ ⊂ M¯ (2). Evidently,
that N¯ is a closed n − 2k-dimensional manifold, which coincides with the
manifold (4). The manifold N¯ is equipped with the standard free involu-
tion T
(2)
M |N¯ : N¯ → N¯ , denote the quotient with respect to this involution
by Nn−2k. The manifold Nn−2k is closed and this manifold coincides with
the manifold (3). This new definition of the manifold is more general, be-
cause this definition is possible without an assumption that the equivariant
immersion f¯ (2) is holonomic. We shall use this definition for (T
(2)
M , T
(2)
R )–
equivariant immersions, which satisfy the condition (54) from the equivari-
ant regular homotopy class of the equivariant immersion f¯ (2). The immersion
N¯n−2k # Mn−k and the restriction f |N¯n−2k : N¯
n−2k
# Rn is well defined.
The normal bundle of the immersion f |N¯n−2k is isomorphic to the restriction
of the bundle νf¯(2) over the submanifold N¯ ⊂ M¯
(2).
Let us consider the immersion g : Nn−2k # Rn, which is defined by the
formula (5). The normal bundle νg of this immersion g is naturally isomorphic
to the restriction of the bundle ν
(2)
f over the submanifold N
n−2k ⊂ M (2). The
dihedral framing, which is determined by the formula (58), coincides with the
dihedral framing Ψ, which is determined in Proposition 5.
Assume, that a (T
(2)
M , T
(2)
Rn
)–equivariant immersion G(2) : M (2) # Rn×Rn
is well defined, this immersion satisfies the condition (55), and is regu-
lar homotopic to the immersion (56) in the space of equivariant immer-
sions with the prescribed conditions, in particular, regular homotopies keep
the isomorphism (58). Assume that the regular homotopy keeps the con-
dition (55) and is transversal to ∆Rn ⊂ R
n × Rn. Let us consider the
manifold Nn−2k(G). This manifold is close, additionally the immersion
g(G) : Nn−2k(G) # ∆Rn = R
n is well defined as the restriction of the immer-
sion G. The normal bundle of the considered immersion, which is denoted by
νg(G), is isomorphic to the restriction of the normal bundle of the immersion
G/TM . The normal bundle νg(G) is equipped with a dihedral framing (58).
Therefore a D–framed immersion (g(G), η(G),Ψ(G)) is regular cobordant to
a D–framed immersion (g, η,Ψ) of the self-intersection manifold of the given
skew-framed immersion (f, κ,Ξ). The D–framed immersion (g, η,Ψ) satisfies
additional properties, which are defined using the mapping (56).
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Proof of Theorem 23 from Lemma 30
Consider the skew-framed immersion (f, κ,Ξ), which is determined in the
statement of Proposition 23. Consider the equivariant mapping d(2) : RPn−k×
RPn−k → Rn×Rn, which is constructed in Lemma 30. Consider the mapping
κ : Mn−k → RPN , N >> n−k. Without loss of a generality, we may assume
that Im(κ) ⊂ RPn−k ⊂ RP∞. Consider the mapping κ×κ : Mn−k×Mn−k →
RPn−k × RPn−k. Denote by (TM , TRPn−k) the standard involutions in the
image and in the preimage of the mapping κ× κ. Denote the (TM , TRPn−k)–
equivariant mapping κ×κ by κ(2). Let us consider the composition d(2)◦κ(2) :
Mn−k×Mn−k → Rn×Rn, where the equivariant mapping d(2) is constructed
in Lemma 30.
Let us consider the restriction of the mapping d(2) ◦ κ(2) on the diagonal
∆M → ∆Rn . By Proposition 26 the mapping d
(2) ◦ κ(2) is arbitrary closed to
an equivariant immersion from the equivariant regular homotopy class of the
equivariant immersion f (2). Therefore there exists an equivariant mapping
G(2) : (Mn−k)(2) → (Rn)(2), such that the restriction of this mapping on the
interior ofMn−k)
(2)
◦ ⊂Mn−k)(2) is arbitrary closed to the restriction d(2)◦κ(2)
onMn−k)
(2)
◦ = Mn−k×Mn−k \∆Mn−k , and which satisfies the condition (55).
By Proposition 27 the equivariant immersion with the prescribed properties
exists.
Consider the marked closed componentNa of the polyhedron of the formal
self-intersection of the formal mapping d(2). The closed component N ′a ⊂
(Mn−k)(2), which is mapped to the componentNa by the mapping κ
(2) is well-
defined. Therefore, if ε > 0 is sufficiently small, the immersion G(2) contains
the component Nn−2ka (G
(2)), which is projected on Na, and the degree of
this projection is equal to deg2(κ) = hk (mod 2), where the characteristic
number hk is given by Definition 1 for (f, κ,Ξ).
The following statement is evident.
Statement
Assume that an arbitrary element x ∈ Immsf(n − k, k) is given, and a D–
framed immersion (g0, η0,Ψ0) represents an element y ∈ Imm
D(n− 2k, 2k).
Then there exists a skew-framed immersion (f, κ,Ξ), which represents the ele-
ment x, for which the self-intersection manifold contains a closed component,
which represents D-framed immersion (g0, η0,Ψ0) up to regular homotopy.
Using the statement, we may assume that the self-intersection mani-
fold Nn−2ka of the immersion f , which is equipped by a characteristic class
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ηNn−2ka , contains a closed component N
n−2k(G(2))a ⊂ N
n−2k(G(2)). Denote
by (g, η,Ψ) a D-framed immersion, which is the parametrization of the
self-intersection manifold of f . In particular, the restriction of η of the
component Nn−2k(G(2))a ⊂ N
n−2k(G(2)) was investigated above. This re-
striction admits a reduction mapping ηa : N
n−2k
a (G
(2)) → K(Ia, 1), which
is induced from the cyclic mapping of the cyclic structure of the map-
ping d(2). The manifold Nn−2k(G(2)) is equipped with a D–framed immer-
sion (g(G(2)), η(G(2)),Ψ(G(2))), this D-framed immersion represents the pre-
scribed element [(g, η,Ψ)] in ImmD(n− 2k, 2k).
In particular, the characteristic number (17), which is calculated for
(Nn−2ka , ηa), coincides with hk(f, κ,Ξ) by the property (51). Therefore,
because hk(f, κ,Ξ) = h
D(g, η,Ψ), the last component (probably, non-
connected) (Nn−2k \Nn−2ka , η) has the trivial Hopf invariant. Theorem 23 is
proved.
4 Quaternionic structure of PL–mappings with
singularities
Let c : Sn−2k/i→ Rn be a PL–mapping in a general position.
Consider the configuration space
((Sn−2k/i× Sn−2k/i) \∆Sn−2k)/T
′, (59)
which is called the пїЅdeleted squareпїЅ of the lens space Sn−2k/i. This
space is obtained as the quotient of the direct product without the diagonal
by the involution T ′ : Sn−2k/i × Sn−2k/i → Sn−2k/i × Sn−2k/i, exchanging
the coordinates. This space is an open manifold. It is convenient to define
an analogous space, which is a manifold with boundary.
Define the space Γ¯1 as a spherical blow-up of the space (S
n−2k/i ×
Sn−2k/i) \∆Sn−2k in the neighborhood of the diagonal. The spherical blow-
up is a manifold with boundary, which is defined as a result of compact-
ification of the open manifold (Sn−2k/i × Sn−2k/i) \ Σdiag by the fiberwise
glue-in of the fibers of the spherization STΣdiag of the tangent bundle TΣdiag
in the neighborhood of zero–sections of the normal bundle of the diagonal
Σdiag ⊂ S
n−2k/i×Sn−2k/i. The following natural inclusions are well defined:
Sn−2k × Sn−2k \ Σdiag ⊂ Γ¯1,
STΣdiag ⊂ Γ¯1.
On the space Γ¯1 the free involution
T¯ ′ : Γ¯1 → Γ¯1 (60)
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which is an extension of an involution T ′ is well defined.
The quotient Γ¯1/T¯
′ is denoted by Γ1, and the corresponding double cov-
ering by
pΓ1 : Γ¯1/T¯
′ → Γ1.
The space Γ1 is a manifold with boundary and it is called the resolution space
of the configuration space (59). The projection p∂Γ1 : ∂Γ1 → S
n−2k/i is well
defined, this map is called a resolution of the diagonal.
For an arbitrary mapping c : Sn−2k/i → Rn the polyhedron L(c) of self-
intersection points of the mapping c is defined by the formula:
L(c) = Cl{([x, y]) ∈ int(Γ1) : y 6= x, c(y) = c(x)}. (61)
By Porteous’ Theorem [Por] under the assumption that the map c is
smooth and generic, the polyhedron L(c) is a manifold with boundary of
dimension n − 4k. This polyhedron is denoted by Ln−4k(c) and called the
polyhedron of self-intersection of the map c. This formula (61) defines an
embedding of polyhedra into manifold:
iL(c) : (L
n−4k(c), ∂Ln−4k(c)) ⊂ (Γ1, ∂Γ1).
The boundary ∂Ln−4k(c) of the manifold Ln−4k(c) is called the resolu-
tion manifold of critical points of the map c. The map p∂Γ1 ◦ i∂L(c)|∂L(c) :
∂Ln−4k(c) ⊂ ∂Γ¯1 → S
n−2k is called the resolution map of singularities of the
map c, we denote this mapping by resc : ∂L(c)→ S
n−2k/i.
Consider the canonical double covering
pL(c) : L¯(c)
n−4k → L(c)n−4k, (62)
ramified over the boundary ∂L(c)n−4k (over this boundary the cover is a
diffeomorphism). The next diagram is commutative:
iL¯(c) : (L¯
n−4k(c), ∂Ln−4k(c)) ⊂ (Γ¯1, ∂Γ1)
↓ pL(c) ↓ pΓ1
iL(c) : (L
n−4k(c), ∂Ln−4k(c)) ⊂ (Γ1, ∂Γ1).
Definition of the subgroup H ⊂ Z/2[3]
Consider the space R4 with the basis (e1, e2, e3, e4). The basis vectors are
conveniently identified with the basic unit quaternions (1, i, j,k), which some-
times will be used to simplify the formulas for some transformations. Define
the subgroup
H ⊂ Z/2[3] (63)
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as a subgroup of transformations, of the following two types:
– in each plane Lin(e1 = 1, e2 = i), Lin(e3 = j, e4 = k) may be (mutually
independent) transformations by the multiplication with the quaternion i.
The subgroup of all such transformations is denoted by Hc, this subgroup is
isomorphic to Z/4× Z/4.
- the transformation exchanging each pair of the corresponding basis vec-
tors e1 = 1 and e3 = j and the pair of the basis vectors e2 = i and e4 = k,
preserving their direction. Denote this transformation by
t ∈ H \Hc. (64)
It is easy to verify that the group itself is H, has order 32, and is a
subgroup H ⊂ Z/2[3] of index 4.
Definition of the subgroup Hb×b˙ ⊂ H and the monomorphism iIa,H :
Ia ⊂ H
Define the inclusion iIa,H : Ia ⊂ H, which translates the generator of the
group Ia into the operator of multiplication by the quaternion i, acting si-
multaneously in each plane Lin(e1 = 1, e2 = i), Lin(e3 = j, e4 = k). Define
the subgroup Hb×b˙ ⊂ H as the product of the subgroup iIa,H : Ia ⊂ H and
the subgroup generated by the generator t ∈ H. It is easy to verify that
the group Hb×b˙ is of the order 8 and this group is isomorphic to Z/4× Z/2.
The subgroup Ia ⊂ Hb×b˙ is of the index 2. The inclusion homomorphism
iIa,Hb×b˙ : Ia ⊂ Hb×b˙ of the subgroup and the projection pHb×b˙,Ia : Hb×b˙ → Ia
are defined, such that the composition Ia
iIa,Hb×b˙
−→ Hb×b˙
pHa,Ia
−→ Ia is the identity.
Structure map ζ◦ : L◦(c)→ K(H, 1)
Define the map ζΓ1 : Γ1 → K(H, 1), which we call the structure mapping
of the пїЅdeleted squareпїЅ. Note that the inclusion Γ¯1 ⊂ S
n−2k/i× Sn−2k/i
induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups, since the codimension of the
diagonal ∆Sn−2k/i ⊂ S
n−2k/i × Sn−2k/i satisfies the inequality n − 2k ≥ 3.
Therefore, the following equality is satisfied:
π1(Γ¯1) = H1(Γ¯1;Z/4) = Z/4× Z/4. (65)
Consider the induced automorphism T¯ ′∗ : H1(Γ¯1;Z/2)→ H1(Γ¯1;Z/2), in-
duced by the involution (60). Note that this automorphism is not the iden-
tity and permutes the factors. Fix an isomorphism of the groups H1(Γ¯1;Z/2)
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and Hc, which maps the generator of the first (respectively second) factor
of H1(Γ¯1;Z/2), see (65), into the generator, defined by the multiplication by
the quaternion i in the plane Lin(1, i) (respectively, in the plane Lin(j,k))
and is the identity on the complement.
It is easy to verify that the automorphism of the conjugation with respect
to the subgroup Hc ⊂ H by means of the element t ∈ H \ Hc, (in this
formula the element t is given by the equation (64)), defined by the formula
x 7→ txt−1, corresponds to conjugation by means of the automorphism T¯ ′∗.
The fundamental group π1(Γ1) is a quadratic extension of π1(Γ¯1) by means
of the element t, and this extension is uniquely defined up to isomorphism
by the automorphism T ′∗. Therefore π1(Γ1) ≃ H, and hence the mapping
ζΓ1 : Γ1 → K(H, 1) is well defined.
It is easy to verify that the mapping ζΓ1|∂Γ1 takes values in the sub-
space K(Hb×b˙, 1) ⊂ K(H, 1). The mapping ζΓ1 induces the map ζ◦ :
(L◦(c), U(∂L(c))◦) → (K(H, 1), K(Hb×b˙, 1)), which we call the structure
map. (In the considered case the notion of the structure mapping is anal-
ogous to the notion of the classifying mapping for Z/2[3]–framed immer-
sion.) Also, it is easy to verify that the homotopy class of the composition
U(∂L(c)◦)
ζ◦
−→ K(Hb×b˙, 1)
pH
b×b˙
,Ia
−→ K(Ia, 1) is extended to ∂L(c) and coin-
cides with the characteristic map η ◦ resc : ∂L(c) → S
n−2k/i → K(Ia, 1),
which is the composition of the resolution map resc : ∂L(c) → S
n−2k/i and
the embedding of the skeleton Sn−2k/i ⊂ K(Ia, 1) in the classifying space.
Definition 28. Quaternionic structure for a mapping c : Sn−2k/i →
Rn with singularities
Let c : Sn−2k/i→ Rn be a map in general position, having critical points,
where k ≡ 0 (mod 2). Let L(c)◦ be the polyhedron of double self-intersection
points of the map c with the boundary ∂L(c).
Let us assume that the polyhedron L(c)◦ is the disjoint union of the two
components
L(c)◦ = LQ ∪ LHb×b˙◦, (66)
where the polyhedron LQ is closed, and the polyhedron LHb×b˙◦, generally
speaking, contains a regular neighborhood of the boundary U(∂LHb×b˙)◦ =
U(∂L(c))◦.
We say that this map c admits a (relative) quaternionic structure, if the
structure map ζ◦ : (L(c)◦, U(∂L(c))◦) → (K(H, 1), K(Hb×b˙, 1)) is given by
the composition:
λL(c) : LQ ∪ LHb×b˙◦
λLQ∪λHb×b˙◦
−→ K(Q, 1) ∪K(Hb×b˙, 1) (67)
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iQ,H∪iH
b×b˙
,H
−→ K(H, 1) ∪K(H, 1)
Id∪Id
−→ K(H, 1).
Proposition 29. If n = 4k + nσ, n ≥ 255, an arbitrary element of the
group ImmD(n−2k, 2k), in the image of the homomorphism δk : Imm
sf(n−
k, k)→ ImmD(n−2k, 2k), is represented by a D–framed immersion (g, η,Ψ),
admitting a quaternionic structure in the sense of Definition 19.
Proof of Proposition 29 from Proposition 23 and Lemma 31 (Section
5)
Consider a skew-framed immersion (f, κ,Ξ), such that δ([(f, κ,Ξ)]) =
[(g1 : N
n−2k
# Rn, η,Ψ)] represents the prescribed element in the group
ImmD(n − 2k, 2k). By Proposition 23, without loss of the generality,
we may assume that the immersion f : Mn−k # Rn admits a closed
marked component g : Nn−2ka # R
n, equipped with the reduction mapping
µa : N
n−2k
a → K(Ia, 1).
Let us consider the mapping c : Sn−2k/i → Rn, which is constructed in
Lemma 31 and consider the immersion ga : N
n−2k
a # R
n, which is defined as
a C0–small approximation of the composition c◦µa : N
n−2k
a → S
n−2k/i→ Rn
in the prescribed regular homotopy class of the restriction of the immestion
g.
Let us consider the formal (holonomic) mapping of 2-configuration spaces.
Analogously to Theorem 23 a quaternionic structure of theD–framed immer-
sion [(g, η,Ψ)] is well defined, this structure is induced from the quaternionic
structure of the mapping c. Proposition 29 is proved.
5 Cyclic and quaternionic structure for formal
(equivariant) mappings
Lemma 30. Assuming the dimension restriction
k ≥ 17, n− k ≡ 0 (mod 4), (68)
there exists a formal (equivariant) mapping d(2), which admits a cyclic struc-
ture in the sense of Definition 24.
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Lemma 31. Assuming the dimension restriction n = 4k+(2σ−1), n = 2ℓ−1,
ℓ ≥ 8, σ =
[
ℓ
2
]
− 1, there exists a generic PL-mapping d1 : S
n−2k/i → Rn
with a singularity, which admits a relative quaternionic structure in the sense
of Definition 28.
In this section we prove Lemmas 30-31 from a unified point of view. The
possibility of such an approach in the case of cyclic structure was discov-
ered by Prof. A.V.Chernavsky at the end of the last century, and by Dr.
S.A.Melikhov (2005) in the case of quaternionic structure. Preliminary re-
sults for cyclic and Hb×b˙–structure in the case of weaker restrictions on the
codimension of the immersion, are given in the papers [A1].
Note that the cases n = 15, n = 31, n = 63, and n = 127 were not
considered. The construction of quaternionic structure in Lemma 31 does
not require the Massey embedding S3/Q ⊂ R4 [Ma], see also [Me]. Such
an embedding was known earlier to W.Hantzsche [He]. By means of such
an approach, it might be possible to weaken the dimensional restrictions in
Lemma 31. For example, the Massey embedding allows to generalize Lemma
31 for maps in the range 4
5
(for maps Mm → Rn, m
n
≤ 4
5
). This means
that one may consider an extra two quadratic extensions of the quaternionic
group as the structure group of framing of immersions.
Additional arguments, in particular, might yield a proof of the last cases
in the Adams Theorem on Hopf invariants, and clarify the remaining case in
dimension 126 not covered by the Hill-Hopkins-Ravenel Theorem on Kervaire
invariants.
5.1 Auxiliary mappings
We start by construction of auxiliary mappings. In Lemma 30 there are
axillary mappings cˆ, c for the mapping d; in Lemma 31 there are axillary
mappings c1, c˜1 for the mapping d1.
The transformation in Lemma 30 to the required formal (equivariant)
mapping d(2) from the mapping c is given by an approximation, which is
constructed in Lemma 40.
To proof the mentioned lemmas and propositions we introduce on the
singular set of auxiliary mappings the coordinate system called angle-
momentum. By means of this coordinate system in Lemmas 33,34. The
configuration space in Lemma 33 is defined as finite-dimensional resolution
spaces for the singularity of the mapping c. In Lemma 34 the resolution
spaces is much simpler, because the mapping under investigation is close to
stable.
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Construction of an axillary mapping c : RPn−k → Rn, cˆ : Sn−k/i→ Rn
in Lemma 30
The mapping p′ : Sn−k → J is well defined as the join of r copies of the
standard 4-sheeted coverings S1 → S1/i. The standard action Ia × S
n−k →
Sn−k commutes with the mapping p′. Thus, the map pˆ : Sn−k/i → J is
well defined and the map p : RPn−k → J is well defined as the composition
pˆ ◦ π : RPn−k → J of the standard double covering π : RPn−k → Sn−k/i with
the map pˆ.
The required mapping c is defined by the formula
iJ ◦ p : RP
n−k → J ⊂ Rn. (69)
The required mapping cˆ is defined by the formula
iJ ◦ pˆ : S
n−k/i→ Rn. (70)
Construction of axillary mappings c1 : S
n−2k+2σ−1/i → Rn, c˜1 :
Sn−2k/i→ Rn
Let a positive integer parameter k and a positive integer n are given as in
Lemma 31. Let us denote by J1 a (n − 2k + 2
σ−1)–dimensional polyhedron
(the equation n−2k+2σ−1 = n−1
2
+2σ is satisfied), this polyhedron is defined
as the join of
n+ 1
2σ+1
+ 1 = r1 (71)
copies of the standard quaternionic lens space S2
σ−1/Q. Below we shall used
the following notation nσ = 2
σ − 1, as in [A1] and mσ = 2
σ − 2, as in [A2]).
By the Hirsch Theorem an embedding iQ : S
nσ/Q ⊂ Rnσ−3 is well defined.
Assuming n = 4k + 2σ − 1, ℓ ≥ 7 the embedding J1 ⊂ R
n, as the join of
r1 copies of the embedding iQ, is well defined; let us denote this embedding
by iJ1 : J1 ⊂ R
n (comp. with the mapping in [Lemma 35, A2].
The mapping p′1 : S
n−2k+nσ−1−1 → J1 is well defined as the join of r1 copies
of the standard coverings Snσ → Snσ/Q. The action Q × Sn−2k+nσ−1−1 →
Sn−2k+nσ−1−1 is well defined as the standard diagonal action on the join of r1
copies of the standard action on S3, this action commutes with the mapping
p′1.
Thus, the map pˆ1 : S
n−2k+nσ−1−1/Q→ J1 is well defined and the map
p1 ∼= pˆ1 ◦ π1 : S
n−2k+nσ−1−1/i→ J1, (72)
as the composition of the standard double covering π1 : S
n−2k+nσ−1−1/i →
Sn−2k+nσ−1−1/Q with the map pˆ1.
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Define the required mapping c1 as the composition iJ1 ◦ p1 :
Sn−2k+nσ−1−1/i → Sn−2k+nσ−1−1/Q → J1 ⊂ R
n. Consider the submanifold
i : Sn−2k/i ⊂ Sn−2k+nσ−1−1/i, this submanifold is in general position with
respect to strata of the manifold Sn−2k+nσ−1−1/i, the strata are determined
by the join structure. Define the mapping
p˜1 ∼= pˆ1 ◦ π1 ◦ i : S
n−2k/i ⊂ Sn−2k+nσ−1−1/i→ J1. (73)
Define the required mapping c˜1 as the composition
c˜1 : S
n−2k/i ⊂ Sn−2k+nσ−1−1/i
c1−→ Rn. (74)
Subspaces and factorspaces of the 2-configuration space for RPn−k,
related with the axillary mappings c, cˆ in Lemma 30
The space Γ, the subspace Γ◦ ⊂ Γ, its double coverings Γ¯, Γ¯◦ were defined
above. The structural mapping ηΓ◦ : Γ◦ → K(D, 1) also were defined.
Denote by
Σ◦ ⊂ Γ◦ (75)
the polyhedron of double-points singularities of the map p : RPn−k → J ,
this polyhedron is defined by the formula {[(x, y)] ∈ Γ◦, p(x) = p(y), x 6= y}.
This polyhedron is equipped with a structural mapping ηΣ◦ : Σ◦ → K(D, 1),
which is induced by the restriction of the structural mapping ηΓ◦ on the
subspace Σ◦.
The standard free involution i : RPn−k → RPn−k is well defined. This
involution permutes points in each fiber of the standard double covering
RPn−k → Sn−k/i. The space Γ¯◦ admits an involution (with fixed points)
Ti◦ : Γ¯◦ → Γ¯◦, (76)
which is defined as the restriction of an involution i × i : RPn−k × RPn−k,
constructed by the involution i on each factor, on the subspace Γ¯◦ ⊂ RP
n−k×
RPn−k. On the quotient Γ¯◦/T = Γ◦ of Γ◦ by the another involution T , which
permutes the coordinates, the factorinvolution Ti◦ : Γ◦ → Γ◦ is well defined.
Let us denote by Σantidiag ⊂ Γ◦ a subspace, called the antidiagonal, which
is formed by all antipodal pairs {[(x, y)] ∈ Γ◦ : x, y ∈ RP
n−k, x 6= y, i(x) = y}.
It is easy to verify that the antidiagonal Σantidiag ⊂ Γ◦ is the set of fixed points
for the involution Ti◦.
The subpolyhedron Σ◦ ⊂ Γ◦ of multiple-points of the map p is represented
by a union Σ◦ = Σantidiag ∪K◦, where K◦ is an open subpolyhedron contains
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all points of Σ◦ outside the antidiagonal. The subpolyhedron K◦ ⊂ ΓK◦ is
invariant under the involution Ti◦.
Define the restriction of the involution Ti◦|K◦ by TK◦ . The considered
restriction is a free involution. Denote the factorspace K◦/TK◦ by Kˆ◦. The
restriction of the structure mapping ηΓ◦ : Γ◦ → K(D, 1) on K◦ denote by
ηK◦ .
Denote the closure of Cl(K◦) of the polyhedron K◦ (respectively, the
closure of the polyhedron Cl(Kˆ◦) polyhedron Kˆ(◦)) by K (respectively, by
Kˆ). Denote by Qdiag the space ∂Γdiag ∩ K. Obviously, Qdiag ⊂ K. We
shall call this subspace the component of the boundary of the polyhedron
K. Similarly, we denote by Qˆdiag the component of the boundary of the
polyhedron Kˆ.
Note that the mapping ηK◦ is not expendable to boundary component
Qdiag . The mapping κdiag : Qdiag → K(Id, 1) is well defined. Let us denote
by U(Qdiag)◦ ⊂ K◦ a small regular deleted neighborhood of Qdiag. The
projection projdiag : U(Qdiag)◦ → Qdiag of the regular deleted neighborhood
to Qdiag . The restriction of the structural mapping ηK◦ to the neighborhood
U(Qdiag)◦ is represented by a composition of the map ηU(Qdiag)◦ : U(Qdiag)◦ →
K(Ib, 1) and the maps iIb,D : K(Ib, 1)→ K(D, 1). Homotopy classes of maps
ηK |Qdiag and ηU(Qdiag)◦ satisfy the equation:
ηdiag ◦ projdiag = pIb,Id ◦ ηUQdiag◦ .
Let us investigate the polyhedron of singularities of an axillary mapping
cˆ. define the following commutative diagram of subgroups:
Ib×b˙
ր ∩
Id ⊂ Ia ⊂ D ⊂ H.
ց ∩
Ic
(77)
In this diagram, the inclusion D ⊂ H is a central quadratic extension of
D by the element i (of the order 4), for which i2 coincides with the generator
−1 of the subgroup Id ⊂ D. The abelian groups Ha,Hb×b˙,Hc,Hd are the
subgroups inH, this groups are the quadratic extensions of the corresponding
subgroups Ia, Ib × I˙b, Ic, Id by means of the element i. Note that the groups
Hb×b˙ and Hb×b˙ (see above [formula (84), A2]) are isomorphic.
The difference between the considered groups Hb×b˙ and Hb×b˙ are the
following: the representation of Hb×b˙ → Z
[3] (see below [Example 16, A1])
and Hb×b˙ → Z/2
[3] (see [Diagram (85), A2]) are different. The kernel of the
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epimomorphism
Hb×b˙ → Z/2
[3] → Z/2, (78)
where Z/2[3] → Z/2 corresponds to the subgroup [(19),A2] of the index 2,
contains an element i ∈ Hd ⊂ Hb×b˙ of the order 4 (comp. with Diagram
(80) below, in which Hd = Hc ∩ Hb×b˙). The kernel of the homomorphism
Hb×b˙ → Z/2
[3] → Z/2 coincides with the subgroup Ib×b˙ ⊂ Hb×b˙, which is an
elementary 2-group.
The induced automorphism χ[3] : Z/2[3] → Z/2[3] of the group Hb×b˙,
re-denoted by
χˆ[2] : Hb×b˙ → Hb×b˙, (79)
is defined by the formula χˆ[2](i) = i, where i ∈ Hd–is the generator.
The following natural mapping ηKˆ◦ : Kˆ◦ → K(H, 1), which corresponds
to the mapping of canonical 2-sheeted covering, is well-defined:
K¯◦
r¯
−→ K˜◦ K(Ic, 1) −→ K(Hc, 1)
↓ ↓ −→ ↓ ↓
K◦
r
−→ Kˆ◦ K(D, 1) −→ K(H, 1).
(80)
Horizontal maps between the spaces of the diagrams we re-denote for
brevity by η¯, ηˇ, η, ηˆ, respectively.
Subspaces and factorspaces of the 2-configuration space for Sn−2k/i,
related with the axillary mapping c1
The space Γ1, its double covering Γ¯1, and the structural map ηΓ1 : Γ1 →
K(H, 1) was defined in [A1, Section 4, (62) and below]. The space Γ1 is a
manifold with boundary. Denote the interior of this manifold by Γ1◦. The
restriction of the structural map ηΓ1 to Γ1◦ will be denoted by ηΓ1◦ : Γ1◦ →
K(H, 1).
Denote by Σ1◦ ⊂ Γ1 circ the polyhedron of double-points singularities of
the map p : Sn−2k → J1, this polyhedron is obtained by the blowing up of the
polyhedron {[(x, y)] ∈ Γ1◦, p(x) = p(y), x 6= y}. This polyhedron is equipped
with a structural mapping
ζΣ1◦ : Σ1◦ → K(H, 1), (81)
which is induced by the restriction of the structural mapping ζΓ1◦ on the
subspace Σ1◦.
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The subpolyhedron Σ1◦ ⊂ Γ1◦ of multiple-points of the map p1 is repre-
sented by a union Σ1◦ = Σantidiag∪K1◦, where K1◦ is an open subpolyhedron,
this subpolyhedron contains all points of Σ1◦ outside the antidiagonal. Let
us denote the restriction of the structural mapping ζΓ1◦ : Γ1◦ → K(H, 1) on
ΓK1◦ and on K1◦ by ζΓ1◦ and by ζK1◦ respectively.
Denote the closure of Cl(K1◦) of the polyhedron K1◦ in Γ1 (respectively,
the closure of the polyhedron Cl(Kˆ1◦) polyhedron Kˆ1◦ in Γˆ1) by K1 (respec-
tively, by Kˆ1). Denote by Qantidiag the space Σantidiag ∩K1, denote by Qdiag
the space ∂Γdiag ∩K1. Obviously, Qdiag ⊂ K1, Qantidiag ⊂ K1. We shall call
these subspaces the components of the boundary of the polyhedron K1.
Note that the structural mapping of ζK1◦ is extended from K1◦ to the
component Qantidiag of the boundary. Denote this extension by ζQantidiag :
Qantidiag → K(H, 1). The mapping ζQantidiag is the composition ζantidiag :
Qantidiag → K(Q, 1) and the inclusion iQ,H : K(Q, 1) ⊂ K(H, 1).
Note that the mapping ζK1 is not expendable to boundary component
Qdiag . The mapping ζdiag : Qdiag → K(Ia, 1) is well defined. Let us denote
by U(Qdiag)◦ ⊂ K1◦ a small regular deleted neighborhood of Qdiag. The
projection projdiag : U(Qdiag)◦ → Qdiag of the regular deleted neighborhood
to Qdiag to the central manifold is well defined.
The restriction of the structural mapping ζK1◦ to the neighborhood
U(Qdiag)◦ is represented by a composition of the map ζUQdiag◦ : UQdiag◦ →
K(Hb×b˙, 1) and the maps iHb×b˙,H : K(Hb×b˙, 1)→ K(H, 1).
Homotopy classes of maps ζdiag and ζUQdiag◦ are related by the equation:
ζdiag ◦ projdiag = pHb×b˙,Ia ◦ ζUQdiag◦.
6 Resolution spaces for singularities
Resolution spaces for polyhedra K◦ and Kˆ◦
We construct a space RK◦, which we call the resolution space of the polyhe-
dron K◦. In [A2] the group (Ib × I˙b)χ[2]Z, equipped with the homomorphism
Φ[2] : (Ib × I˙b)χ[2]Z → D, and the subgroup Ib × I˙b ⊂ (Ib × I˙b)χ(2)Z are well
defined.
Consider the following diagrams:
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RK◦
pr
−→ K◦
φ ↓
K((Ib × I˙b)χ(2)Z, 1),
(82)
RQdiag◦
pr
−→ UQdiag◦
φց ւ ηdiag◦
K(Ib × I˙b, 1),
(83)
where RQdiag◦ = (pr)
−1(UQdiag◦).
Lemma 32. There exists the space RK◦, which is included into the com-
mutative diagram (82). The following diagram (83) determines the boundary
conditions.
Resolution spaces for polyhedra Σ and Kˆ
Define a space RΣ◦, which is called the resolution space for the polyhedron
Σ◦, which is given by the formula (75).
The space RΣ◦ contains two components, which is denoted by RΣa,
RKb×b˙◦:
RΣa ∪RKb×b˙◦ = RΣ◦. (84)
The space RΣa is a closed polyhedron, for which the structured mapping
φa : RΣa → K(Ia, 1) (85)
is well-defined. The mapping (85) is included into the following commutative
diagram:
Σ◦
pr
←− RΣa
↓ η◦ ↓ φa
K(D, 1) ⊃ K(Ia, 1).
(86)
The space RKb×b˙◦ is a 2-sheeted covering space of the covering Rrb×b˙ :
RKb×b˙◦ → RKˆb×b˙◦.
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K◦
pr
←− RKb×b˙◦
Rrb×b˙
−→ RKˆb×b˙◦
prˆ
−→ Kˆ◦
↓ φˆb×b˙ ↓ φb×b˙
K(Ib×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1) ⊂ K(Hb×b˙
∫
χˆ[2]
Z, 1).
(87)
The group Hb×b˙
∫
χˆ[2]
, which is used in Diagram (87) is defined analogously
to the group (Hb×b˙)
∫
χ[3]
Z, [Formula (68), A2], using the automorphism (in-
volution) (79).
Denote (prˆ)−1(UˆQdiag◦) by RQˆdiag◦. The following inclusion RQˆdiag◦ ⊂
RKˆb×b˙◦ is well-defined.
Let us denote by RQdiag◦ the boundary of the corresponding 2-sheeted
covering space over RQˆdiag◦. The following diagram is well-defined.
RQˆdiag◦
prˆ
−→ UQˆdiag◦
φˆb×b˙ ↓ ηˆdiag◦ ↓
K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1) ⊃ K(Hb×b˙, 1).
(88)
To prove the main result of the section we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 33. There exists a space RΣ◦, which is satisfies the equation (84).
The component RΣa is equipped by the mapping (85), which is included
into the commutative diagram (86).
The component RKb×b˙◦ is the total space of a regular 2-sheeted covering
over the space RKˆb×b˙◦ such that the commutative diagram (87) is well-defined.
Moreover, the commutative diagram (88), which determines boundary condi-
tions, is well-defined.
Resolution space for the polyhedron Σ1
We shall define a space RΣ1◦, which we call resolution space of the polyhedron
Σ1. The space RΣ1◦ contains two components, which is denoted by RΣQ,
RKHb×b˙◦, as follows:
RΣQ ∪ RKHb×b˙◦ = RΣ1◦. (89)
Let us consider the following diagrams:
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RΣQ ∪ RKHb×b˙◦
pr1
−→ Σ1
φ1 ↓
K(Q, 1) ∪K(Hb×b˙, 1),
(90)
RQdiag
pr1
−→ Qdiag
φ1 ց ւ ζdiag
K(Hb×b˙, 1),
(91)
in which RQdiag = (pr1)
−1(Qdiag).
The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 33
Lemma 34. There exists a space RK1, which is satisfies the equation (89),
an which is included in the commutative diagram (90). Moreover, the com-
mutative diagrams (91) determines boundary conditions.
The complex stratification of polyhedra J, Σ, Σ◦ by means of the
coordinate system angle - momentum
Let us order lens spaces, which form the join, by the integers from 1 up to
r and let us denote by J(k1, . . . , ks) ⊂ J the subjoin, formed by a selected
set of circles (one-dimensional lens spaces) S1/i with indexes 1 ≤ k1 < · · · <
ks ≤ r, 0 ≥ s ≥ r. The stratification above is induced from the standard
stratification of the open faces of the standard r-dimensional simplex δr under
the natural projection J → δr. The preimages of vertexes of a simplex are
the lens spaces J(j) ⊂ J , J(j) ≈ S1/i, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, generating the join.
Define the space J [s] as a subspace of J , obtained by the union of all
subspaces J(k1, . . . , ks) ⊂ J .
Thus, the following stratification
J (r) ⊂ · · · ⊂ J (1) ⊂ J (0), (92)
of the space J is well-defined. For the considered stratum a number r − s
of missed coordinates to the full set of coordinates is called the deep of the
stratum.
Let us introduce the following denotation:
J [i] = J (i) \ J (i+1). (93)
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Denote the maximum open cell of the space pˆ−1(J(k1, . . . , ks)) by
Uˆ(k1, . . . , ks) ⊂ S
n−k/i. This open cell is called an elementary stratum of
the depth (r− s). A point at an elementary stratum U(k1, . . . , ks) ⊂ S
n−k/i
is defined by a set of coordinates (xˇk1 , . . . , xˇks, λ), where xˇki ∈ S
1 is a co-
ordinate on the 1-sphere (circle), covering lens space with the number ki,
λ = (lk1 , . . . , lks) is a barycentric coordinate on the corresponding (s − 1)-
dimensional simplex of the join. Thus if the two sets of coordinates are
identified under the transformation of the cyclic Ia-covering by means of the
generator, which is common to the entire set of coordinates, then these sets
define the same point on Sn−k/i. Points on elementary stratum Uˆ(k1, . . . , ks)
belong in the union of simplexes with vertexes belong to the lens spaces of the
join with corresponding coordinates. Each elementary strata Uˆ(k1, . . . , ks) is
a base space of the double covering U(k1, . . . , ks) → Uˆ(k1, . . . , ks), which
is induced from the double covering RPn−k → Sn−k/i by the inclusion
Uˆ(k1, . . . , ks) ⊂ S
n−k/i.
The polyhedron Σ◦ is split into the union of open subsets (elementary
strata), these elementary strata are defined as the connected components of
the inverse images of elementary strata (93). Denote these elementary strata
by
K [r−s](k1, . . . , ks), 1 ≤ s ≤ r. (94)
Anti-diagonal strata belong to Σ◦. Each elementary stratum, except anti-
diagonal strata, is a double covering over the corresponding stratum of the
polyhedron Kˆ◦. Denote these elementary strata by
Kˆ [r−s](k1, . . . , ks), 1 ≤ s ≤ r. (95)
Let us describe an elementary stratum K [r−s](k1, . . . , ks) by means of the
coordinate system. To simplify the notation let us consider the case s = r.
Suppose that for a pair of points (x1, x2), defining a point on K
[0](1, . . . , r),
the following pair of points (xˇ1, xˇ2) on the covering space S
n−k is fixed, and
the pair (xˇ1, xˇ2) is mapped to the pair (x1, x2) by means of the projection
of Sn−k → RPn−k. Accordingly to the construction above, we denote by
(xˇ1,i, xˇ2,i), i = 1, . . . , r a set of spherical coordinates of each point. Each
such coordinate with the number i defines a point on 1-dimensional sphere
(circle) S1i with the same number i, which covers the corresponding circle
J(i) ⊂ J of the join. Note that the pair of coordinates with the common
number determines the pair of points in a common layer of the standard
cyclic Ia-covering S
1 → S1/i.
The collection of coordinates (xˇ1,i, xˇ2,i) are considered up to independent
changes to the antipodal. In addition, the points in the pair (x1, x2) does
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not admit a natural order and the lift of the point in K to a pair of points
(x¯1, x¯2) on the sphere S
n−k, is well determined up to 8 different possibilities.
(The order of the group D is equal to 8.)
An analogous construction holds for points on deeper elementary strata
K [r−s](k1, . . . , ks), 1 ≤ s ≤ r.
The coordinate description of elementary strata of the polyhedra
K◦ ⊂ Σ◦
Let x ∈ K [r−s](k1, . . . , ks) be a point on an elementary stratum. Consider
the sets of spherical coordinates xˇ1,i пїЅ xˇ2,i, k1 ≤ i ≤ ks of the point x. For
each i the following cases: a pair of i-th coordinates coincides; antipodal,
the second coordinate is obtained from first by the transformation by means
of the generator (or by the minus generator) of the cyclic cover. Associate
to an ordered pair of coordinates xˇ1,ki and xˇ2,ki, 1 ≤ i ≤ s the residue
vki = xˇ1,ki(xˇ2,ki)
−1 of a value +1, −1, +i or −i, respectively. It is easy
to check that the collection of residues {vki} is changed by the following
transformation. When the collection of coordinates of a point is changed
to the antipodal collection, say, the collection of coordinates of the point x2
is changed to the antipodal collection, the set of values of residues of the
new pair (x¯1, x¯2) on the spherical covering is obtained from the initial set of
residues by changing of the signs:
{(xˇ1,ki , xˇ2,ki)} 7→ {(−xˇ1,ki, xˇ2,ki)}, {vki} 7→ {−vki},
{(xˇ1,ki , xˇ2,ki)} 7→ {(xˇ1,ki,−xˇ2,ki)}, {vki} 7→ {−vki}.
The residues of the renumbered pair of points change by the inversion:
{(xˇ1,ki, xˇ2,ki)} 7→ {(xˇ2,ki, xˇ1,ki)}, {vki} 7→ {v¯ki},
where v 7→ v¯ means the complex conjugation. Obviously, the set of residues
does not change, if we choose another point on the same elementary stratum
of the space K◦.
Elementary strata of the space K(k1, . . . , ks), in accordance with sets of
residues, are divided into 3 types: Ia, Ib×b˙, Id. If among the set of residues are
only residues {+i,−i} (respectively, only residues {+1,−1}), we shall speak
about the elementary stratum of the type Ia (respectively of the type Ib×b˙). If
among the residues are residues from the both set {+i,−i} and {+1,−1}, we
shall speak about elementary stratum of the type Id. It is easy to verify that
the restriction of the structure mapping η : K0◦ → K(D, 1) on an elementary
stratum of the type Ia, Ib×b˙, Id is represented by the composition of a map in
the space K(Ia, 1) (respectively in the space K(Ib×b˙, 1) or K(Id, 1)) with the
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map ia : K(Ia, 1)→ K(D, 1) (respectively, with the map ib×b˙ : K(Ib×b˙, 1)→
K(D, 1) or id : K(Id, 1) → K(D, 1)). For the first two types of strata the
reduction of the structural mapping (up to homotopy) is not well defined, but
is defined only up to a composition with the conjugation in the subgroups
Ia, Ib×b˙.
The polyhedron Σ◦ contains the polyhedron K◦ and Σ◦ \K◦ consists of
antidiagonal elementary strata. For an arbitrary elementary antidiagonal
stratum K(k1, . . . , ks) the residue of the each angle coordinate is equal to
+i. A antidiagonal stratum is an elementary stratum of the type Ia. The
polyhedron Σ is derived from Σ◦ by the joining of all diagonal strata (on
each diagonal strata the residue of an arbitrary angle coordinate is equal
+1), which is in the boundary of the polyhedron. It is easy to verify that
Σ \ Σ◦ contains all elementary diagonal strata of the deep greater, or equal,
then 1.
Define the following open subpolyhedra
Ka◦ ⊂ K◦ ⊂ Σ◦, (96)
Kb×b˙◦ ⊂ K◦ ⊂ Σ◦, (97)
Kd◦ ⊂ K◦ ⊂ Σ◦ (98)
as the unions of all elementary strata of the corresponding type.
The following polyhedron
Kˆb×b˙◦ ⊂ Kˆ◦ (99)
is defined as the base of 2-sheeted covering over the polyhedron (97). The
description of (97) by means of the coordinates is obvious and is omitted.
Description of the structural map η◦ : Σ◦ → K(D, 1), by means of
the coordinate system
Let x = [(x1, x2)] be a marked a point on K◦, on a maximal elementary
stratum. Consider closed path λ : S1 → K◦, with the initial and ending
points in this marked point, intersecting the singular strata of the depth
1 in a general position in a finite set of points. Let (xˇ1, xˇ2) be the two
spherical preimages of the point x. Define another pair (xˇ′1, xˇ
′
2) of spherical
preimages of x, which will be called coordinates, obtained in result of the
natural transformation of the coordinates (xˇ1, xˇ2) along the path λ.
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At regular points of the path λ the family of pairs of spherical preimages
in the one-parameter family is changing continuously, that uniquely iden-
tifies the inverse images of the end point of the path by the initial data.
When crossing the path with the strata of depth 1, the corresponding pair of
spherical coordinates with the number l is discontinuous. Since all the other
coordinates remain regular, the extension of regular coordinates along the
path at a critical moment time is uniquely determined. For a given point x
on elementary stratum of the depth 0 of the spaces K◦ the choice of at least
one pair of spherical coordinates is uniquely determines the choice of spheri-
cal coordinates with the rest numbers. Consequently, the continuation of the
spherical coordinates along a path is uniquely defined in a neighborhood of
a singular point of the path.
The transformation of the ordered pair (xˇ1, xˇ2) to the ordered pair (xˇ
′
1, xˇ
′
2)
defines an element the group D. This element does not depend on the choice
of the path l in the class of equivalent paths, modulo homotopy relation in
the group π1(Σ◦, x). Thus, the homomorphism π1(Σ◦, x)→ D is well defined
and the induced map
η◦ : Σ◦ → K(D, 1) (100)
coincides with structural mapping, which was determined earlier. It is easy
to verify that the restriction of the structural mapping η◦ on the connected
components of a single elementary stratum K◦(1, . . . , r) is homotopic to a
map with the image in the subspeces K(Ia, 1), K(Ib×b˙, 1), K(Id, 1), which
corresponds to the type and subtype elementary stratum.
Coordinate description of the canonical covering over an elemen-
tary stratum
Consider an elementary stratum K [r−s](k1, . . . , ks) ⊂ K
(r−s)
◦ of the depth
(r − s). Denote by
π : K [r−s](k1, . . . , ks)→ K(Z/2, 1) (101)
the classifying map, that is responsible for the permutation of a pair of points
around a closed path on this elementary stratum. This mapping is called the
classified mapping for the corresponding 2-sheeted covering.
The mapping π coincides with the composition
K [r−s](k1, . . . , ks)
η
−→ K(D, 1)
p
−→ K(Z/2, 1),
where K(D, 1)
p
−→ K(Z/2, 1) be the map of the classifying spaces, which is
induced by the epimorphism D → Z/2 with kernel Ic ⊂ D . The canonical
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2-sheeted covering, which is associated with the mapping π let us denote by
K¯ [r−s](k1, . . . , ks)→ K
[r−s](k1, . . . , ks). (102)
With the mapping (101) the following equivariant mapping is associated:
π¯ : K¯ [r−s](k1, . . . , ks)→ S
∞, (103)
where the involution in the image is the standard antipodal involution. This
mapping is a 2-sheeted covering over the mapping (101).
For an elementary strata of the type Ib×b˙ with the mapping (103) the
following equivariant mapping is associated:
π˜ : K˜ [r−s](k1, . . . , ks)→ S
∞, (104)
where the mapping K˜ [r−s](k1, . . . , ks) ⊂ K˜(Hb×b˙, 1), (104) is a 2-sheeted
covering over the mapping (103).
Lemma 35. The restriction of the map (103) to the canonical 2-sheeted
covering over an elementary strata of an arbitrary type is homotopic to the
following composition
π¯ : K¯ [r−s](k1, . . . , ks)→ S
1 ⊂ S∞. (105)
The restriction of the equivariant map (104) to the canonical 2-sheeted cover-
ing over an elementary strata of the type Hb×b˙ is homotopic to the following
composition
π˜ : K˜ [r−s](k1, . . . , ks)→ S
1 ⊂ S∞, (106)
where S1 ⊂ S∞ is the equivariant embedding of the standard 1-dimensional
skeleton of the classifying space.
Proof of Lemma 35
Let us prove the lemma by means of explicit formulas for the mappings
(105) (106). An arbitrary point [(x1, x2)] ∈ Kˆ
[r−s,i](k1, . . . , ks), or [(x1, x2)] ∈
K [r−s,i](k1, . . . , ks) is determined by the equivalence class of the collection of
angle coordinates and the momentum coordinate. The structure mapping
η◦, ηˆb×b˙◦ is determined by a transformation of angle coordinates. Let us
define the mappings (105), (106) by the corresponding transformation of the
marked pair of the angle coordinates. Below the prescribed pair of the angle
coordinates for an elementary stratum of each arbitrary type is defined.
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Assume that a point [(xˆ1, xˆ2)] ∈ Kˆ
[r−s](k1, . . . , ks) is belong to the stratum
of the type Hb×b˙. Because the residue of the prescribed pair of the angle
coordinates is well-defined, a non-ordered pair of the angle coordinates with
the residue −1 it is convenient to denote by [(xˇ1,−, xˇ2,−)], a pair of the angle
coordinates with the residue +1 denote by [(xˇ1,+, xˇ2,+)].
The each coordinate xˇ1,−, xˇ2,−, xˇ1,+, xˇ2,+ determines the corresponding
point on S1. It is not difficult to check, that xˇ1,+ = xˇ2,+, xˇ1,− = −xˇ2,−.
Therefore the mapping (xˆ1, xˆ2) 7→ (xˇ
−1
1,−xˇ1,+, xˇ
−1
2,−xˇ2,+) transforms the points
of an ordered pair into the antipodal points on S1. The changing of a pair
of the angle coordinates to an equivalent pair, which keeps the order of the
points of the pair, does not change the equivariant mapping. The changing
of the order of points in the pair transforms the equivariant mapping to the
antipodal mapping. The constructed equivariant mapping is the required
equivariant mapping (105) for the stratum of the type Hb×b˙.
Assume a point [(x1, x2)] ∈ K
[r−s,i](k1, . . . , ks) belongs to an elementary
stratum of the type Ia (including the case, when a stratum is anti-diagonal).
The mapping (105) is determined by a transformation of the prescribed pair
of the angle coordinates with the residue +i, which we denote (and the
same time introduce an order of the pair) as (xˇ1,+i, ixˇ1,+i). The mapping
(x1, x2) 7→ (xˇ
2
1,+i,−xˇ
2
1,+i) transforms the points of the ordered pair into an
antipodal points on S1. This mapping is the required mapping (105) for the
elementary stratum of the type Ia.
Assume a point (x1, x2) ∈ K
[r−s](k1, . . . , ks) belongs to an elementary
stratum of the type Id. The mapping (105) is determined by a transfor-
mation of the prescribed pair of the angle coordinates with the residue +i,
which we denote by [(xˇ1,+i, ixˇ1,+i)]. The mapping (x1, x2) 7→ (xˇ1,+i)
2,−xˇ1,+i)
2
transforms the points of the ordered pair into an antipodal points on S1. This
mapping is the required mapping (105) for the elementary stratum of the type
Id. Let us denote that the constructed mapping (105) on each elementary
stratum of the type Id is homotopic to the constant mapping.
Lemma 35 is proved.
Prescribed coordinate system
A coordinate system Ω(αˆ) on an elementary stratum α of the type Ia, Id,
or αˆ of the type Hb×b˙ is determined by a fixation and an order of spherical
preimages (xˇ1, xˇ2) of the marked point. At the marked point a prescribed
coordinate system is well-defined using the reduction of a structured sub-
group of the stratum. A prescribed coordinate system is extended along an
arbitrary path on an elementary stratum. A prescribed coordinate system is
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well-defined, because a reduction of the structure group to the corresponding
subgroup is well-defined.
Admissible pairs of elementary strata
For an arbitrary elementary strata β ⊂ K [r−s,i](k1, . . . , ks) of the type Ia
(correspondingly, of the type Id, or of the type Hb×b˙) of the space K◦ let us
consider a smallest elementary stratum α, β 6= α of the same type, which
is contained in the boundary of α ⊂ Cl(β) ⊂ Cl(K [r−s,i](k1, . . . , ks)) (in
the closure of α). Analogously, for an arbitrary elementary stratum βˆ ⊂
Kˆ [r−s,i](k1, . . . , ks) of the type Hb×b˙ of the space Kˆ◦ let us consider a smallest
elementary strata αˆ of the same type, which is contained in the boundary of
βˆ. Let us write α ≺ β, or αˆ ≺ βˆ.
Let us consider the prescribed coordinate system Ω(β) on the stratum β ⊂
K(k1, . . . , ks). Restrict the prescribed coordinate system on an elementary
stratum α ⊂ Cl(β) inside its boundary. Assume that the restriction of
the prescribed coordinate system on Ω(β)|α corresponds to the prescribed
coordinate system Ω(α) on the smallest stratum. In this case we shall call
that the pair of the strata (α, β), α ≺ β, is admissible. In the opposite case,
we call the pair (α, β), α ≺ β, is non-admissible.
Convention
Strata of the different type, say α of the type Ia, and β of the type Id, α ≺ β,
are admissible.
Reduction of the structured mapping of the polyhedron
K◦
Let us consider the restriction of the structured mapping on the polyhedra
(96), (98), (97): η◦ : K◦ → K(D, 1). Define the groups Ia
∫
χ[2]
Z, Ic
∫
χ[2]
Z
analogously with Ib×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, and the group Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z. The groups are
equipped by the natural epimorphims Φ[2] : Ia
∫
χ[2]
Z → D, Φ[2] : Ic
∫
χ[2]
Z →
D, pIa : Ia
∫
χ[2]
Z → Z, Φ[2] : Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z → H, pHb×b˙ : Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z → Z. Let
us prove the following result.
Lemma 36. Assume that the deep r of the stratification (92) is odd.
–1. The reduction
ηa : (Ka, UQantidiag)→ (K(Ia
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1), K(Ia, 1)→ (K(D, 1), K(Ia, 1)).(107)
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of the structured mapping η◦ over UQantidiag ⊂ Ka ⊂ K◦ is well-defined.
–2. The reduction
ηd : Kd → K(Ic
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1)→ K(D, 1). (108)
of the structured mapping η◦ over Kd ⊂ K◦ is well-defined..
–3. The reduction
ηˆb×b˙ : (Kˆb×b˙, UQˆantidiag)→ (K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1), K(Hb×b˙, 1)→ (K(H, 1), K(Hb×b˙, 1)).(109)
of the structured mapping ηˆ◦ over UQˆantidiag ⊂ Kˆb×b˙ ⊂ K◦ is well-defined.
Proof of Lemma 36
Let us prove Statement 1. Define a mapping
pa : Ka → S
1,
then describe the canonical mapping ηa : Ka → K(Ia
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1), then prove
that the mapping pa coincides with the composition
pIa ◦ ηa : Ka → K(Ia
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1)→ S1.
Denote by K
(2)
a ⊂ Ka the polyhedron, which is defined as the union of
elementary strata of the deeps 0, 1 и 2 (we use upper indexes, which are
agree with the indexes of the stratification (92)). Below in the proof we omit
the lower index a to short denotations. The inclusion K(2) ⊂ K induces an
isomorphism of the fundamental groups. Therefore it is sufficient to prove
that the polyhedron K(2) satisfies the statement of the lemma.
Define the polyhedron M (1) and 2-sheeted covering M˜ (1) → M (1), which
is included to the commutative diagram of 2-sheeted coverings:
M˜ (1) ⊂ K˜(1)
↓ ↓
M (1) ⊂ K(1),
(110)
moreover, the horizontal inclusions in the diagram are homotopy equiva-
lences. Consider 2-sheeted covering K˜a → Ka, which corresponds to the
subgroup Ia ⊂ D in the target group of the structured homomorphism. The
right 2-sheeted covering K˜(1) → K(1) is induced from the covering K˜a → Ka
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by the standard inclusion K(1) ⊂ Ka. The left covering and the right cover-
ing in the diagram (110) are described by similar angles for each elementary
stratum, correspondingly. The momenta for each strata of the deep 0 and 1
of the polyhedron K(1) belong to (r−1)-dimensional and (r−2)-dimensional
simplexes correspondingly. In M (1) the momenta are replaced by baricenters
of the corresponding simplexes and by segments, which join the correspond-
ing baricenters. As the result, the spaces of the diagram (110) are equipped
with mappings onto a graph Γ, which is described below. This mappings are
commuted with vertical mappings of the diagram.
Let us describe the graph Γ. Elementary strata of the deeps 0 and 1 of the
polyhedron K(1) correspond to vertexes of the graph Γ of the two different
types. A pair of vertexes are joined by a edge, if the corresponding stratum of
the deep 1 are included to the boundary of the corresponding (open) stratum
of the deep 0. Denote the mapping f : K(1) → Γ, for which elementary strata
of the deep 0 are mapped into neighborhoods of the corresponding vertexes.
Elementary strata of the deep 1 are mapped into corresponding vertexes.
By the construction below the mapping f depends no of angles and is con-
structed using momenta only. Denote by X(1) the polyhedron of momenta
for K(1). The natural forgetful projection g : K(1) → X(1) is well-defined.
The mapping f coincides with the composition of the projection g with the
projection h−1 : X(1) → Γ, which is standardly defined, this projection is a
homotopy equivalence. The inclusion h : Γ ⊂ X(1), which is inverse to the
projection h−1 is well-defined. By the inclusion h vertexes of Γ are mapped
into barycenters of the corresponding simplexes, edges are mapped into seg-
ments, which join the baricenters of the corresponding (r−1)-simplexes with
the baricenters of the corresponding (r − 2)–simplexes in the boundary.
Define M1 ⊂ K(1) as the preimage of h(Γ) by the projection g. The last
spaces in the diagram (110) are defined analogously.
Let us define an equivariant mapping c(1) : M˜ (1) → S1, which is classified
the left vertical 2-sheeted covering in the diagram (110). Therefore using
homotopy equivalences, which correspond to horizontal mappings in the di-
agram (110), the equivariant mapping c(1) : K˜(1) → S1 is defined. Then
let us check that the equivariant mapping c(1) is extended to an equivariant
mapping c(2) : K˜(2) → S1.
Let us fix for each maximal stratum in M˜ (0) a system of angles A+ =
(xˇ1,1, . . . , xˇ1,r; xˇ2,1, . . . , xˇ2,r) such that the corresponding system of residues
{v+1 = xˇ1,1xˇ
−1
2,1, . . . v
+
r = xˇ1,rxˇ
−1
2,r} satisfy the equation:
r∏
i=1
v+i = i.
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Evidently, this is possible, because r is odd. The coordinate system at a
point [(x1, x2)] ∈ M˜
(0) is not uniquely defined, but up to a transformation in
the group Ia. A system of angles A− is defines oppositely, the corresponding
residues {v−1 , . . . v
−
r } satisfy the opposite equation:
r∏
i=1
v+i = −i.
Evidently, the system of angles A+ is corresponds to a reduction of the
structured mapping on the considered maximal stratum into the subgroup
Ia, the system A− corresponds to the opposite reduction homomorphism.
Let us fix a lift of the each residue v+i at the point x̂1 ∈ K˜
0 to the
real x̂1
+
i with respect to the projection proj : R → S
1, x 7→ x (mod 2π),
x ∈ R. Analogously, let us fix a lift of the each residue v−i at the antipodal
point x̂2 ∈ K˜
0 to the antipodal real x̂2
−
i = −x̂1
+
i . Denote a skew-symmetric
mapping ĉ(0) : M̂ (0) → R by the formula: ĉ(0)(x̂1, x̂2) =
∑
i
x̂1,i−x̂2,i
2
, this
mapping contains the values ±π
2
(mod 2π). On the each elementary stra-
tum this mapping is constant. Denote by ĉ(0) : M˜ (0) → S1 an equivariant
(locally-constant) mapping, which contains imaginary values ±i ∈ S1, by the
composition of the mapping ĉ(0) with the covering proj : R→ S1.
Let us extend the mapping ĉ(0) to an equivariant mapping ĉ(1) : M˜ (1) → S1
and let us prove that this mapping is the classifying mapping for the covering
M˜ (1) →M (1).
From a technical point of view, it is convenient to reformulate the problem
to construct the equivariant mapping c˜(1) into the problem to construct an
equivariant fiberwise monomorphism of a line bundle with the fiber R1∪0R
1
(a pair of real lines, which are identified at the origins), which is equipped
with a fiberwise involution, into a line complex bundle, also equipped with
a fiberwise involution, the both bundles are over M (1). Define the complex
line bundle p : E(κ)→M (1) (with a fiber C) as the Hermitian bundle, which
is classified by the characteristic class κ ∈ H1(M (1);Z/2) of the covering
M˜ (1) → M (1). The involution conj : E(κ) → E(κ) in the fibers of p is also
defined by the conjugation.
Consider the line bundle L(κ) → M (1), which is associated with κ. In a
neighborhood of a point x ∈ M (1) of the base consider a non-ordered pair
(ψ+, ψ−) of sections, each section is a monomorphism L(κ)→ E(κ) over the
neighborhood of x. Additionally, the following properties are satisfied:
—the sections ψ+, ψ− are transformed to each other with respect to the
conjugation conj : C→ C in the target fibers,
– the sections ψ+, ψ− are non-vanished,
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– the sections ψ+ ψ− are transformed to each other along each closed path
l ⊂ M (1), for which κ(l) is non-vanished, i.e. the path admits not a lift into
a closed path on the covering M˜ (1) →M (1).
The family of sections (ψ+, ψ−) determines an equivariant morphism of
a bundle with the fiber R1 ∪0 R
1/ Denote this bundle by G(κ), let us define
this bundle. Consider the line tautological bundle L˜(κ) over M˜ (1), which is
associated with 2-sheeted covering M˜ (1) →M (1) (this covering coincides not
with the canonical covering) with additional involution in the fibers. This
involution is induced by the standard identification of the two lines in each
fiber. The direct image of the bundle L˜(κ) over M (1) is the required bundle
G(κ). The bundle G(κ) is equipped with the fiberwise involution, described
above. The natural morphism G(κ) → L(κ) of the bundle is well-defined,
this morphism identifies the pair of lines in the fiber, correspondingly to the
involution.
The pair of sections (ψ+, ψ−) with the prescribed properties determine
the equivariant morphism of the bundles ψ : G(κ)→ E(κ) over M (1).
Let us prove that the existence of an equivariant morphism ψ : G(κ) →
E(κ) implies the existence of a fiberwise monomorphism ψL : L(κ) → C ×
M (1) of the (real) line bundle L(κ) into the trivial (complex) line bundle
C×M (1) →M (1).
The real component of the morphism ψ determines the morphism ℜ(ψL) :
L(κ)→ R(±)×M (1). The imaginary part ℑ(ψ+),ℑ(ψ−) of the section ψ rep-
resent the same equivariant morphism G(κ)→ R(±i) of the line equivariant
bundle with the fiber R1 ∪0 R
1 into the equivariant line bundle R(±i). In a
neighborhood of a point in the base of the bundles the equivariant structure
of the target bundle R(±i) is well defined by the antipodal transformation
of fibers. The equivariant structure in the source G(κ) is well-defined by the
transposition of the pair of the lines. Moreover, the equivariant structure in
the image and in the preimage is classified by the same characteristic class κ.
Therefore using tensor product with the Z/2–covering p : M˜ (1) →M (1) with
characteristic class κ we get in the image the trivial line bundle R(±i) ⊗ p
over M (1) with equivariant structure, by the fiberwise involution, and in the
preimage we get the line bundle (Z/2×˜G(κ))⊗ p, which is isomorphic to the
equivariant bundle (Z/2× L(κ)) (or, to the pair of bundles L(κ) ∪0 L(κ), in
which the origins of fibers are identified. The equivariant structure in the
preimage (Z/2×˜G(κ)) is well-defined by a permutation of fibers of the 2 iso-
morphic copies of the bundle L(κ), the equivariant structure in the (trivial)
target bundle R(±i)⊗ p is well-defined by the antipodal mappings.
The constructed morphism of the equivariant bundles determine a mor-
phism of real line bundles, denote this morphism by ℑ(ψL) : L(κ)→ R(±i).
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The Whitney sum ℜ(ψL)⊕ℑ(ψL) represents the required fiberwise monomor-
phism ψ : L(κ) → C × M (1) (where C = R(±) ⊕ R(±i)). Additionally,
ψ : G(κ) → E(κ) and ψL are fiberwise monomorphisms. We get the
required equivariant mapping (after we take associated spherical bundles)
ĉ(1) : M˜ (1) → S1.
Let us construct the pair (ψ+, ψ−) of conjugated sections overM
(1), which
satisfies the required properties. Consider the vertexes yj ∈ Γ, which corre-
spond to strata of K [1] of the deep 1 and vertexes xi ∈ Γ, which corresponds
to strata of K [0] of the deep 0. Include each vertex yj in an edge γi,j of the
graph Γ from xi to yj. Consider a small regular neighborhood Uj ⊂ Γ of
the vertex yj ∈ Γ and join this neighbourhood to γi,j. The last edges in the
vertex yj separate from Uj by a larger neighborhood Vj . In the graph Γ a
subset ∆ is defined, each connected component of this subset is a subgraph,
which contains a unique vertex xi, which corresponds to a stratum of the
deep 0. With each such a vertex xi edges is associated, some of the edges
end near the vertex yj and contain no points from the neighborhood Vj, all
the last segments are joined by the opposite end points to a neighborhood
Uj′ . The complement Γ \∆ is a collection of short segments, each segment
is contained inside circular neighborhood ∪j(Vj \ Uj).
Extend by locally constant functions the collection of monomorphism
(ψ
(0)
+ , ψ
(0)
− ) сM
(0) (the source space of this family is the collection of vertexes
∪i{xi}, which are preimage of the mapping g : M
(1) → Γ) to a family of
monomorphisms on the preimage of ∆ ⊂ Γ. Then define the extension on
the space M (1). Consider an arbitrary segment [aj, bi] ⊂ Γ \ ∆ with the
left end point aj near the vertex yj, the right end point is bounded by a
short segment from xi. Denote by M
(1)[aj , bi] the domain in M
1, which
is defined as the inverse image of [aj , bi] by the mapping g. The following
skew-symmetric mappings ĉ[a], ĉ[b] are well-defined, the source spaces of this
mappings coincide with the preimage of the end points of the segment in R.
Consider the difference ĉ[b] − ĉ[a] = 1
2
∑
i x̂(b)1,i − x̂(a)1,i − x̂(b)2,i + x̂(b)2,i.
This difference is well-defined (mod π) and determines a skew-symmetric
function ĉ(1)[aj, bi]→ R with prescribed boundary conditions.
The composition of the section ψ
(0)
+ with the conjugation conj : S
1 → S1
coincides with the section ψ
(0)
− , which is defined using the permutation of the
preimages in the canonical covering (or, equivalently, using the involution
in the fibers of G(κ)). Therefore, because ĉ[b] − ĉ[a] is a skew-symmetric,
the equivariant mapping ĉ(1) with boundary conditions onM (1)[aj , bi] is well-
defined, this mapping is transformed into complex conjugated mapping after
the permutation of the inverse images in the canonical covering.
The pair (ψ
(1)
+ , ψ
(1)
− ) of conjugated local monomorphisms of the bundle
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L(κ) to the bundle E(κ) over M (1) is well-defined. Equivalently, we defined
an equivariant section ψ of the bundle G(κ) to the bundle E(κ). The required
conditions for the pair (ψ
(1)
+ , ψ
(1)
− ) are satisfied. The required equivariant
mapping ĉ(1) : K˜(1) → S1 is well-defined.
Let us prove that there exists an extension ĉ(2) : K˜(2) → S1. To
proof this fact, it is sufficient to extend the conjugated pair (ψ
(1)
+ , ψ
(1)
− )
to a conjugated pair (ψ
(2)
+ , ψ
(2)
− ) over K
(2). Let us investigate elements of
the fundamental group π1(K
(1)), which are in the kernel of the homomor-
phism π1(K
(1))→ π1(K
(2)), this homomorphism is induced by the inclusion
K(1) ⊂ K(2)). Conjugated class of the corresponding element in the kernel
is well-defined by a homotopy class of a free loop in M (1) (recall, that K(1)
and M (1) are homotopy equivalent) as following. Consider a vertex xe,e ∈ Γ
of the type 0 and a pair of vertexes y1,e, y2,e ∈ Γ of the type 1, which are
in a neighborhood of xe,e. Let us fix 2 arbitrary elements a, b ∈ Ia (denote
the unite by e ∈ Ia) and define a sequence of vertexes xe,e, xa,e, xe,b, xa,b of
type 0 and a sequence of vertexes y1,e, y1,b, y2,e, y2,a of type 1 of the graph Γ
as following.
Consider a lift of the segment [xe,e, y1,e] from the marked point xˆe,e ∈M
(1)
over xe,e into a point yˆ1,e over y1,e by the projection g, the projection keeps
angles. Consider a path from yˆ1,e to xˆa,e, which has the same momenta as
the inverse path from yˆ1,e to xˆe,e, and the same angles, except the only angle
(of number 1), for this angle the corresponding residue is multiplicatively
changed in the point yˆ1,e by −1 ∈ Ia.
Let us transform the 4-gone [xa,e, y1,e, xe,e, y2,e, xe,b] by multiplicative
changing residues of the coordinates by the elements a−1, b−1 correspond-
ingly. We get a closed 8-gone [xa,b, y2,a, xa,e, y1,e, xe,e, y2,e, xe,b, y1,b, xa,a]. As-
sume that this polygon is contained in M (1), this means that the collection
of residues contains real values and contains complex values simultaneously.
Consider an arbitrary free path onM (1), which is defined by this polygone.
It is easy to see that the image of an arbitrary such path is contractible with
respect to the composition M (1) ⊂ K(1) ⊂ K(2). Evidently, the collection of
all considered paths determines conjugated classes of generators in the kernel
of the homomorphism π1(K
(1))→ π1(K
(2)).
Let us check that the each section ψ
(1)
+ , ψ
(1)
− restricted to the 8-gone path
is contractible. Assume that integer lifts x˜1,i x˜2,i of the each regular angle
(there exist r − 2 regular angles) along the 8-gone are constant. Then the
proof is obvious. The considered assumption gives no loss of a generality,
because in the general case the sum of jumps of the each regular coordinate
along the path equals to zero. The mapping pa : Ka → S
1 is constructed.
Define the mapping ηa. Let us consider the homomorphism πa ◦ η :
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π1(Ka) → Z/2, where η : π1(Ka) → D, and πa : D → Z/2 is the projection
with the kernel Ia ⊂ D. It is easy to verify that pa ∼= πa (mod 2). Therefore
pa determines a lift of the homomorphism η (the target group of η is D ∼=
Ia
∫
χ[2]
Z/2) to a homomorphism ηa with the image Ia
∫
χ[2]
Z. The mapping ηa
classify this homomorphism (the classifying mapping and the corresponding
homomorphism have the same denotations).
Let us prove that the following boundary conditions are satisfied: the
restriction of the mapping ηa on UQantidiag taks the value in K(Ia, 1) ⊂
K(Ia
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1).
Consider an arbitrary closed path λ, which consists of a finite number
of segments in a general position in UQantidiag . Such a path in its free ho-
motopy class is represented (we give no a new denotation) by a path, which
intersects no with K(2) and intersects with K(1) by a finite set of points
{l1,1, l1,2, l2,1, l2,2, . . . , lk,1, lk,2}. Moreover, for an arbitrary j (lj,1, lj,2) is a
(short) interval where the two residue are equal to −i, the last are equal to
+i. Along an arbitrary (long) last interval of λ the only one corresponding
coordinate has the residue −i, the last coordinates have residues +i. It is
sufficient, without loss of a generality, to assume that η◦(λ) is a unite element
in Ia, because, if the boundary conditions are not satisfied, the image of the
homomorphism is an infinite group (the free cyclic group), but the group Ia
itself is a finite group.
Let us investigate ψ−, this section is a constant on an arbitrary long path
and have a jump on each short segment of the path. For each angle an R-
lift and the angle-rotation value are well-defined. Because the angle-rotation
value on the each short segment is equal to zero, the number of rotation
of the each coordinate is divided by π. By assumption, η◦(λ) is the trivial
element in Ia, therefore the angle-rotation value for the each coordinate is
divided by 2π.
Assume that along the path λ angles are unchanged. Then the total sum
of jumps of lifts of the each coordinates on short segments of the path λ
equals to zero. In this case the total changing of ψ− along λ (this changing
coincides with the sum of jumps of corresponding differences of lifts of angles
on the collection of the short paths) equals to zero, because at the start-point
and at the end-point of the path the values of the lifts of each angle coincide,
and therefore, the sum of jumps of residues of each angle is unchanged. The
assumption that each angle along the path gives no a lost of a generality,
because there exists an axillary closed path, which intersects no withK(1), for
which the angle-rotation value of an arbitrary prescribed angle is a given 2πk,
and last coordinates are unchanged. For the such path the boundary values,
evidently, are satisfied. As the result, we may change by a connected sum the
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given path λ with some number of axillary paths, in this case the number of
angle-rotation of the each angle along the each ling interval becomes trivial.
Statement 1 is proved.
Statements 2 and 3 are proved analogously after the structure mappings
are correspondingly changed as in the diagram (80).
Space Ya
Let α, β be elementary strata of Σa in the sense of the stratification (94).
Assume that α ≺ β and define an elementary ε-cone of a smallest stratum α
into the closure of β, which is defined as the open cone of a small height ε,
ε << 1, over the interior of the closure of the union of all lower-dimensional
ε-cones, which are inside the closure of β. The structure of an elementary
ε-cone corresponds to the Euclidean structure in the r-simplex, given by the
corresponding momenta coordinates. The elementary cone of the strata α in
β is denoted by Con(α, β) ⊂ β.
For each pair of strata (admissible, or non-admissible) α ≺ β consider the
elementary ε–cone Con(α, β) and define:
β⊙ = β \ (
⋃
i
Con(αi, β; ε) ∪
⋃
j
Con(αj, β)), (111)
where a pair αi ≺ β is non-admissible, a pair αj ≺ β is admissible.
Define the space Z⊙ ⊂ Σa by the formula:
Z⊙ =
⋃
β
β⊙. (112)
Define the space Y ⊙a ⊂ Σa by the formula:
Y ⊙a = Σa \ Z
⊙. (113)
For an arbitrary elementary ε–cone Con(α, β), which is constructed
for a non-admissible pair of strata (for an admissible pair of strata cor-
respondingly) α ≺ β define the down- reduction, which is a subdomain
Con↓(α, β) ⊂ Con(α, β).
Consider elementary strata αi such that αi ≺ α ≺ β, assuming that the
pair αi ≺ β is admissible (is non-admissible, correspondingly). Define
Con↓(α, β) = Con(α, β) \
⋃
i
Con(αi, β). (114)
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Define the space
y↓ =
⋃
α,β
Con(α, β) \ Con↓(α, β), (115)
where the union is taken over all pairs of strata α, β such that the pair α ≺ β
is non-admissible.
For an arbitrary elementary down-reduced ε-cone Con↓(α, β), which is
constructed from an non-admissible pair of strata α ≺ β, define down-up-
reduced ε-cone, which is denoted by Con↓↑(α, β) ⊂ Con↓(α, β).
Consider elementary strata αj such that α ≺ αj ≺ β assuming that the
pair αj ≺ β is admissible. Define
Con↓↑(α, β) = Con↓(α, β) \
⋃
j
Con(αj, β). (116)
Define the subspace
y↑ =
⋃
α,β
Con↓(α, β) \ Con↓↑(α, β), (117)
where the union is taken over all non-admissible pairs of strata α ≺ β.
Define the space
yy↓ = y↓ \ (y↑ ∩ y↓).
The following formula is satisfied:
yy↓ ∪ y↑ = y↓ ∪ y↑,
where the spaces in the left side of the formula are disjoint.
It is not difficult to see that the space yy↓ is well-defined by the following
formula:
yy↓ =
⋃
α,β
[Con(α, β) \ Con↓(α, β)] \
⋃
k
Con(αk, β), (118)
where the pair α ≺ β is non-admissible, and the following flag of strata is
well-defined: αj ≺ α ≺ αk ≺ β, where the pair αk ≺ β is admissible, and αj
is a stratum, such that the pair αj ≺ β is admissible, which is used in the
construction of the down-reduced cone Con↓(α, β).
Let us clarify the formula (118) as following. Let x ∈ yy↓ belongs to an
elementary stratum β. Consider the maximal flag of strata
αj ≺ · · · ≺ α ≺ · · · ≺ β, (119)
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such that the point x belongs to the cones of all this strata in the stratum
β. Let us say, the point x belongs to yy↓, if all strata, more deeper then α
(the stratum α itself is not included) are admissible with respect to β, the
stratum α is non-admissible with respect to β, all the last strata, less deeper
then the stratum α are arbitrary (admissible, or non-admissible) with respect
to β.
Define a subspace
yy↓ω−→1 ⊂ yy
↓
by the following formula:
yy↓ω−→1 = yy
↓ \
⋃
i
Con(αi, β), (120)
where yy↓ is represented as in (118), αj ≺ αi ≺ α ≺ β, where αi 6= αj and
the pair αi ≺ β (and, also, the pair αj ≺ β) is admissible.
Let us clarify the formula (120) as following. In the maximal flag of strata
(119) all cones of more deeper strata with respect to α, which are admissible
with respect to β are excluded, except the most deeper stratum αj .
A point from the space yy↓ω−→1 belongs to a maximal flag of strata
αi ≺ α ≺ · · · ≺ β, (121)
where the pair αi ≺ β is admissible, the pair α ≺ β and the pairs of more
deep strata in the sequence with β are non-admissible.
Let us define a space yy↓+ω−→1 and an inclusion
yy↓ω−→1 ⊂ yy
↓+
ω−→1.
Define a space yy↓+ω−→1 as the closure of the subspace yy
↓
ω−→1 in yy
↓.
The space yy↓+ω−→1 is defined explicitly as following. Join all lateral bound-
aries of elementary strata, of the space yy↓ω−→1 using the formula (121). To
the space yy↓ω−→1 points from y
↑, and Z↓↑ are added (see the formula (124)
below), the points belong to lateral boundaries of cones Con(αj , β) of most
deep strata in (119). This is sufficiently to prove separately for each elemen-
tary strata.
Let us clarify the formula (117) as following. Assume a point x ∈ y↑
belongs to an elementary stratum β. Consider the maximal flag of the strata:
αi ≺ · · · ≺ α ≺ αj ≺ · · · ≺ β, (122)
such that the point x belongs to the cones of all this strata in the stratum β.
Let us say, the point x belongs to y↑, if all strata, more deeper then α (the
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stratum α itself is not included) are non-admissible with respect to β, the
stratum α is admissible with respect to β, all the last strata, less deeper then
the stratum α are arbitrary (admissible, or non-admissible) with respect to
β.
Define the subspace y↑ω−→1 ⊂ y
↑ by the following formula:
y↑ω−→1 = y
↑ \
⋃
i′
Con(αi′ , β), (123)
where y↑ is represented as in (117), αi ≺ αi′ ≺ α ≺ β, where αi 6= αi′ and
the pair αi′ ≺ β (and, also, the pair αi ≺ β) is non-admissible. Let us clarify
the formula (123) as following. In the maximal flag of strata (122) all cones
of more deep strata with respect to α, which are non-admissible with respect
to β are excluded, except the most deeper stratum αi.
Define a space y↑+ω−→1 and an inclusion
y↑ω−→1 ⊂ y
↑+
ω−→1.
Define the space y↑+ω−→1 as a subspace in Σa, which is obtained by joining of
the lateral boundaries of elementary strata, which are used to define the space
y↑ω−→1 with respect to the formula (120), the boundaries of strata coincide
with the lateral boundaries of corresponding cones; the natural inclusions of
the subspaces are well-defined. It is easy to see that several extra points from
the spaces (129)) (the formula (124), see below) and yy↓ are added to the
space y↑ω−→1.
Define the subspace
Z↓↑ =
⋃
α,β
Con↓↑(α, β), (124)
where the union is taken over all pairs of strata α ≺ β such that the pair
α ≺ β is non-admissible.
Define the following sequence of subspaces
Z⊙ ⊂ Z1 ⊂ Z
′
a, (125)
by the formula Z1 \ Z
⊙ = Z↓↑, where Z⊙ is given by the formula (113),
Z ′a \ Z1 = y
↑
ω−→1 ∪ yy
↓
ω−→1. (126)
The complements of the spaces in Σa determine the sequence of extensions
Y ⊙ ⊃ Y1 ⊃ Y
′
a. (127)
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Let us consider a pair of admissible strata α ≺ β. Denote
Conad(α, β) = Con↓(α, β) \
⋃
α1
Con(α1, β),
where α ≺ α1 ≺ β, and the pair α1 ≺ β is non-admissible. In this formula the
cone Con↓(α, β) is defined by an analogous formula as the formula (114), but
the admissible pairs of strata are changed into non-admissible, and oppositely.
It is easy to verify the following equations:
Y ′a = y
ad ∪ y↑a ∪ yy
↓
a, (128)
where
yad =
⋃
α,β
Conad(α, β), (129)
the union is taken over all admissible pairs of strata α ≺ β;
y↑a = y
↑ \ y↑ω−→1, (130)
yy↓a = yy
↓ \ yy↓ω−→1. (131)
We need to extend the space Z ′a and define an extension Z
′
a ⊂ Za. Let us
join to the subspace Z ′a \Za several points from the spaces y
ad ⊂ Y ′a, y
↑
a ⊂ Y
′
a,
yy↓. Replace the space Z ′a \ Z1, which is defined by the formula (126), into
the space Za \ Z1, which is defined to replace the space in the right side of
the formula into the space y↑+ω−→1 ∪ yy
↓+
ω−→1. To the space Z
′
a points from Y
′
a
are added.
We get the sequence of the inclusions:
Z⊙ ⊃ Z1 ⊃ Za.
Let us take the complements in Σa, we get the corresponding sequence of
extensions:
Y ⊙ ⊂ Y1 ⊂ Ya,
The space Ya is the required space. Because of this correction, the formula
(128) for the smallest subspace is changed as following:
Ya = Y
ad ∪ Y ↑a ∪ Y
↓
a , (132)
Y ad ⊂ yad, Y ↑a ⊂ y
↑
a, Y
↓
a = yy
↓
a. Now in each elementary stratum β the
subspace Y ad have no common points in its closure with the space Y ↑a , and
also the subspaces Y ↑a , Y
↓
a have no common points, which belong to their
closures.
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Structured mapping on the space Ya
Consider the mapping η : Σa → K(D, 1), which is defined by the formula
(100). Consider the restriction of this mapping to the subspace
ηa : Ya → K(D, 1). (133)
Lemma 37. –1. The mapping (133) admits a reduction, which is given by
a mapping
µa : Ya → K(Ia, 1), (134)
iIa,D ◦ µa = ηa◦.
–2. The canonical 2-sheeted covering over the subspace Kd ⊂ Y◦ is clas-
sified by a mapping into the circle.
–3. The restriction of the structured mapping to the space Kˆb×b˙◦ admits
a reduction, which is given by the mapping
µb×b˙ : (Kˆb×b˙◦, RQdiag)→ (K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ
Z, 1), K(Hb×b˙, 1)) (135)
Proof of Lemma 37
Proof of Statement 1.
By the construction the following sequence of inclusions is well-defined:
Ya ⊂ Y
′
a ⊂ Y1 ⊂ Y
⊙.
Consider the space
Y1 \ Ya = y
↑+
ω−→1 ∪ yy
↓+
ω−→1,
and the subspace
Y ↑a ⊂ Ya.
Define the space Ω↑+(β) as the intersection of the space y
↑+
ω−→1 with the
elementary stratum β. Analogously, define the subspace Ω↓+(β) in the space
yy↓+ω−→1 and define the subspace Ω
↓↑(β) in the space Y ↑a .
By construction, the following formula are satisfied:
y↑+ω−→1 =
⋃
β
Ω↑+(β),
yy↓+ω−→1 =
⋃
β
Ω↓+(β),
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Y ↑a =
⋃
β
Ω↓↑(β).
We need descriptions of the spaces using intersections of cones of strata,
which belong to the neighborhood of β.
Define a subspace A↑+(αj , αk;α, β) ⊂ β. Assume that in the sequence
α ≺ αj ≺ αk ≺ β the pair α ≺ β is non-admissible, the pair αj ≺ β is
admissible, the pair αk ≺ β is arbitrary. The case αj = αk is included.
Consider the maximal flag of cones between α and β:
α ≺ · · · ≺ αj ≺ · · · ≺ αk ≺ · · · ≺ β. (136)
Define the subspace A↑+(αj , αk;α, β) as a subspace of points in β, which
belong to the intersection of the 3 cones Con(α, β), Con(αj , β), Con(αk, β)
and are not inside another cone, where by Con is denoted the union of the
corresponding cone with its lateral boundary.
Define A↓+(α, αj; β) as a subspace in β, which is inside the intersection
of the cones Con(αj , β), Con(α, β), but not inside an arbitrary (open) cone,
which is below α and above αj, where by Con the union of the corresponding
cone with its lateral boundary is denoted.
Define a subspace A↓↑+ (α, β) ⊂ β, assuming that the pair α ≺ β is non-
admissible.
A↓↑+ (α, β) = Con
↓(α, β) \ Con↓↑(α, β) \ [Ω↑+(β) ∪ Ω
↓
+(β)] (137)
Lemma 38. The following formula are satisfied:
1. Ω↑+(β) =
⋃
j,k,αA
↑
+(αj;α, β).
2. Ω↓+(β) =
⋃
i,j,αA
↓
+(αj ;α, β).
3. Ω↓↑+ (β) =
⋃
iA
↓↑
+ (αi, β), where the pair αi ≺ β is non-admissible. The
spaces A↓↑+ (αi1, β1), A
↓↑
+ (αi2, β2) intersect each other, if and only if αi2 ≺
αi1 ≺ β1 (the case αi1 ≺ αi2 ≺ β2 is obtained by a permutation of indexes
and also possible), moreover, the intersection is inside the union of the cones⋃
j1
Con(αj1, β1),
⋃
j2
Con(αj2, β2),
where αi1 ≺ αj1 ≺ β1, αi1 ≺ αj2 ≺ β2, the pairs αj1 ≺ β1, αj2 ≺ β2 are
admissible.
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Proof of Lemma 38
Let us prove the formula 2. By definition, the following inclusion is well-
defined:
Ω↓+(β) ⊂
⋃
i,j
Con(αi, β) ∩ Con(α, β), (138)
where αi ≺ α ≺ β, and the both neighbor pairs in the sequence are non-
admissible.
Divide the intersection Con(α, β) ∩ Con(αi, β) into 2 subdomains. The
first subdomain is defined as the complement to the lower reduction of the
cone Con(α, β) by the cone Con(αi, β) and, additionally, points of the subdo-
main have to be inside a deeper cone Con(αi1 , β), such that the pair α ≺ β
is admissible. Such points belong not Ω↓+(β) (such points belong to Y
↓
a ).
The second subdomain with the lateral boundary of the cone Con(α, β) is
included into Ω↓+(β). Points from the intersection Con(αi1 , β) ∩ Con(α, β)
belong to Ω↓(β), or, belong to a deeper cone of a stratum, which is admissible
with respect to β. In the last cases such a point belong no to Ω↓(β). (Let us
remark, that a length of the sequence of the cones is bounded by the deep of
strata in the stratification of the space Σa.) Now, let us note, that the each
subspace in Ω↓+(β) admits additional fraction using the cones in the maximal
flag of strata, which are in the boundary of α. The formula 2 is proved.
Let us prove the formula 3. The inclusion
Ω↓↑+ (β) ⊂
⋃
α
Con↓(α, β) \ Con↓↑(α, β)
is satisfied by definition.
Assume that β1 = β2 = β. Let us investigate pairwise intersections
in the right side of the formula. Assume a point x ∈ Ω↓↑(β), belongs to
Con↓(α, β) and, moreover, belongs to Con(α′, β) for a more deeper strata
α′, α′ ≺ α ≺ β, where the pair α′ ≺ β is non-admissible. Then x belongs
not to any cone Con(αj , β), where α
′ ≺ αj ≺ α ≺ β, and the pair αj ≺ β
is non-admissible, because the cone Con(αj, β) is eliminated from A
↓↑(α, β).
The case α′ ≺ α ≺ αj ≺ β is possible, the cone Con(αj, β) is eliminated
from the both domains A↓↑(αj , β), A
↓↑(α, β). Therefore, the intersection of
the domains A↓↑(αj, β) and A
↓↑(α, β) is inside cones of strata, which are
admissible with respect to β.
For the case β1 6= β2 the proof is analogous. The formula 3 is proved.
Lemma 38 is proved.
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Evidently, a reduction mapping
µa : Y
ad → K(Ia, 1), (139)
iIa,D ◦ µa = ηa◦ is well-defined. Moreover, the restriction of this mapping
to an arbitrary elementary stratum β coincides with the restriction of the
classifying mapping. An arbitrary segment in Y ad(ε), which joins a point
on a stratum β with a point on a deeper stratum α preserves the reduction
mapping, because the pair α ≺ β is admissible. Or, the prescribed coordinate
systems on β and α are agree.
Let us prove the following.
Lemma 39. 1. Prescribed coordinate systems on each pair of elementary
strata α, β of the space Y ↓a , α ≺ β are agree (the pair α ≺ β is admissible).
In particular, a reduction mapping of structured mapping is well-defined:
µa : Y
↓
a → K(Ia, 1). (140)
2. Prescribed coordinate systems on each pair of elementary strata α, β of
the space Y ↑a , α ≺ β are agree (the pair α ≺ β is admissible). In particular,
a reduction mapping of the structured mapping is well-defined:
µa : Y
↑
a → K(Ia, 1). (141)
3. For an arbitrary pair of elementary strata α ⊂ Y ada , β ⊂ Y
↓
a the only
possibility α ≺ β is possible, where this pair is admissible.
4. For an arbitrary pair of elementary strata α ⊂ Y ada , β ⊂ Y
↑
a the only
possibility α ≺ β is possible, where this pair is admissible.
5. For an arbitrary pair of elementary strata β1 ⊂ Y
↓
a , β2 ⊂ Y
↑
a the
following possibilities are possible: β1 ≺ β2, β2 ≺ β1, in the each case the
pair is non-admissible.
Statement 1 of Lemma 37 is deduced from Lemma 39. The reduction
of the characteristic mapping is well-defined on the corresponding subspace
by the formula (139), (140) (141). The reduction mapping on the space Y ↑a
is conjugated to the mapping (141). Using Statements 3,4,5 of Lemma 39,
the reduction mappings on the corresponding subspaces are glued into the
common reduction mapping (134) on the space Ya.
Statements 2 and 3 of Lemma 37 are deduced from Statements 2 and 3
of Lemma 36 correspondingly. Lemma 37 is proved.
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Proof of Lemma 39
Let us prove Statement 1, using the inclusion Y ↓a ⊂ yy
↓. The space yy↓ is
defined by the formula (118). Let us prove the statement for this greater
space.
Assume x ∈ β1∩yy
↓. Let us consider the minimal ε–cone Con(αmin, β1; ε),
which contains the point x. Because the flag (119) is well-defined, the pair
αmin ≺ β1 is admissible.
Assume that x belongs to the closure of β0. Then αmin is the minimal
stratum, for which the point x belongs to the cone Con(αmin, β0; ε1) in the
neighborhood of β0. Analogously with the previous arguments, one may
concludes that the pair αmin ≺ β0 is admissible. It is proved that the pair
β1 ≺ β0 is admissible. Statement 1 is proved.
Prove Statement 2. The proof is followed from Statement 3 of Lemma
38. Let us give a straightforward proof. Let us prove that an arbitrary
elementary strata Ω↓↑(β0), Ω
↓↑(β1) of the space y
↓↑, β1 ≺ β0 are such that
a less deep stratum contains not a more deed stratum in its closure, or, the
pair β1 ≺ β0 is admissible.
It is sufficient to prove that the domain A↓↑(α1, β1) is not contained in
the closure of the domain A↓↑(α0, β0), assuming that the pair β1 ≺ β0 is
non-admissible. Moreover, without loss of a generality, let us assume that
β1 = α0, in the opposite case we may take A
↓↑(β1, β0) instead of A
↓↑(α0, β0),
using the fact that the inclusion A↓↑(α0, β0) ∩ A
↓↑(α1, β1) ⊂ A
↓↑(β1, β0) is
well-defined.
An arbitrary subspace A↓↑(α1, β1 = α0) is inside the cone Con(α1, β1)
and intersect not with A↓↑(α0, β0), because points of the cone Con(α1, β0)
is eliminated from A↓↑(α0, β0). A point in the lateral boundary of the cone
Con(α1, β0) could belongs to the closure of A
↓↑(α0, β0), but, an arbitrary
point belongs to yad, or, belongs to z↓↑ and is not in y↓↑. Statement 2 is
proved.
Statement 3 is proved analogously to Statement 1.
Statements 4-5 are proved by explicit arguments.
Lemma 39 is proved.
Define a CW-complex
CZa ⊃ Za (142)
as a cell closure of the space (124). In the space (142) all open cells of
the subspace (124) are replaced by its closures, and the glued mappings are
extended by continuity.
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The "‘resolution"’ mapping
R : CZa → Za ⊂ Σa (143)
is well-defined. The restriction of the mapping R to the subspace (124) is
the inclusion.
Lemma 40. The canonical 2-sheeted covering CZa → CZa over the space
(142) is induced by an equivariant mapping
F¯a : CZa → P¯ , (144)
where P¯ is a 11-dimensional CW-complex, equipped with a free involution
TP¯ .
Lemma 40 is deduced from the following lemma.
Lemma 41. 1. The restriction of the canonical 2–sheeted covering Z¯a → Za
on the subspace yy↑+ω−→1 ⊂ Za is induced by an equivariant mapping
F¯ ↑ : y¯↑+ω−→1 → P¯
↑, (145)
where P¯ ↑ is a 3-dimensional CW-complex, equipped with a free involution
TP¯ ↑.
2. The restriction of the canonical 2-sheeted covering Z¯a → Za on the
subspace yy↓+ω−→1 ⊂ Za is induced by an equivariant mapping
F¯ ↓ : y¯↓+ω−→1 → P¯
↓, (146)
where P¯ ↓ is a 3-dimensional CW-complex, equipped with a free involution
TP¯ ↓.
3. The restriction of the canonical 2-sheeted covering Z¯a → Za on the
subspace Z1 ⊂ Za is induced by an equivariant mapping
F¯1 : Z¯1 → P¯1, (147)
where P¯1 is a 3-dimensional CW-complex, equipped with a free involution
TP¯1.
Proof of Lemma 41
Let us prove Statement 1. Using Statement 1 of Lemma 38, define the
mapping F¯ ↑ for each canonical covering over each elementary stratum of
Ω↑+(β), then, let us prove that the constructed mappings are glued into the
common mapping, the sorce of this mapping is the canonical covering over
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the space y↑+ω−→1. Let us decompose the space Ω
↑
+(β) into 3 subdomain, each
subdomain is itself decomposed into disjoint components, the components
have no common boundary points, which belong to the space y↑+ω−→1. By
the required subdomains let us take interior and boundary points of the
family of spaces A↑+(αj, αk;α, β). Then let us mark an each domain by a
label, correspondingly to an elementary stratum, and let us check that for
neighbor strata a corresponding domain β1 ≺ β is marked by the same label.
Consider the case αj 6= αk. Let us mark points of the space
A↑+(αj, αk;α, β), which are inside the open cone Con(α, β) by the label of
the stratum α. Let us say that such points belongs to the domain of type
A. Let us say the last points belong to the domain of type B. Points of the
type B belong to the lateral boundary of the cone: Con(α, β) \ Con(α, β).
Points of the domain B are divided into subdomains, which are intersec-
tions of cones of the stratum (maximal) αj with lateral boundary of the cone
Con(α, β) of the stratum (minimal) α.
Obviously, points of the domain B on lateral boundaries of the cone
Con(α, β), which are not inside an open cone Con(αj, β) belong not to the
space y↑+ω−→1, the points belong to β
⊙. Points of B are divided, therefore,
into disjoint subdomains in the maximal cone Con(αi, β) of the flag (136)
(above the stratum α). Let us mark points of a domain in the boundary of
Con(α, β) by the mark αi.
Let us consider the domains A inside the union of all domains
A↑+(αj;α, β). Assume that two of domains of this union are marked by the
same α. In this case the mapping into the circle, which is defined by the
reduction of the classifying mapping of the canonical covering, are induced
by the reduction mapping for the stratum α. The classifying mapping of the
union of domains A are induced by the mapping into the disjoint union of
all strata of Ya and by the mapping into the circle, which is classified the
canonical covering over disjoint union of elementary strata.
Assume that a subdomain B in β contains a point, which belongs to the
closure of another domain of the same type, the both subdomains are marked
by the same stratum. In the case a subdomain B in A↑+(αj ;α, β) is marked
by αi, this subdomain can contain a subdomain A
↑
+(αj1;α, β1), which also is
marked by αi.
The space of points in subdomains B in the union of the domains
A↑+(αj;α, β), which are in Ω
↑
+(β), admits a mapping into the circle, which
classify the canonical covering. This mapping is induced using marks by the
mapping into a disjoint union of all strata of the polyhedra Σ◦ by composition
with the mapping into the circle.
The mapping on the space yy↑+ω−→1 is well-defined by the equivariant join
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construction from the 3 mappings, constructed above. Statement 1 is proved.
The Statement 2 is analogical for the space Ω↓+(β). Statement 2 is proved.
Let us prove Statement 3. It is easy to see that an elementary stratum
of the space Z1 can contains elementary strata in its closure only, in the case
the strata are admissible. Using the join construction over the full collection
of canonical coverings, we get a mapping into 3-dimensional CW-complex.
Statement 3 is proved.
Lemma 40 is proved.
Thickenings
Coordinates in an elementary cone, constructed from a pair of strata α ≺ β,
complete by all last momentum coordinates (and all possible corresponding
angle coordinates), which degenerate on β and contain in the corresponding
face of the coordinate r-simplex. Let us call the coordinates in β principle
coordinate and the additional coordinate correspondingly. By definition, an
arbitrary additional momentum coordinate belongs to the interval (0, ε1),
0 < ε1 << ε. Denote the thickening by C(α, β; ε, ε1).
Consider the space Ya(ε, ε1). Denote the complements to Ya in Σa, by Za
(a cell closure of the space Za is defined above in Lemma 40). The subspace
Za ⊂ Σa is not open and not closed. The space Za is glued from domains
inside elementary strata, this space is defined above such that an arbitrary
domain inside the corresponding stratum contains no points of the bound-
ary. Define a thickening of each domain inside the corresponding strata by
additional coordinates. The result denote by ZREGa (ε1). The space Z
REG
a (ε1)
is defined as the union of open subdomains, therefore this space is open.
Moreover, the natural inclusion Za ⊂ Z
REG
a (ε1) is well-defined. Consider the
inclusion Za ⊂ CZa, which is induced from the inclusion (142).
Lemma 42. The natural inclusion Za ⊂ Z
REG
a (ε1) admits the spitted map-
ping:
ZREGa (ε1)→ CZa, (148)
which is induced the isomorphism of the structural mappings.
Proof of Lemma 42
The space CZa is a CW-complex, therefore a regular neighborhood of an
inclusion CZa ⊂ R
N , N ≥ (dim(CZa)), which is denoted by UZa, admits
a retraction p : UZa → CZa. For a sufficiently small ε1 > 0 the inclusion
I : ZREGa (ε1) ⊂ UZa is well-defined, and the restriction of this inclusion on
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Za coincides with the composition Za ⊂ CZa ⊂ UZa. The required map-
ping (148) coincides with the composition p ◦ I : Za → CZa. Moreover, the
mapping (148) induces the isomorphism of the structured homomorphisms,
because the structured homomorphism is well-defined by prescribed coordi-
nate systems of elementary strata of the considered spaces. Lemma 42 is
proved.
Denote the complement Σa \ Z
REG
a (ε1) by Y
REG
a (ε1). The subspace
Y REGa (ε1) ⊂ Σa (149)
is closed. The inclusion Y REGa (ε1) ⊂ Ya is well-defined. In particular, one
can replace in the formula (134) the space Ya by the closed subcomplex
Y REGa (ε1), and one can replace in the formula (144) the space CZa by its
canonical 2-sheeted covering over ZREGa (ε1), using the splitting (148) from
Lemma 42.
Analogously, define closed subspaces
Y REG
b×b˙
(ε1) ⊂ Σb×b˙, Yˆ
REG
b×b˙
(ε1) ⊂ Σˆb×b˙ (150)
and obvious generalization of the formula (148) is well-defined.
Definition of spaces RΣa, RKˆb×b˙◦ in Lemma 33
Define the space
RΣa ⊂ Y◦, (151)
as a thin regular neighborhood of the subspace (149).
Define the space
RKb×b˙◦ ⊂ Y◦ (152)
by strata of the type Ib×b˙ (see (97), (99)). The space (152) is the standard
2-sheeted covering space, the base of this space denote by RKˆb×b˙.
All maps, which are included in the diagram (87), in particular, the map-
ping pr, prˆ, are standardly defined.
Resolution maps φa : RΣa → K(Ia, 1) φˆb×b˙ : RˆΣb×b˙◦ → K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1).
Proof of Lemma 33
Let us consider the restriction
η◦|Ya : Ya → K(D, 1), (153)
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(recall, a homotopy equivalence RΣa ∼= Ya is well defined) of the structure
mappings on the subpolyhedron (151). By Statement 1 of Lemma 37 the
reduction of the mapping (153) is well defined:
φYa : Ya → K(Ia, 1), (154)
i.e the following equality is satisfied: η◦|Ya = iIa◦φYa. The resolution mapping
φˆb×b˙ : RˆΣb×b˙◦ → K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1) is constructed in Statement 3 of Lemma
37 Lemma 33 is proved.
Proof of Statement 2 of Lemma 37
First of all, let us define the analog Y REGd (ε3) of the closed space (149) and of
its complement ZREGd (ε1) in the polyhedra Kd. Then, analogously to Lemma
40, prove that the canonical covering over the space Y REGd (ε1) is induced by
a mapping into a 3-polyhedron. The restriction of the structure mapping to
the complement of the space (149) in the polyhedra Kd admits a reduction
to a mapping into K(Ic, 1). Therefore, the canonical covering over the space
ZREGd (ε1) is trivial. The canonical covering over the space Kd is induced by
a mapping into 4-polyhedron. Lemma 37 is proved.
Proof of Lemma 30
Using the dimensional restriction (68), let us consider an axillary mapping
(69) and the composition F ◦ c : RPn−k → J ⊂ Rn−17. Consider formal
(equivariant) mappings (F ◦c)(2), c(2), which are defined as formal extensions
of the corresponding mappings. Polyhedra of formal self-intersections of the
mappings (F ◦ c)(2) and c(2) coincides. The required equivariant deformation
of the formal mapping (F ◦c)(2) into the formal mapping d(2) define as vertical
lift of the canonical covering over the subspace Σ◦ by the following 2 steps.
–1. Points of the polyhedron Kd ⊂ Σ◦ of a formal self-intersection of the
mapping (F ◦c)(2) are eliminated by a vertical lift in the codimension 2. This
is possible by Proposition 2 of Lemma 37.
–2. Points of polyhedra ZREGa (ε1) are eliminated by a vertical lift in the
codimension 15, this is possible by Lemma 40, because the mapping (148)
induces an equivalence of the structured mappings by Lemma 42.
The formal (equivariant) mapping d(2) is well-defined.
Let us check the following two conditions, which are formulated in Lemma
25. The first condition for the component Na is satisfied, namely, the map-
ping µa, restricted to the component Na, determines a reduction of the struc-
tured mapping η◦.
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Let us prove two conditions in the statement of 25. Condition 1 is, obvi-
ously, well proved, namely, the restriction of the mapping η◦ to the marked
component Na admits a cyclic reduction, given by µa.
Let us prove Condition 2 in 25, which is formulated for the component
Nb×b˙◦. For the convenience let us write-down this condition:
0 = (pIc,Id ◦ η¯)∗([N¯b×b˙]) ∈ Hn−2k(K(Id, 1);Z/2). (155)
Assume that the polyhedron Nb×b˙◦ is closed (let us remain that in this
case the lower index ◦ in omitted) and the mapping η admits a reduction
ηb×b˙ : Nb×b˙ → K(Ib×b˙, 1). (156)
In this case the formula (155) is satisfied, because the composition
η¯b×b˙ : N¯b×b˙ → K(Id, 1)
is the composition of a mapping Nb×b˙ → K(Id, 1) with the standard 2-sheeted
covering
N¯b×b˙ → Nb×b˙ → K(Ib×b˙, 1)→ K(Id, 1),
where the mapping K(Ib×b˙, 1) → K(Id, 1) is induced by the homomorphism
Ib×b˙ → Id with the kernel Ib ⊂ Ib×b˙.
Assume that the polyhedron Nb×b˙◦ is not closed, and the mapping η◦
admits a reduction (156) with the prescribed boundary conditions. The
formula (155) is rewritten as follows:
0 = (pIc,Id ◦ η¯b×b˙◦,◦)∗([CN¯b×b˙◦]) ∈ Hn−2k(K(Id, 1);Z/2). (157)
The difference between the formulas (157) and (155) is following: if the
polyhedron Nb×b˙◦ is non-closed, then the polyhedron N¯b×b˙◦ is also non-closed.
Therefore the polyhedron N¯b×b˙◦ have to be compactified into a closed by a
gluing of the cone of the canonical 2-sheeted cover N¯b×b˙◦ → Nb×b˙◦ over the
boundary. The result is a closed polyhedron, which is denoted in the formula
(157) by N¯b×b˙◦. The polyhedron N¯b×b˙◦ is the covering space of the 2-sheeted
covering N¯b×b˙◦ → CNb×b˙◦, which corresponds to the subgroup Ib˙ ⊂ Ib×b˙ of the
index 2. Therefore, as in the previous case, the cycle pIc,Id ◦ η¯b×b˙◦ : CN¯b×b˙◦ →
K(Id, 1) is a boundary.
Let us consider a general case: the polyhedron Nb×b˙◦ is non-closed and
the mapping η◦ admits a reduction
ηb×b˙◦ : Nb×b˙◦ → K(Ib×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1)
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with prescribed boundary conditions.
By the assumption the following mapping
ηˆb×b˙◦ : Nˆb×b˙◦ → K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1)
is well-defined. Consider the 2-sheeted covering over the structure mapping,
which we denote by
η˜b×b˙◦ : CN˜b×b˙◦ → K(Hd × Z, 1).
Let us recall, that respectively to the diagram (80), the 2-sheeted covering
mapping η˜b×b˙◦ over ηb×b˙◦ is totally defined by the subgroup of the index 2:
Hd × Z ⊂ Hb×b˙
∫
χˆ[2]
Z. (158)
The formula (157) is equivalent to the following condition: the homology
class
(pHd×Z,Hd ◦ η˜b×b˙◦)∗([CN˜b×b˙◦]) ∈ Hn−2k(K(Hd, 1);Z) (159)
is even.
By the representation Hb×b˙
∫
χˆ[2]
Z → Z/2[3] the universal 4-bundle over
K(Hb×b˙
∫
χˆ[2]
Z, 1) is well-defined, denote this bundle by τˆb×b˙. The bundle
ηˆ∗
b×b˙◦
(τˆb×b˙) (160)
over Nˆb×b˙◦ is well-defined.
Denote by
N̂N ◦ ⊂ Nˆb×b˙◦ (161)
the 3-dimensional subpolyhedron, generally speaking, with boundary, as a
homology Euler class of the Whitney sum of n−2k−3
4
copies of the bundle
(160). The condition (159) is equivalent to the following: the homology class
(pHd×Z,Hd ◦ η˜b×b˙◦)∗([CN˜N ◦]) ∈ H3(K(Hd, 1);Z) (162)
is even.
Consider the mapping N̂N ◦ → K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1) → K(Z, 1). Without
loss of the generality, the inverse image by this mapping of the marked point
of S1 = K(Z, 1) is a closed 2-dimensional subpolyhedron, denoted by
L̂L ⊂ N̂N ◦. (163)
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This polyhedron is PL–homeomorphic to an oriented surface, which is
equipped with a mapping
fˆ : L̂L −→ K(Hb×b˙, 1). (164)
Let us use the following isomorphism: H2(K(Hb×b˙, 1);Z) = Z/2.
Let us prove that there exists a closed oriented 3-manifold N̂N , its sub-
manifold as in the formula (163) and a mapping
Fˆ : N̂N → K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1), (165)
for which the following two conditions are satisfied:
–1. The image of the fundamental class by the mapping (164) determines
the generator of the group H2(K(Hb×b˙, 1);Z).
–2. The image of the fundamental class by the mapping
F˜ : N˜N → K(Hd × Z, 1)→ K(Hd, 1) = K(Z/4, 1)
is an even (or the trivial) element in the group H3(Hd;Z).
Let us consider 2-torus L̂L, which is the the 2-skeleton of the standard
cell decomposition of the space (RP∞ × RP∞)/Ti ⊃ (RP
1 × RP1)/Ti = L˜L,
where Ti : RP
∞ × RP∞ → RP∞ × RP∞ is the diagonal involution, which
is defined by the standard involution i : RP∞ → RP∞. We may visualized
the space K(Hd, 1) as the space (RP
∞ × RP∞)/Ti \ diag(RP
∞). By this
construction the involution χˆ[2] : K(Hd, 1) → K(Hd, 1), which corresponds
to the automorphism (79) is defined by the formula: x× y 7→ y × x.
Define the (orientation preserving) involution χˆ : L̂L → L̂L, which per-
mutes the factors and reverses the diagonal. Define the mapping fˆ : L̂L →
K(Hb×b˙, 1) (164), which transforms the diagonal generator i ∈ H1(L̂L;Z) to
the element ab ∈ Hb×b˙ (this element is represented by the sum of the diag-
onal loop with the generic loop of the first factor). Obviously, the mapping
fˆ commutes up to homotopies with the involutions χˆ, χˆ[2] in the source and
target spaces of the mapping fˆ . Let us call the considered property Gluing
Condition.
Let us define the manifold N̂N as an oriented 3-manifold by the cylinder
of the involution χˆ : L̂L → L̂L. The mapping (165) is well-defined by a
fibered family over S1 of mappings of 2-tori in the space K(Hb×b˙, 1) (the
source and the target space of (165) is the total spaces of fibrations over
S1). By Gluing Condition the mapping (165) is well-defined. This mapping
satisfies Condition 1.
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Let us check Condition 2. Consider the following composition:
pHd,Z/2 ◦ F˜ : N˜N → K(Hd × Z, 1)→ K(Hd, 1)→ K(Z/2, 1), (166)
where the mapping pHd,Z/2 : K(Hd, 1) → K(Z/2, 1) is induced by the epi-
morphism Hd → Z/2 with the kernel Id ⊂ Hd. It is well-known, that the
cellular mapping pHd,Z/2 transforms the standard 3-skeleton S
3/i ⊂ K(Hd, 1)
into the standard 3-skeleton RP3 ⊂ K(Z/2, 1) with degree 2.
Assuming Condition 2 is not satisfied and the mapping (165) determines
the generic homology class, then the mapping (166) is not homotopic to zero.
Assume that the mapping (166) is cellular. Then the image of this mapping
coincides with the standard 3-skeleton RP3 ⊂ K(Z/2, 1) and the degree of
the mapping (166) is equal to 2 modulo 4.
The mapping (166) is a 2-sheeted covering over the mapping
N̂N → K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1)→ K(Z/2× Z, 1)→ K(Z/2, 1). (167)
By the construction, the mapping (167) is homotopic to a mapping into
the standard 2-skeleton RP2 ⊂ K(Z/2, 1). This implies that image of the
fundamental class by the mapping (167), and by the mapping (166) is the
trivial homology class. This prove that the degree of the mapping (166) is
equal to 0 modulo 4. The mapping Fˆ satisfies Condition 2.
To prove Condition (162) we may assume that the image of the funda-
mental class by the mapping (164) is the trivial homology class. Therefore
it is sufficiently to prove Condition (162), assuming, that the surface LˆL is
empty. In this case the mapping ηˆb×b˙◦ admits a reduction into the subspace
K(Hb×b˙, 1) ⊂ K(Hb×b˙
∫
χ[2]
Z, 1). Condition (162) is reformulated analogously
to Condition (157), which was proved above. Condition 2 from [Lemma 27,
A1] is proved. Lemma 30A is proved.
A sketch of the proof of Lemma 31
The proof is analogous to the proof of the main result of the paper [A1].
Let us consider an axillary mapping p1 : S
n−2k+nσ−1+1/i → J1, given by the
formula (72), define by Cp1 the cylinder of this mapping. The projections
πI : Cp1 → [0, 1], πJ : Cp1 → J1 are well defined, denote the Cartesian
product of this mappings by F1 : Cp1 → J1 × [0, 1].
Cp˜1 −→ Cp1
↓ π˜I ւ πI
I
(168)
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Cp˜1 −→ Cp1
↓ π˜J ւ πJ
J1
(169)
Consider the inclusion IJ : J1× [0, 1] ⊂ R
n× [0, 1] and define the mapping
IJ ◦ F˜1 : Cp˜1 → R
n× [0, 1], IJ ◦F1 : Cp1 → R
n× [0, 1]. Consider the mapping
f˜1 : Cpˆ1 → R
n × [0, 1] which was defined by a small generic alteration of
the mapping IJ ◦ F˜1. The mapping f˜1 will be taken to be coincided on the
bottom of the cylinder J1 ⊂ Cp˜1 with the embedding IJ : J1 ⊂ R
n × {0}.
Moreover, the composition p[0,1] ◦ f˜1 : Cp˜1 → [0, 1] to be coincided with p˜I ,
where pI : R
n × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is the projection on the second factor. The
mapping f : Cp1 → R
n × [0, 1] is also defined such that f˜1 = f1 ◦ r1.
Denote by Q¯1 ⊂ Cp1 the polyhedron of self-intersection points of the
mapping f1, defined as the closure of the corresponded spaces by the formula:
Q¯1 = Cl{x ∈ Cp1 : ∃y ∈ Cp1, x 6= y, f(x) = f(y)}.
Because n− 4k = nσ, dim(
¯˜Q1) = nσ+1 + 1.
Denote by ¯˜Q1 ⊂ Cp˜1 the polyhedron of self-intersection points of the
mapping f˜1, this polyhedron is defined as the closure of the corresponded
subspaces by the formula
¯˜Q1 = Cl{x ∈ Cp˜1 : ∃y ∈ Cp˜1, x 6= y, f˜1(x) = f˜1(y)}.
Because n− 4k = nσ, we get dim(Q¯1) = nσ + 1.
Consider the stratification J
[2]
1 ⊂ J
[1]
1 ⊂ J1 of the join. Denote by Q¯J1 the
intersection Q¯∩J1. Denote by
¯˜QJ1 the intersection
¯˜Q1∩J1. The polyhedron
Q¯J1 has the codimension nσ+1. Because the codimension of J
[2]
1 ⊂ J1 is equal
to nσ+1 + 1, the polyhedron Q¯J1 ⊂ J1 is outside a regular neighborhood of
the stratum J
[2]
1 . The polyhedron
¯˜QJ1 has the codimension nσ. Because the
codimension of J
[1]
1 ⊂ J1 is equal to nσ + 1, the polyhedron
¯˜QJ1 ⊂ J1 is
outside a regular neighborhood of the stratum J
[1]
1 . Define the polyhedron
¯˜QJ1(ε) as the set of points from
¯˜QJ1 which are mapped with respect to the
projection π˜I into a small positive ε ∈ I.
Define the involution T ¯˜Q :
¯˜Q → ¯˜Q which permutes points of self-
intersection on the canonical covering. The involution T ¯˜Q keeps the values
of the mapping π˜I . The polyhedron
¯˜QJ1(ε) is invariant with respect to the
involution T ¯˜Q. Denote by T ¯˜Q(ε) the restriction of the considered involution
on the polyhedron ¯˜QJ1(ε), this restriction is a free involution.
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Define the mapping d1 : S
n−2k/i → Rn × {ε} = Rn as the restriction
of the mapping f˜1 on S
n−2k/i × {ε}. A quotient ¯˜QJ1(ε)/T ¯˜Q(ε) is a poly-
hedron of self-intersection points of the mapping d1. Consider the poly-
hedron of self-intersection of the mapping d1 and its subpolyhedron N1.By
the construction, if the positive parameter ε is small enough, the structured
mapping ζ : N1 → K(H, 1) admits a reduction to a mapping into the sub-
space K(Q, 1) ∪ K(Hb, 1) ⊂ K(H, 1), the considered reduction is well de-
fined as the composition of the mapping t1 : N1 → RK1 with the mapping
φ1 : RK1 → K(Q, 1) ∪K(Hb, 1) (see the diagram (89)).
Let us prove that the mapping t1 satisfies the boundary conditions from
diagram (91) in Lemma 34. For ℓ ≥ 8 the number r1 of the factors of the
join J1, which is calculated by the formula (71), is greater then nσ. Because
dim(N1) = nσ−1−1, the boundary of the polyhedron N1 contains no strata of
a deep greater then r1−1
2
. Therefore the coordinate system in each component
N1 of the type Hb is agree with boundary conditions. Lemma 31 is proved.
7 Proof of Theorem 12
Let us take a positive integer k under the condition n−4k = nσ, k ≥ 8, this is
possible if n ≥ 127. Let the triple [(g : Nn−2k # Rn, η,Ψ)] represent the given
element in the cobordism group ImmD(n− 2k, 2k). Let us denote by Ln−4ka
the self-intersection manifold of the immersion ga, which is the restriction of
g on the marked component Nn−2ka ⊂ N
n−2k. Let us consider a skew-framed
immersion (f, κ,Ξ), such that δsfk ([(f, κ,Ξ)]) = [(g : N
n−2k
# Rn, η,Ψ)]. By
Proposition 29 we may assume that the triple [(g, η,Ψ)] admits a quaternionic
structure in the sense of Definition 19.
In the first step let us assume that the classifying map η of the D–framed
immersion is cyclic in the sense of Definition 14. This means that for the
marked component the following equation is satisfied:
η = ia ◦ µa,
where µa : N
n−2k
a → K(Ia, 1), N
n−2k
a = N
n−2k and ia : K(Ia, 1) → K(D, 1)
is the natural map induced by the inclusion of the subgroup.
Let us also assume that the classifying map ζ of the Z/2[3]–framed im-
mersion δDk (g, η,Ψ) = (h, ζ,Λ) is quaternionic in the sense of Definition 15.
This means that Ln−4k = Ln−4kQ and the following equation is satisfied:
ζ = iQ,Z/2[3] ◦ λQ, (170)
where λQ : L
n−4k
Q → K(Q, 1), L
n−4k
Q = L
n−4k, and iQ,Z/2[3] : K(Q, 1) →
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K(Z/2[3], 1) is the natural map, induced by the inclusion of the subgroup
(see Example 20). Let us prove the theorem in this case.
Let us consider the classifying mapping η : Nn−2k → K(D, 1). Let us
denote by N˜n−2k−2 ⊂ Nn−2k the submanifold, representing the Euler class of
the vector bundle η∗(ψD), where by ψD is denoted the universal 2-dimensional
vector bundle over the classifying spaceK(D, 1). Because the classifying map
η is cyclic, the submanifold N˜n−2k−2 ⊂ Nn−2k is co-oriented, moreover we
have
η∗(ψD) = µ
∗
a(ψ+),
where by ψ+ we denote the 2-dimensional universal SO(2)–bundle over
K(Ia, 1).
Let us denote by g˜ : N˜n−2k−2 # Rn the restriction of the immersion g on
the submanifold N˜n−2k−2 ⊂ Nn−2k, assuming that the immersion g˜ is generic.
The immersion g˜ is a D–framed immersion by Ψ˜, the classifying map η˜ of
this D–framed immersion is the restriction of η to the submanifold, this map
is cyclic. The triple (g˜, η˜, Ψ˜) is constructed from the triple (g, η,Ψ) by means
of the transfer homomorphism JD in the bottom row of the diagram (9) (in
this diagram k1 is changed to k, k is changed to k + 1).
Let us denote by L˜n−4k−4 the self-intersection manifold of the immersion
g˜. The manifold L˜n−4k−4 is a submanifold of the manifold Ln−4k, L˜n−4k−4 ⊂
Ln−4k. The parameterized immersion h˜ : L˜n−4k−4 # Rn is well defined,
this immersion is a Z/2[3]–framed immersion by means of Λ˜, the classifying
map ζ˜ of this Z/2[3]–framed immersion is quaternionic. The triple (h˜, ζ˜, Λ˜)
is defined from the triple (h, ζ,Λ) by means of the homomorphism JZ/2
[3]
in
the bottom row of the diagram (25) (in this diagram k1 is changed to k, k is
changed to k + 1).
By Lemma 11 the submanifold L˜n−4k−4 ⊂ Ln−4k represents the Euler
class of the bundle ζ∗(ψ[3]). This submanifold is the source manifold of a
Z/2[3]-immersion, representing the image of the left bottom horizontal ho-
momorphism in the diagram (25) (in the diagram k1 = k, k = k + 1).
Let us consider the canonical 2-sheeted covering p˜ : ¯˜L4k−4 → L˜n−4k.
The submanifold ¯˜L4k−4 ⊂ L¯n−4k represents the Euler class of the bundle
p˜∗(ζ∗(ψ[3])). This vector bundle is naturally isomorphic to the vector bundle
ζ¯∗(ψ![3]), where ζ¯ : L¯
n−4k → K(Hc, 1) is the canonical 2-sheeted covering over
the classifying map ζ (Hc ∼= D × D), ψ
!
[3] is the pull-back of the universal
vector bundle ψ[3] over K(Z/2
[3], 1) by means of the covering K(Hc, 1) →
K(Z/2[3], 1).
Because the classifying map ζ is quaternionic, the submanifold L˜n−4k−4 ⊂
Ln−4k is co-oriented and represents the homological Euler class of the SO(4)–
bundle λ∗(ψQ), and moreover for the corresponding O(4)–bundles ζ¯
∗(ψHc) =
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λ¯∗(ψ!Q), where:
–ψQ is the universal SO(4)–vector bundle over the classifying space
K(Q, 1). This bundle is given by the quaternionic-conjugated representa-
tion with respect to the representation (26) -(28). The bundle ψQ, as a
O(4)–bundle, is defined by the formula: ψQ = i
∗
a(ψ[3]), ψ
!
Q = i
∗
Ia,Q
(ψQ).
– ψHc is the universal O(4)–bundle over K(Hc, 1) (Hc
∼= D×D).
–λ¯ : L¯n−4k → K(Ia, 1) is the 2-sheeted covering over the classify-
ing mapping λ : Ln−4k → K(Q, 1), induced by the 2-sheeted covering
K(Ia, 1)→ K(Q, 1) over the target space of the map λ.
For the universal SO(4)–bundle ψ!Q the following formula is satisfied:
ψ!Q = ψ+ ⊕ ψ−, (171)
where the bundle ψ+ admits a lift ψ
U
+ to a complex U(1)–bundle, the bundle
ψ− is a SO(2)–bundle, obtained from ψ
U
+ by means of the complex conjuga-
tion and forgetting the complex structure.
The proof of (171) follows from the formulas (26)-(28). This formulas
correspond to Lemma 16: ψ− = T
∗
Q(ψ+).
The bundles ψ+, ψ− satisfy the equation: e(ψ+) = −e(ψ−), and the Euler
class e(ψ+) of the bundle ψ+ is equal to the generator t ∈ H
2(K(Ia, 1);Z)
in the standard basis, the Euler class e(ψ−) of the bundle ψ− is equal to −t
and is opposite to the generator t of the standard basis.
Let us denote by m ∈ H4k(Nn−2k;Z) the cohomology class, dual to the
fundamental class of the oriented submanifold L¯n−4k ⊂ Nn−2k in the oriented
manifold Nn−2k. Let us denote by eg ∈ H
4k(Nn−2k;Z) the Euler class of
the immersion g (this is the top class of the normal bundle νg). By the
Herbert theorem for the immersion g : Nn−2k # Rn with the self-intersection
manifold Ln−4k (see [E-G], Theorem 1.1 the case r = 1, the coefficients is Z)
the following formula are satisfied:
eg +m = 0. (172)
Let us denote by m˜ ∈ H4k−4(Nn−2k;Z) the cohomology class, dual to the
fundamental class of the oriented submanifold L˜
n−4k−4
⊂ N˜n−2k−2 ⊂ Nn−2k
in the oriented manifold Nn−2k. Let us denote by eg˜ ∈ H
4k−4(Nn−2k;Z)
the cohomology class, dual to the image of the homology Euler class of the
immersion g˜ by the inclusion N˜n−2k−2 ⊂ Nn−2k. By the Herbert theorem
for the immersion g˜ : Nn−2k # Rn with the self-intersection manifold L˜n−4k
(see. [E-G], Theorem 1.1 the case r = 1, the coefficients is Z) the following
formula are satisfied:
eg˜ + m˜ = 0. (173)
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Because λ¯ = µa, we may use the equation: λ¯
∗(ψ!Q) = µ
∗
a(ψ+) ⊕ µ
∗
a(ψ−).
The following equation are satisfied: m˜ = me(µ∗a(ψ+))e(µ
∗
a(ψ−)), where the
right side is the product of the three cohomology classes: m and the two Euler
classes of the corresponding bundles. The following equation are satisfied:
eg˜ = ege
2(µ∗a(ψ+)). The equation (173) can be rewritten in the following
form:
ege
2(µ∗a(ψ+)) +me(µ
∗
a(ψ+))e(µ
∗
a(ψ−)) = 0. (174)
Then we may take into account (172) and the equation e(µ∗a(ψ−)) =
−e(µ∗a(ψ+)). Let us rewrite the previous formula as follows:
2ege
2(µ∗a(ψ+)) = 0. (175)
Because of the equation eg = e(µ
∗
a(ψ+))
k, we obtain:
2ek+2(µ∗a(ψ+)) = 0. (176)
Let us recall that dim(L) = n− 4k = nσ ≥ 7 and dim(L˜) = nσ − 4 ≥ 3.
The formula for the Hopf invariant for D-framed immersion (g, η,Ψ) using
(31) is the following:
hDk ((g, η,Ψ)) = 〈e
k+2(µ∗a(ψ+))µ
∗
a(τn−4k−4); [N
n−2k]〉 (mod 2), (177)
where τn−4k−4 ∈ H
n−4k−4(K(Ia, 1);Z/4) is the generic class modulo 4, the co-
homology class e(µ∗a(ψ+)) is modulo 4, and the fundamental class [N
n−2k] of
the oriented manifoldNn−2k is modulo 4. The condition hDk ((g, η,Ψ)) = 1 im-
plies the following condition: the cohomology class ek+2(µ∗a(ψ+)) is of order 4.
This contradicts the formula (176). Therefore, hsfk (f, κ,Ξ) = h
D
k ((g, η,Ψ)) =
0 and the theorem in the particular case is proved.
Let us prove the theorem in the general case. Let us consider the pair of
mappings (µa, λ), where µa : N
n−2k
a → K(Ia, 1), N
n−2k
a ⊂ N
n−2k, λ = λQ ∪
λHb×b˙ : L
n−4k
Q ∪L
n−4k
Hb×b˙
→ K(Q, 1)∪K(Hb×b˙, 1), where L
n−4k
a = L
n−4k
Q ∪L
n−4k
Hb×b˙
,
Ln−4ka ⊂ L
n−4k, these two mappings determine the quaternionic structure of
the D–framed immersion (g, η,Ψ) in the sense of Definition 19.
Let us consider the manifold L¯n−4ka = L¯
n−4k
Q ∪ L¯
n−4k
Hb×b˙
, defined by the
formula (36). The manifold L¯n−4ka is the canonical 2-sheeted covering over
the manifold Ln−4ka .
The formula (172) is valid, and additionally the cohomology class m (this
class is dual to the fundamental class [L¯a] of the submanifold L¯
n−4k
a ⊂ N
n−2k
a )
decomposes into the following sum:
m = mQ +mHb×b˙ , (178)
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corresponding to the type of the components Ln−4kQ , L
n−4k
Hb×b˙
of the self-
intersection manifold (see the formula (39)).
Let us consider the submanifold N˜n−2k−2a ⊂ N
n−2k
a , representing the Euler
class of the bundle µ∗a(ψ
+). The following immersion g˜a : N˜
n−2k−2
a # R
n
is well defined by the restriction of the immersion ga to the submanifold
N˜n−2k−2a ⊂ N
n−2k
a . Let us denote by L˜
n−4k−4
a the self-intersection manifold of
the immersion g˜a (compare with the corresponding definition of the previous
step).
The inclusion L˜n−2k−4a ⊂ L
n−2k
a is well defined. In particular, the man-
ifold L˜n−4k−4a is represented by the union of the following two components:
L˜n−4k−4a = L˜
n−4k−4
Q ∪ L˜
n−4k−4
Hb×b˙
.
Lemma 43. The co-oriented submanifold L˜n−2k−4Q ⊂ L
n−2k
Q represents the
Euler class of the SO(4)–bundle λ∗Q(ψQ).
The submanifold L˜n−2k−4Hb×b˙
⊂ Ln−2kHb×b˙
represents the Euler class of the
SO(4)–bundle λ∗Hb×b˙
(ψHb×b˙), where ψHb×b˙ is the universal SO(4)–bundle over
the space K(Hb×b˙, 1). The corresponding O(4)–bundle is standardly defined
as the inverse image of the bundle ψZ/2[3] over K(Z/2
[3], 1) by means of the
inclusion K(Hb×b˙, 1) ⊂ K(Z/2
[3], 1).
Proof of Lemma 43
The proof follows from the arguments above in the proof of commutativity
of the left squares of the diagrams (9) and (25).
The bundle ψHb×b˙ is isomorphic to the Whitney sum of the two 2-
bundles: ψHb×b˙ = p
∗
Hb×b˙,Ia
(ψIa) ⊕ p
∗
Hb×b˙,Ia
(ψIa) ⊗ lZ/2, where p
∗
Hb×b˙,Ia
(ψIa)
is the 2-dimensional bundle, defined as the pull-back of the canonical 2-
dimensional bundle ψ+ over K(Ia, 1) by means of the natural mapping
pHb×b˙,Ia : K(Hb×b˙, 1) → K(Ia, 1), induced by the homomorphism pHb×b˙,Ia :
Hb×b˙ → Ia, lZ/2 is a line bundle, defined as the inverse image of the canon-
ical line bundle over K(Z/2, 1) by means of the projection K(Hb×b˙, 1) →
K(Z/2, 1), this projection corresponds to the epimorphism Hb×b˙ → Z/2 with
the kernel Ia ⊂ Hb×b˙.
By analogous arguments the class m˜ is well defined as in the formula
(173), moreover, the following formula is satisfied:
m˜ = m˜Q + m˜Hb×b˙ , (179)
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where the terms in the right side of the formula are defined as the cohomol-
ogy classes, dual to the fundamental classes [ ¯˜LQ], [
¯˜LHb×b˙ ] of the canonical
coverings over the corresponding component.
The formula relating mQ and m˜Q is the following: m˜Q =
mQe(µ
∗
a(ψ+))e(µ
∗
a(ψ−)). The formula relating mHb×b˙ and m˜Hb×b˙ is the follow-
ing: m˜Hb×b˙ = mHb×b˙e
2(µ∗a(ψ+)). To prove the last equation we use the follow-
ing fact: the bundle i∗Ia,Hb×b˙(ψHb×b˙), where the mapping iIa,Hb×b˙ : K(Ia, 1)→
K(Hb×b˙, 1) corresponds to the index 2 subgroup iIa,Hb×b˙ : Ia ⊂ Hb×b˙, is
isomorphic to the bundle ψ+ ⊕ ψ+.
The analog of the formula (174) is the following:
ege
2(µ∗a(ψ+))−mQe
2(µ∗a(ψ+)) +mHb×b˙e
2(µ∗a(ψ+)) = 0. (180)
Let us multiply both sides of the formula (178) by the cohomology class
e2(µ∗a(ψ+)) and take the sum with the opposite sign with (180), we get:
2mQe
2(µ∗a(ψ+)) = 0. (181)
This is an analog of the formula (175).
Let us prove that the Hopf invariant of the D–framed immersion (g, η,Ψ)
is trivial. By Corollary 22 the Hopf invariant is given by the formula (39).
Let us prove that the each term in this formula is equal to zero. The first
term hλ(LQ), according to (34), is calculated as the reduction modulo 2 of
the following characteristic number modulo 4:
hλ(LQ) = 〈mQµ
∗
a(x); [N
n−2k
a ]〉,
where x ∈ Hn−4k(Ia;Z/4) is the generator. Analogously, the second term
hλ(LHb×b˙) is the reduction modulo 2 of the following number modulo 4:
hλ(LHb×b˙) = 〈mHb×b˙µ
∗
a(x); [N
n−2k
a ]〉.
Note that x = τ 2y, where τ ∈ H2(K(Ia, 1);Z/4), y ∈
Hn−4k−4(K(Ia, 1);Z/4) are the generators. We have µa(τ) = e(µa(ψ
+)),
because τ is the Euler class of the bundle ψ+. Therefore, from (181) we get
hλ(LQ) = 0,
because mQe
2(µ∗a(ψ+)) = mQ(µ
∗
a(τ))
2 = mQµ
∗
a(x).
To calculate the second term hλ(LHb×b˙) it is sufficient to note that
〈mHb×b˙µ
∗
a(x); [N
n−2k
a ]〉 = 〈µ
∗
a(x); [L¯
n−4k
Hb×b˙
]〉 = 〈p∗((λHb×b˙)
∗(x′)); [L¯n−4kHb×b˙
]〉 = 0,
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where p : L¯n−4kHb×b˙
→ Ln−4kHb×b˙
– is the 2-sheeted covering, corresponding to the
subgroup iIa,Hb×b˙ , x
′ ∈ Hn−4k(K(Hb×b˙, 1);Z/4) is a cohomology class, such
that i∗Ia,Hb×b˙(x
′) = x, [L¯n−4kHb×b˙
] is the fundamental class of the total manifold
of the canonical 2-sheeted covering p.
Theorem 12 is proved.
Remark 44. A straightforward generalization of Theorem 12 for mappings
with singularities c : Sn−2k/i → Rn, which admits a (relative) quaternionic
structure in the sense of Definition 28 is not possible.
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